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PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

The Privacy Act of 1974 .L 93-579 went into effect on September 27

1975 The Act imposes number of responsthilities and duties on each

employee of the executive branch of the federal government who uses

records containing information dealing with individuals where the records

are contained in systems of records maintained by his agency and where

the information is retrievable by individual identifier Several of these

duties and responsthilities will affect the personnel of the .S Attorneys

Offices in their day-to-day activities The information in this buUetin will

assist you in assuring that your office complies fully with the Privacy

Act by providing several general instructions and suggestions Following

this discussion you will find selected reprints from pertinent publications

and other significant information which should aid in further understanding

and implementation of the Act They are

reprint of the Office of Management and Budget

Privacy Act Implementation Guidelines

reprint of the listing of .S Attorneys systems

of records as published in the Federal Register

reprint of the exemptions from parts of the Privacy

Act claimed for selected systems of records maintained

by the .S Attorneys

copy of form designed to implement the Acts

requirement that written accounting be made of

specified disclosures

Copies of the Routine Uses applicable to the U.S
Attorneys Offices for criminal and civil case

files

Draft Department of Justice regulations for the implementation

of the Act have been published Copies of these regulations will be

distributed as soon as they are available
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The lengthy and detailed set of guidelines for implementation of

the Privacy Act issued by the Office of Management and Budget which

follows this brief introduction to the Act discusses each section of the

Privacy Act and should be consulted as questions concerning the Act arise

There are four items of major importance that should receive your

attention These concern the procedures for disclosing information on

individuals contained in systems of records the procedure for accounting

In writing for such disclosures the problems that will arise in the context

of interviewing witnesses applicants and the like and the completeness

of the U.S Attorneys offices current published list of systems of records

and the requirements if new systems are developed

Disclosure of Information Information about an individual contained

In system of records and retrievable by Individual identifier may not be

disclosed without the specific permission of the individual to whom it pertains

unless specifically permitted by the Privacy Act Any willful disclosure of

such Information in violation of the provisions of the Act is misdemeanor

carrying maximum punishment of $5 000 fine All of the permissible

methods of disclosure under the Privacy Act are discussed in the attached

reprint of the 0MB guidelines at pages 28953-28955 Two methods of disclosure

will be noted here as they will be the most common and will involve the

day-to-day operations of many of the attorneys in U.S Attorney offices

First disclosure may be made of information concerning an individual

without his consent if the disclosure Is made to employees of the Department

of Justice including all of the Departments Divisions Bureaus and Offices

If the recipient has need for the record in the performance of his duties

Thus the At should not pose great disclosure difficulties as between

individual attorneys or between the Legal Divisions and such other offices

as those of the FBI DEA Bureau of Prisons etc -- always providing the

need to know standard has first been met This need to know standard

Implies that at least some general inquiry should be made of the requester

as to his purpose for making the request before the disclosure is made

The second method of disclosing information about an individual that

must be stressed is the routine use method This is the method that will

enable disclosure of information about individuals to be made to agencies

outside the Department of Justice including disclosures on such fundamental

matters as the presentation of evidence to grand jurieF nd courts and the

interviewing of witnesses The concept of routine use is discussed in the

0MB guidelines at pages 28953 28963 and 28966
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Before routine use can be utilized to permit disclosure of informa

tion about an individual the use must be specifically described in the notice

printed in the Federal Register describing the system of records rom which

the information is being taken Notice of all systems for records from which

information is retrieved about individuals must under the Privacy Act be

published in the Federal Register One item contained in this bulletin is

reprint of the published notices for the systems of records covered by the

Privacy Act which were found to exist in the U.S Attorneys Office The

sixth item of information in the notices for each of these systems of records

is the routine uses permitted for the information about individuals

contained in that system

All attorneys must be familiar with the routihe uses applicable to

the systems of records that they utilize

There are two systems of records with which virtually all attorneys

must be familiar These are the systems which are designated as 005 and

007 and entitled the Civil Case Files and Criminal Case Files If an

attorney works with record that carries D.J or case number stamped

on it -- as the vast majority of attorneys do -- he is working with record

contained either in system 005 or 007 Thus basic rule to follow is if

there is D.J or case number on the record and the record itself deals

with an individual and is retrievable from the .J or .S Attorney files

by individual identifier then no disclosure of information about the

individual may be made outside of the Department of Justice unless one of

the routine uses set forth for the systems 005 and 007 is applicable or

the disclosure is otherwise authorized under the Privacy Act An effort

has been made to write the routine uses for these systems with sufficient

breadth to cover all of the usual disclosures that attorneys could be expected

to be called upon to make in the exercise of their duties They are of

necessity fairly long lists which hopefully are complete Copies of those

routine uses are attached and should be maintained by each attorney for

ready reference Disclosures that do not fit within these requirements

will be made in violation of the Act and an unlawful disclosure done will

fully will be crime

Routine uses can be added if any necessary method of disclosure

of records concerning individuals has been omitted However such an

addition requires publication of the routine use in the Federal Register

and thirty day wait after publication before the use will be permitted



Accounting for Disclosures The Privacy Act requires that

virtually all disclosures of information contained in systems of records

about individuals where the information is retrievable by individual

identifier and where it has been obtained from such records must be

accounted for in writing and the accounting itself must be preserved for

at least years The reprint of the 0MB guidelines discusses the

accounting requirements of the Privacy Act at pages 28955-28956

The only exceptions to the accounting requirements are disclosures

made to another employee or officer within the Department of lustice and

those that are required to be made pursuant to the Freedom of Information

Act Thus disclosure of information about an individual obtained from

system of records need not be accounted for if made to another Assistant

or U.S Attorney United States Attorneys Office the FBI or another

Division of the Department However all other disclosures including

those pursuant to the routine uses must be accounted for in writing
These include both disclosures made in writing and those made orally

whether in person or by telephone

The Act requires that the written accounting of disclosure of

information about an individual contained in system of records where

the information is retrievable by individual identifier include the date

of the disclosure the name of the person or agency to who it was made
the nature of the disclosure and the purpose for which the disclosure

was made form has been devisedto assist attorneys in meeting the

accounting requirements of the Act copy of this form is contained in

this bulletin The form is intended to be temporary until either the

Department or the Office of Management and Budget devises form for

widespread use

Items and on the form cover the information required

by the Act Item the D.J or case number should be supplied if available

Item is method for handling continuing series of disclosures concerning

an individual with one agency that may last for long periods Item is

intended to eliminate the necessity for written accounting for each specific

discussion

While the written accounting is requirement of the Privacy Act
the use of the accounting form contained herein is voluntary any substitute

may be used so long as the required information is collected the form

or substitute can be produced if needed and it is kept for the longer of

years or the life of the record



Interviewing Citizens The Privacy Act places stringent

restrictions and obligations on those federal employees who collect informa

tion from individual citizens These obligations Include notifying any

person contacted for information of the authority by which the information

Is requested and whether response Is mandatory or voluntary the purposes

for which it Is intended to be used the applicable routine uses for the

information and the effects if any on the individual If he refuses to

answer This subject is discussed in the 0MB guidelines reprint at

pages 28961-28962 In large measure these requirements of the Act will

not be applicable to the U.S Attorneys operations The Act permits

an exemption for these requirements because the .S Attorneys have

as their principal function the enforcement of the criminal laws Clearly

informing potential witnesses and informants of these matters could have

disastrous effect on an Investigation and thus an exemption was provided

The exemption will apply to the extent that the Information solicited Is

Intended for use in systems or records that involve criminal law enforcement

and where the information itself Is related to criminal matter or case

Where the Information solicited is concerned with civil or

other non-criminal matter however the provisions of the Act noted

above will apply Forms for use In these situations are being developed

You may wish to initiate use of your own form at an early date

This provision of the Privacy Act probably applies to all applicant

Interviews as well It is our understanding that the Civil Service

Commission will be distributing form for each agency to hand to all

applicants before an interview begins containing the information required

by the Act Those forms will be distributed as soon as they are available

Completeness of Current List and New Systems of Records

An effort has been made to publish In the Federal Register complete

listing of all systems of records maintained by the .S Attorneys by

which Information on Individuals Is retrievable by Individual identifier

In order to avoid listing multitude of systems centralized groupings

were made and duplicate systems were considered as part of the larger

central group It is however essential for proper implementation of the

Act that all systems of records maintained by the .S Attorneys be published

in the Federal Register Each .S Attorneys Office should review the

attached list of systems of records which has already been published and

then review Its own filing systems If any systemof records that contains
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information about individuals and which is retrievable by individual

identifier exists which is not duplicated In the listed systems or which

would not be discovered in search of all listed systems the .S Attorney

concerned should promptly notify the Executive Office for .S Attorneys

Maintenance of any system of records not published In the Federal Register

after September 27 is Illegal

If any .S Attorneys Office wishes to develop new system of

records concerning Individuals from which Information Is retrieved by

Individual identifier which is not encompassed by the current list of

systems of records It may do so However before such system can be

established prior notice must be given to the Office of Management and

Budget and notice as to the systems existence must be published in

the Federal Register The same provisions apply to modification of existing

systems of records The 0MB guidelines discuss this requirement at

page 28977

Every employee of each U.S Attorneys Office should become familiar

with the contents of this bulletin

The Executive Office for U.S Attorneys will do Its best to assist

you in resolving questions or problems encountered in the implementation

of this Act Please address inquiries to Leslie Rowe Special Assistant

202-7395011
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND Identify each system of records 10 Publish rules describing agency
BUDGET which the agency maintains and review procedures developed pursuant to the

the content of the system to assure that Act and describing any systems which
Circular No A.408l

only that Information is maintained are proposed to be exempted from pro-
HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS which Is necessary and relevant to visions of the Act including the reasons

AND ESTABUSHMENTS function which the agency is authorized for the proposed exemption consistent

Responsibilities for the Maintenance of
to perform by law or executive order with guidance on format issued by GSA

Records About Individuals by Federal
U.S.C 552ae and that no informa- See U.S.C 552af and
tion about the political or religious be- 11 RevIew all agency contracts whichAgencies
hefs and activities of individuals is provide for the maintenance of systems

Purpose This Circular defines re- maintained except as provided in U.S.C of records by or on behalf of the agency
sponsibilties for Implementing the Pri- 552ae to accomplish an agency function to as
vacy Act of 1974 Public Law No 93579

Prepare and publish public no- sure that where appropriate and withinU.S.C 552a to assure that personal tice of the existence and character of the agencys authority language Is In-
information about Individuals collected

those systems consistent with guidance cluded which provides that such systems
by Federal agencies is limited to that

on format issued by GSA See U.S.C will be maintained In manner con
whichislegallyauthorizedandnecessary 552ae and 11 slstent with the Act See U.S.C 552aand is maintained in manner which -3 Collect information which may re- us
precludes unwarranted intrusions upon sult in an adverse determination about 12 Refrain from renting or selling
individual priVacy an individual from that individual wher- lits of names and addresses unless speBackground The Privacy Act of ever practicable U.S.C 552ae cifically authorized bylaw See U.S.C
1974 approved December 31 1974 set and inform individuals from whom in- 552an
forth series of requirements governing formation about themselves Is collected 13 Prepare and submit to the Office
Federal agency personal record-keeping of the purposes for which the informa- of Management and Budget and to the
practices tion will be used and their rights bene- Cungress report of any proposal to-es

The Act places the principal respon- fits or obligations with respect to sup- tablish or alter system of records In
sibility for compliance with its provi- plying that data U.S.C 552ae form consistent with guidance on con
sions on Federal agencies but also pro- Revise any personal data collection tent format and timing issued by 0MB
vides that the Office of Management and forms or processes which they may pre- See U.S.C 552aoL
Budget shall develop guidelines and scribe for use by other agencies e.g 14 Prepare and submit to the Office
regulations and provide continuing standard forms to conform to the re- of Management and Budget on or before
assistance to and oversight of the ni- quirements of U.S.C 552ae April 30 of each year report of Its
plementation of the operative pro- Agencies which use such forms to col- activities under the Act consistent with
visions of the Act by the agencies lect information are nevertheless re- guidance on content and format issued

Definitions For the purpose of this sponsible for assuring that individuals by 0MB See U.S.C 552ap
Circular from whom information about them- 15 Conduct training for all agency

selves is solicited are advised of their personnel who are in any way involvedthe term agency means agency
rights and obligations in maintaining systems of records to apdeflused in section 552e of this title The

term gency includes any executive depart- Establish reasonable administra- prlse them of their responsibilities under
ment military department Government cor- tive technical and physical safeguards the Act and to indoctrinate them with
poration Government controlled corporation to assure that records are disclosed only respect to procedures established by the
or other establishment in the executive to those who are authorized to have ac- agency to implemtnt the Act See U.S.Cbranch of the Government including the

cess and otherwise to protect against 552aeExecutive Office of the President or any in-
any anticipated threats or hazards to 16 Establish program for periodidependent regulatory agency U.S.C 552
their security or integrity which could cally reviewing agency record-keeping
result in substantial harm embarrass- policies and practices to assure complithe term individual means citizen

of the United States or an aLien lawfully ad- ment inconvenience or unfairness to ance with the Act
mltted for permanent residence any individual on whom information is The Secretary of Commerce shall

the term maintain Includes main- maintained See U.S.C 552ab and cotisistent with guidelines issued bytam collect use or disseminate tel 101 0MB issue standards and guidelines onthe term record means any item col
Maintain an accounting of all di- computer and data securitylection or grouping of Information about an

closures of information from systems of The Administrator of General ServIndividual that Is maintained by an agency
records except those to personnel within

ices shall consistent with guidelines Is-
Including but not limIted to his education
financial transactions medical hIstory and the agency who have an official need to sued by 0MB
criminal or employment history and that know or to the public under the Freedom

Issue instructions on the formatcontains his name or identifying number of Information Act and make that ac
symbol or other Identifying particular as- counting available as provided in U.S.C and timing of agency notices and rules

signed to the individual such as finger or 552a and required to be published under the Act
voice print or photograph and When using record or disclosing

See U.S.C 552a and
the term system of records means

it to someone other than an agency as- Not later than November 30 1975group of any records under the control of any
sure that it is as accurate relevant and annually thereafter compile andagency from which Information Is retrieved

by the name of the individual or by some timely and complete as is reasonably publish compendium of agency rules

identifying number symbol or other identi- necessary to assure fairness to the mdi- and notices and make that publication
fving particular assigned to the individual vidual See U.S.C 552ate and available to the public at low cost See

Permit individuals to have access U.S.C 552afU.S.C SO2atai
to records pertaining to themselves and Issue and/or revise proceduresCoverczpe This Circular applies tO to have an opportunity to request that governing the transfer of records to Fediill agencies as defined in the Act such records be amended See U.S.C eral Records Centers for storageIt applies to all agency activities 552a and

processing and servicing pursuant to 44related to the maintenance of systems of Inform prior recipients when U.S.C 3103 to ensure that such records
records subject to the Act i.e group- record is amended pursuant to the re- are not disclosed except to the agencyings of personal data about identifiable

quest of an individual or statement which maintains the records or underindividuals See definitions paragraph of disagreement has been ified aavise rules established by that agency whichabove
any subsequent recipient that record is are not inconsistent with the provisions

Responsibiljtzcs Each agency disputed and provide copy of the of the Act It should be noted that foi
head shall establish and maintain pro- statement of disacreement to both prior purposes of the Act such records are
cedures consistent with the Act 0MB and subsequent recipients of the dis- considered to be maintained by the
guudelines and related directives is- puted information See U.S.C 552a1c1 agency which deposited them See
stied lUrsuant to this Circular to and dl U.S.C 552al

FEDtAL REc V.. Ii NO 2VI1OWESDA JULY 1975
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Establish procedures to assure with guidance on format content and Disclosure to the Public

that records transferred to the National timing to be issued under separate trans- DIsclosure for Routine Use
Archives of the United States pursuant mittal Disclosure the Bureau of the Ceusu5

to 44 U.S.C 2103 are properly safe- Reports on new systems to the Con- DIsclosure for Statistical Research and

guarded and that public notices of the gress 0MB and for the period of its
R.er.orting

existence and character of such records existence the Privacy Protection Study Disclosure to the National Archives
are issued in conformance with U.S.C Commission Reports shall be submitted Disclosure for Law Enforcement Pur
552a and not later than 60 days prior to the estab- poses

Revise procedures governing the lishnient of new system or the imple- DIsclosure under Emergency Ciiuni

clearance of Interagency data collection mentation of change to an existing stences

forms for which it is responsible to as- system
Disclosure to the Congress

10 Disclosure to the General Accounting
sure that those requesting information Annual report on agency activities

Office

from Individuals are revised In conform- to comply wIth U.S.C 552a to 0MB Disclosure Pursuant to Court Order
ance with U.S.C 552ae not later than April 30 of each year ACCOUNTING OF CERTAIN DISCLO

RevIse procurement guidance to Effective Date The provisions of JRES
Incorporate language consistent with this Circular are effective on September When Accounting is Required

U.S.C 552am I.e to provide that con- 27 1975 except that Retaining the Accounting of Discio

tracts which provide for the maintenance Reports on new systems which cover
sures

of system of records by or on behalf of the Implementation of new or altered
Making the Accounting of Disclosures

Available to the Individual
an agency to accomplish an gency func- systems of records proposed to be effec-

Informing Prior Recipients of Correct
tion Includes language which assures that tive after September 27 1975 shall be ed or Disputed Records
such system will be maintained In con- submitted not later than 60 days before ACCESS TO RECORDS
formance with the Act the effective date of those new systems Individual Access to Records

Revise computer and telecommu- or changes and ReqUestS for Amending Records

nicatlons procurement policies to provide Rules and notices prescribed by the Acknowledgement of Requests to

that agencies must review all proposed Act and regulatiUns and guidelines to be
Amend Records

Actions Required on Requests to
equipment and services procurements to issued by the responsible agencies shall Amend Records
assure compliance with applicable provi- be issued In advance of the effective date

Requesting Review of the Agencys
sions of the Act e.g Report on New where required by law e.g the Admin- Refusal to Amend Record

Systems Istrative Procedures Act U.S.C 553 Disclosure of Disputed Information
The Civil Service Commission shall or as otherwise necessary to pmit Access to Information Compiled in

conslsten with guidelines Issued by timely and effective compliance Anticipation of Civil Action

0MB Inquiries Inquiries concerning this
AGENCY REQUIREMENTS

Revise civilian personnel Informa- Circular may be addressed to the Infor-
Il Restrictions on Collecting Informs

t.on snout Individuals
tion processing and record-keeping di- nation Systems Division Office of Man- Information Is to be Collected Directly
rectlves to bring them Into conformance agement and Budget Room 9002 NEOB from the Individual
with the Act Washington D.C 20503 telephone 202 Informing Individuals from whom In-

Devise and conduct training pro- 3954814 formation Is Requested

grams for agency personnel including JAMES LYNN Publication of the Annual Notice of

both the conduct of courses in various Director Systems of Records

substantive areas e.g legal adninis-
Describing the Name and Location of

the System in the Public Notice
trative ADP and the development of PRIVACY ACT GUIDELINESJULY 19751 Describing Categories of Individuals
materials which agencies can use In their

Implementation of Section 552a of Title
in the Public Notice

own courses
of the United States

Describing Categories of Records in

The Director of the Office of Tele- the Public Notice

communications Policy shall consistent The following introductory text Describing Routine Uses In the Public

with guidelines Issued by 0MB issue which was Inadvertently omitted should
Notice

Describing Records Managementand/or revise policies governing govern- be inserted Immediately after the head- Policies and Practices In the Public Notice
ment data telecommunications consist

ent with the Privacy Act Ings and before Table of Contents Identifying Officialss Responsible for

the System in the Public Notice
The Director of the Office of Man- This memorandum forwards guidelines Describing Procedures for Deter

agement and Budget will for implementing SectIon of the Pri- mining If System contains Record on an

Issue guidelines and regulations to vacy Act of 1974 U.S.C 552a P.L 93_
Individual In the Public Notice

Describing Procedures for Gainingthe agencies to Implement the Act While
the application of the requirements

579 pursuant to 0MB Circular No Access In the Public Notice

the Act is the agencys responsibility In-
A108 dated July 1975 These guide- Describing Categories of Information

terpretive guidelines have been devised
lines were developed to assist agencies in Sources in the Public Notice

to complying with the Act In an effective
Stamdard9 of Accuracy
Validating Records before Disclosure

Assist agencies in Interpreting the re-
and timely manner Records on Religious or Political Actlv

quirements of .the Act The guidelines will be revised and ex- Ities

Establish minimum standards or
panded as necessary and as experience Notification for Disclosures Under

t.erla where appropriate In applying the
In Implementing the Act suggests the Compulsory Legal Process

Act need for further interpretation and guid-
Rules of Conduct for Agency Personnel

Provide Illustrative examples of the ance Although these guidelines are not la Administrative Technical and Physi
cal Safeguards

application of the Act and Issued pursuant to U.S.C 553 the Ad- 11 Notice for New/Revised Routine Uaes
Assure uniform and constructive im- ministrative Procedures Act we invite AGENCY RULES

plementatlon of the Act public comment on them Rules for Determining an Individual

ProvIde assistance upon request JAMES LYNN
Is the Subject of Record

Rules for Handling Requests forto agencies
Director Access

RevIew proposed new systems or
Rules for Granting Access to Records

changes to existing systems 1Sectlon of the Privacy Act 1974 Pub Rules for Amending Records
Compile the annual report to the 93-579 Rules Regarding Fees

Congress on agency activities to comply TeaLs or Co.-r...ri
Annual PublIcatic of Notices and Rules

with the Act in accordance with U.S.C Subsection

552ap DEFINITIONS gCIVILRVMPDIES

clearance of data collection forms and Individual Refusal to Amend Record
Revise procedures governing the Agency

Grounds for Action

reports for which it is responsible to as-
Maintain Denial of Access to Record

Record Failure to Maintain Record Ac-
sure that those requesting InformatIon System of Records

curately
about individuals are revised in con- Statistical Record

Other Failures to Comply with the
formance wIth U.S.C 552ae Routine Use ACt

Reports Agencies are required to CONDITIONS OF DISCLOSURE Basis for Judicial Review and Remedies
submit the following reports consistent Disclosure within the Agency for Refusal to Amend Record
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Basis for Judicial Resiew and Remedies ixg subsection in determining HR 16373 on the House floor in state-for Denial of Access
what constitutes an interagency trans ment by Congressman MoorheadBasis for Judicial Review and Remedies
fer agency Is given the meaning which Itfor Adverse Determination and Other Fail

ures to Comply The first questionthe scope of the carries elsewhere in the Freedom of In-
Jurisdiction and Time Limits definitionis covered In the House re- formation Act United States Code sec
RIGHTS OF LEQAL GUARDIANS port on the FOIA amendments quoted tion 5511 as amended by ER 12471 of

iii CRIMINAL PENALTIES below as modified by the conference re- this Congress section 552e on which
Ill Criminal Penalties for Unauthorized port language set out thereafter Congress has acted to override the veto

Disclosure

i2 Criminal Penalties for Failure Pub- For the purposes of this section the deS- The present bill is intended to give agen
ilsh Public Notice nition of agency has been expanded to iii- CY its broadcast statutory meaning This

Criminal Penalties for Obtaining Flee-
dude those entities which may not be con- will permit employees and officers of the

ords Under False Pretenses sidered agencies under section 5511 of title agency which maintains the records to

EXEMPTIONS U.S Code but which perform governmental have access to such records if they have
GENERAL EXEMPTIONS APPLICA- fiiiictions and control information of rnter-

need for them in the performance of
BILITY AND NOTICE REQUIREMENTS est to the public The bill expands the deft-

their duties For example within the
General Exemption for the Central 1n

nition of agency for purposes of section
JustIce Department.which Is an agencytelugence Agency 552 land 552a title United States Code

General Exemption for Criminal Law 1t effect is to insure inclusion under the under the billtransfer between dlvi

Enforcement Records Act of Government corporations Govern- SiOfl of the Department the U.S Attor
SPECIFIC EXEMPTIONS APPLICA- ment controlled corporations or other estab- neys offices the Parole Board and the

BILITY AND NOTICE REQUIREMENTS lishnients within the executive branch Such Federal Bureau of Investigation would
Exemption for Classified Material as the U.S Postal Service be on need-for-the-record basis
Exemption for Investigatory Material The term establishment in the Executive

Transfer outside the Justice Department
Compiled for Law Enforcement Purposes Office of the President as used in this

to other agencies would be more specifi
Exemption for Records Maintained to amendment means Such functional entities

cally regulated Thus transfer of inforProvide Protective Services as the Office of Telecommunications Policy
Exemption for Statistical Records the Office of Management and Budget the mation between the FBI and the Crim
Exemption for Investigatory Material Council of Econonslc Advisers the National ma Division of the Justice Department

Compiled for Determining Suitability for Security Council the Federal Property Coun- for official purposes would not require
Federal Employment or Military Service cii and other similar establishments which additional showing or authority In con-

Exemption for Testing or Examination have been or may in the future be created by trast to transfer of such information
Material Congress through statute or by Executive from the FBI to the Labor Department

Exemption for Material used to Evalu- order
Congressional Record November 21ate Potential for Promotion in the Armed The term Government corporation as

Services used In this subsection would kiclude cor- 1974 H10962
ARCHiVAL RECORDS poratlon that is wholly Government-owned In addressing this question the Justice
Records Stored In GSA Records enterprsie establhed by Congress through Department has advised that

Centers statute such as the St Lawrence Seaway
it view that the 1974Records Archived Prior to Septem- Development Corporation the Federal Crop FOIA Amendments require no change inber 27 1975 Insurance Corporation FCIC the Tennes-

the original Act that it is for the over-unitRecords Archived on or after Septem- see Valley Authority TVA and the Inter-
the Department or other higher-levelber 27 1975 American Foundation
agencyto determine which of its substanGOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS The term Government controlled Corpo-
tially independent components will functionMAILING LISTS ration as used in this subsection would
independently for Freedom of InformationREPORT ON NEW SYSTEMS Include corporation which is not owned
Act purposes Moreover as the Attorney GasANNUAL REPORT by the Federal Government House
eral noted in that portion of his MemoranEFFECT OF OTHER LAWS Document 93-876 pp 8-9 Report on the
duss dealing with the subject It Is some-Freedom of Information Act amendmentsSUBSECTION DEFINITIONS HR 12741 times permissible to make the determination

differently for purposes of various provisionsSubsection For purposes of this The conferees state that they intend tO in- of the Actfor example to publish andsection dude within the definition of agency those
maintain an index at the overunit level whileentitles encompassed by U.S.C 551 and
letting the appropriate subunits handle Ye-Agency Subsection The term

other entitles including the United States
quests for their own records Attorney Genagency means agency as defined in sec- Postal Service the Postal Rate Commission erals Memorandum on the 1974 Amendmentstion 552e of this title and government corporations or government- to the Freedom of Information Act FebruaryThe definition of agency Is the same controlled corporations now in existence or
1975 26 In our view tbi practice of givas that used In the Administrative Pro- which may be created in the future They do
ing variable content to the meaning of the

cedures Act as modified by the ecentiy
not intend to include corporations which

word agency for various purposes can be
enacted Freedom of Information Act

ceive appropriated funds but are neither
applied to the Privacy Act as well as the Free-chartered by the Federal Government nor dom of Information Act For example it mayamendments Pub 93502 agency controlled by it such as the Corporation for
be desirable and in furtherance of the purmeans each authority of the Government public Broadcasting Expansion of the deft-
poses of the Act to treat the various compoof the United States whether or not It Is nition of agency in this subsection is in-
nests of Department as separate agencieswithin or subject to review by another tended to broaden applicability of the 1i
for purposes of entertaining applications foragency U.S.C 5511 dom of Information Act but it is not intend-
access and ruling upon appeals from denialsterm agency Includes any execu-

ed that the term agency be applied to sub-
while treating the Department as the

tive department military department divisions offices or units within an agency agency for purposes of those provisionsGovernment corporation Government With respect to the meaning of the term limiting lntragovernmen exchange of rec
controlled corporation or other estab-

Executive Office of the President the con- ords Of course dissemination among corn
ferees intend the result reached in Soucie ponents of the Department must still be onlyllshment in the executive branch of the
David 448 2d 1067 C.AD.C 1971 The on need-to-know basis U.S.C 552sbGovernment Including the Executive term is not to be interpreted as including the Needless to say this practice must notOffice of the President or any mdc- Presidents immediate personal staff or units employed invidiously so as to frustratependent regulatory agency U.S.C in the Executive Office whose sole function rather than to further the purposes of the552e as added by Pub 93502 is to advise and assist the President House Act and there should be consistency be-Two aspects of this definition require
Report 93-1380 14-15 tween the practice under the Privacy Act

further explanation Whether or not an agency
and the practice for comparable purposes
under the Freedom of Information Act ForThe scope of the term I.e what enti- within an agency is somewhat more this reason it seems to us doubtful thoughties are covered how has the definition complex issue This Is addressed In part not entirely impossible that Departmentof agency been broadened to encompass In the above quotation from the confer- or other over-unit which has treated it corn-additional orEanizations as result of ence report language in the statement penenta as separate agencies for eli purposesthe FOIA amendments but it Is not Intended that the under the Freedom of Information Act could

Whether or not entities within an term agency be applied to subdivisions Successfully maintain that ill of it cornpo
neuts can be considered single agencyagency are to be considered agencies offices or units witin an agency The und the Privacy Act simply to facilitateThis is partlcuiarty signifIcant in apply- issue was also addressed In debate on the exchange of record Letter from Aedat
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ant Attorney Oeneral Office 01 Legal Counsel cIt aliens is subject to the Act but slons ef the Act in the same manner as
da1d April 14 1975

agencies are encouraged to treat such though Agency had originally compiled

In addition to the matter of deter- systems as if they were in their entirety them If one agency turns over record

mining when component of an agency subject to the Act from Its system of records to second

Is to be considered an agency Itself when The Act and the legislative history are agency and that record is placed in

the entire agency is to be treated as silent as to whether decedent may be separate system of records maintained

single entity the Issue arises as to wheth- considered to be an individual and by the second agency then the record

er an entity or Individual serving more whether anyone may authorize the rights becomes part of the system of records

than one agency may be considered an of the decedent to records pertaining to maintained by the second agency and

employee of each agency he serves for him maintained by Federal agencies It all of the published material as to the

certain purposes While this is not would appear that the thrust of the Act second agencys system of records would

specifically addressed In the Act It is was to provide certain statutory rights to apply to the record moved into its sys
reasonable to acime that members of living as opposed to deceased individuals tom
temporary task forces composed of per- But for the provision enabling parents to The requirements of subsection

sonnel of several agencies should usual- act on behalf of minors and guardians to must also be carefully considered in de
ly be considered employees of the lead act on behalf of those deemed to be In- termining which systems are to be con-

agency and of their own agency for pur- competent the rights of an individual sidered as maintained re controlled

poses of access to Information Similarly provided by the Privacy Act could not by an agency within the terms of the

Inamhers of .pmkT1ent gtrik fo have been utilized In their behalf by Act Subsection stipulates that sys
and personnel crossdeslgnated to serve those Interested The failure of the Pri- tems of records operated under con-

the functions of two or more agencies racy Act to so provide for decedents and tract or in some Instances State or Ic-

should usually be treated as employees the overall thrust of the Actthat mdi- cal governments operating under Fed-

of both the lead agency and their own viduals be given the opportunity to judge eral mandates try or on behalf of the

employing agency e.g. employees or for themselves how and the extent to agency to accomplish an agency

State or local officials assigned to or- which certain information about them function are subject to the provisions of

ganized crime and customs ocers cross maintained by Federal agencies Is used Section of the Act The intent of this

designated to perfrom each others func- and the lthpliclt personal judgement in- provision Is to make It clear that the sys

tions volved in this thrustIndicates that the t.ems maintained by an agency are not

Individual Subsection The Act did not contemplate permitting rel- limited to those operated by agency per

term Individual means citizen of the atives and other Interested parties to ex- sonnel on agency premises but Include

United States or an alien lawfully ad- erclse rights granted by the Privacy Act certain systems operated pursuant to the

mitted for permanent residence to individuals alter the demise of those terms of contract to which the agency

This definition Is Intended to
Individuals These same records however is party The qualifying phrase to ac

guish between the rights which are given
may pertain as well to those living per- complish an agency function limits the

to the citizen as an Individual under sons who might otherwise seek to exer- applicability of subsection to those

Act and the rights of proprietorships
cisc the decedents right with regard to systems directly related to the perform-

businesses and corporations which
that information and thereby be covered ance of ederal agency functions by ex

not Intended to be covered by this Act by the Privacy Act Furthermore access cluding from its coverage systems which

This distinction was to Insure that the
to decedents records may be had in aTe financed In whole or part with Fed

ernments information activities for such
ancillary to other proceedings state or local governments for the benebill leaves untouched the Federal Gov- various judicial forums as part of or eral funds but which are managed by

purDoses as economic regulations
Maintain Subsection The fit of State or local governments

definition was also Included to exempt term maintain includes maintain col- Record.Subsection The term

from the coverage of the bill Intelligence lect use or disseminate record means any item collection or

files and data banks devoted solely to The term maintain is used In two grouping of information about an Indi

vidual that Is maintained by an agency
foreign nationals or maintained by the ways in the Privacy Act

including but not limited to his educa
State Deparlment the Central Intelli- First It Is used to connote the various

tion financial transactions medical his
gence Agency and other agencies for the record keeping functions to which the

tory and criminal or employment his-

purpose of dealing with nonresident
requirements of the Act apply i.e main-

tory and that contains his name or the
aliens and people in other countries taming collecting using or dlssemlnat-

identifying number symbol or other
Senate Report 931183 79 Ing Thus wherever the word maintain

identifying particular assigned to the

The language cited above suggests that appears with reference to record one
individual such as finger or voice print

distinction can be made between In- should understand it to mean collect or photograph
dividuals acting In personal capacity use or disseminate or any combination The term record as defined for pur
and Individuals acting In an entrepre- of any of these record-keeping functions

poses of the Act means tangible or

neurial capacity e.g as sole proprie- second it is used to connote control documentary record as opposed to rec
tors and that this definition and over and hence responsibility and ac- ord contained in someones memory and
therefore the Act was Intended to em- countability for systems of records This has broader meaning than the term
brace1only the former This distinction is extremely important given the civil comgionly has when used In connection

is of--course- crucial to the application and criminal sanctions In subsections with record-keeping systems It may
of the Actsthce the Act for the most and for failure to comply with also differ from the usual definition of

part addresses records which are certain provisions The applicability of computer record An understanding of

defined as lnlormation about certain provisions including the exemp- the term record as it is used In the

Individuals subsection Agen- tions In subsections and can be Act is essential in Interpreting the

des should examine the content of determined by an agencys ability to meaning of many of the Acts require-
the records In question to determine demonstrate that It has effective control ments
whether the information being main- over system of records See for exam- record
tamed Is In fact personal in nature ple subsections Means any item of information about

secondary criterion In deciding whether and wherein the term an individual that includes an individ
the subject of an agency file Is for pur- maintain clearly means having effec- ual identifier

poses of the Act an Individual Is the tive control over system of records To Includes any grouping of such Items

mnnner In which the Information Is have effective control of system of rec- of Information it should not be con-

used I.e Is the subject dealt with in ords does not necessarily mean to have fused with the use of the term record

personal or entrepreneurial role physical control of the system When In the conventional sense or as used in

Files relating solely to nonresident records are disclosed to Agency from the automatic data processing ADP
aliens are not covered by any portion of system of records maintained by Agency communi
the Act Where system of records covers they are then considered to be main- Does it distinguish between data and
both citizens and nonresident aliens only tained by Agency as well as Agency Informa Jon both are within the scope

that portion which relates to citizens or and are subject to all of the provi- of the definition and
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Includes individual identifiers in any As
priously

noted the definition of some other nonpersonal indexing schemeform including but not limited to finger mainta was broadened to encompass e.g type of firm they are not part of
prints voice prinLs and photographs all systems used by Federal agencies The a.system of records Agencies will necesThe phrase idifying particular phrase under the control of any sarily have to make determinations on
suggests any elern.nt of data name agency hr the definition of sy- system-by-system basisnumber or other descriptor finger tern of records was not intended to Considerable latitude is left to theprint voice print photographs which eliminate from the coverage of the Act agency in defining the scope or groupingcan be used to identify an individual any of those systems which would large- of records which constitute system
Identifying particular are not always ly negate the definition of maintain Conceivably all the records for par-unique i.e many individuals share the but rather was intended to assign respon- ticular program can be consideredsame name bt when they are not sibility to particular agency to dis- single system or the agency may con-
unique e.g name they are Individually charge the obligations established by the sider it appropriate to segment systemassignedas distinguished from generic Privacy Act An agency is responsible by function or geographic unit and treatcharacteristics for those systems which are each segment as system The insThe term record was defined to under the control of that agency The plications of these decisions and someassure the Intent that record can in- concept of possession implicit in this limitations on them are discussed indude as little as one descriptive item phrase is also apparent in the language connection with subsection pub-about an individual ZCongressional which begins most of the operative sub- lication of the annual notice Briefly theRecord 821818 December 17 1974 sectIons of the Act For example the two considerations which the agencyand H12246 December 18 1974 rhis concept is evident althongh tacit in sub- should take into account in its decisionsdefinition Includes the record of present section express in subsection are
registration or membership in an orga- under its control that Its ability to comply with the requirenizatlon or activity or admission to an maintains system of records ments of the Act and facilitate the exerInstitution Senate Report 931183 in subsections and agency cise of the rights of Individuals and79 While this language was written records in subsectIon and The cost and convenience to thewith reference to the definition of the any system of records sithizi the agency but only to the extent consistentterm personel information In the agency In subsection j.i and ki with the first considerationSenate bill it would appear to be equally The intent was despite the different Statistical Record Subsection
applicable to the term record as used wording for each subsection not to have The term statistical record meansIn the Act each of the subsections apply to differ- record in system of records maintained

record by this definition can be ent roster of systems of records but to for statistical research or reporting pur
part of another record Therefore pro- express in terms of possession for which poses only and not used in whole or in
hibitions on the disclosure of record systems of records an agency was re- part in making any determination about
for example apply not only to the entire sponsible an identifiable individual except as pro-
record In the conventional sense such The second purpose of the phrase was vided by section of title 13
as record in computer system but to distinguish agency records from statistical record for purposes ofalso to any item or grouping of items those records which although in the this Act is record in system of recordsfrom record provided that such group- physical possession of agency employees that is not used by anyone in making anyIng includes an individual identifier and used by them in performing ocial determination about an individual ThisSystem of Records Subsection functions were not considered agency means that for record to qualify asThe terfu system of records means records Uncircujated personal notes statistical record it-must be held in
group of any records under the control papers and records which are retained system which is separated from systems
of any agency from which information or discarded at the authors discretion some perhaps containing the same in-
Is retrieved by the name of the individual and over which the agency exercises no formation which contain records thator by some identifying number symbol control or dominion e.g personal ide- are used in any manner in making de
or other identifying particular assigned phone lists are not considered to be cisions about the rights benefits or en-to the individual agency records within the meaning of titlements of an identifiable individual

The definitioh of system of records tle Privacy Act This distinction Is em- The term identifiable individual is
limits the applicability of some of the

bodied in part In the phrase under the used to distinguish determinations about
provisions of the Act to records which

control of an agency as well as in the specific individuals from determinations
are maintained by an agency retrieved

definition of record U.S.C 552a about aggregates of individuals as for
by individual identifier i.e there Is an example census data are used to appor
Indexing or retrievel capability using

An agency shall not classify records
tion funds on the basis of population

Identifying particulars as discussed which are controlled and maintained by By this definition it appears that someabove built into the system and the it as non-agency records in order so-called research records which are
agency does In fact retrieve avoid publishing notices of their exist- only used for analytic purposes qualify
about individuals by reference to some ence prevent access by the individuals as statistical records under the Act if

personal identifier to whom they pertain or otherwise evade they are not used in making deternsjna
system of records for purposes of

the requirements of the act tions determination is defined as
the Act must meet all of the following

The are retrieved by criterion any decision affecting the individual
three criteria plies that the grouping of records under

which Is in whole or in part based on in-
It must consist of records See discus- the control of an agency is accessed by

formation contained in the record and
sions record above the agency by use of personal identi-

which is made by any person or any
fier not merely that capability or po-

agency House Report 931416 15It must be under the control of an
tentlal for retrieval exists For example Most of the records of the Bureau ofagency
an agency record-keeping system the Census are considered to be statistiIt must consist of records retrieved by firms it regulates may contain records cal records even though pursuant toreference to an individual name or some i.e personal information about omcers section of title 13 United States Codeother personal identifier
of the firm incident to evaluating the the Census Bureau is authorized to fur-The phrase under the control firms performance Even though these fish transcripts of census records forof any agency was intended to are clearly records under the control genealogical and other proper purposesaccomplish two separate purposes of an agency they would not be con- and to make special statistical surveysTo determine possession and establish sidered part of system as defined by from census data for fee upon requestaccountability and to separate the Act unless the agency accessed them House report 931416 12agency records from records which are by ref erence to personal identifier In applying this definition it mightmaintained personally by employees of name etc. That is if these hypotheti- be helpful to distinguish three types ofan agency but which are not agency rec- cal records are never retrieved except collections or groupings of informationords
by reference to company identifier or about individuals Statistical corn
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pllatiOnS which because they cannot be Aga if Federal agency such as the SUBSECTION C0NDrrI0Ns or

IdnItlfled with individuals are not sub- oUSng and Urban Development Depart- DISCLOSUP.E

Sect to the Act at all recorc ment or tbe mall Business Administration

were discover losslbie fraudulent Subsection No agesley shall dls

maintained solely for the purpose Of
scheme in one of ita programs it could rou- close any record which Is eaxitained in

compiling statisticswhich are the types e1y as It does today refer the relevant system of records by any means of

of records covered by and Small Business AdministratiOn communication to any person or to

records on individuals which are used investigatory arm the FBL another agency except pursuant to

both to compile statistics and also for Mr Ch_sirman the bill obviously is n-ct
written request by or with the prior

other purposes e.g criminal history Intended to prohibit such necessary cx-
written conseit of the individual to

record used both to compile Individual changes of information providing Its rule-

statistics and to assist judge in malang making procedures are followed It
whom the record pertains unless dis

intended to prohibit gratuitous ad hoc die- closure of the record would be
sentencing decision about the lfldi seniinatlofls for private or otherwise irregu- This- subsection provides that an

vidual to whom the record pertains lar purposes To this end it would be suffi- agency may not disclose any record con-

which Is not statistical record cient if an agency publishes as routine tamed in system of records as defined

The term statistical record is used use of Its information gathered in any pro- In subsection above to any per-

in subsection i4 specific exemp- gram that an apparent violation of the law
son or to any other agency unless the

tions
will be referred to the appropriate law en
forcement authorities for investigation and agency which maintains the record is

Routine use Subsection The
possible criminal prosecution crvil court ac- requested to do so by the individual to

term routine use means with respect tO
tion or regulatory order Congressional 5cc- whom the record pertains or the agency

the disclosure of record the use of such ord November 21 1974 H10962 has obtained the written consent of the

individual or the disclosure would fallrecord for purpose which is compatible

with the purpose for which It was col- In discussing the final language of the
within one or more of the categories

lected
Act Senator Ervin and Congressman enumerated in subsections

One of the primary objectives of the
Moorhead in similar statements said

through iLl below The phrase by any

Act is to restri.ct the use of information that compromise definition should
means of communication means any

to the purposes for which It was col-
serve as caution to agencies to think

type of disclosure e.g oral disclosure

lected The term routine use was it-- out in advance what uses it will make of
written dlisciosure electronic or mechan

duced to recognize the practical limits-
Information This Act Is not intended tO

ical transfers between computers of the

tlons of restricting use of InformatIon to
inwose undue burdens on the transfer of

contents of record

explicit and expressed purposes for which information to the Treasury Department
Disclosure however Is permissive not

It was collected It recognizes that there
to complete payroll checks the receipt

mandatory An agency is authorized to

are corollary purposes compatible with
of Infonnation by the Social Securit3i Ad-

disclosure record for any purpose

the purpose for which Information ministration to complete quarterly post- enumerated below when It deems that

was collected that are approriate and in of accounts or other such housekeep-
disclosure to be appropriate and con-

necessary for the efficient conduct of tag measures and necessarily frequent
sistent with the letter and Intent of the

government and in the best interest of
teragency or intra-agency transfers of

Act and these guidelines

both the individual and the public
information it is however intended to

Nothing in the privacy act should be

tine uses include transfer of informa-
discourage the unnecessary exchange of

interpreted to authorize or compel dis
information to other persons or to agen-

closures of records not otherwise per-
.1

t.ton to the Treasury Department to corn-
des who may not be as sensitive to the

nutted or required to anyone other than

nintlon by the Social Security Adxninis
plete payroll checks the receipt of thfor-

collecting agencys reasons for using and
the individual to whom record pertains

tration to complete quarterly posting of
Interpreting the material Congression-

pursuant to request by the individual

accounts or other such housekeeping
al Record December 17 1974 S21816

for access to It

measures and necessarily frequent inter-
and December i8 1974 H12244 This

Agencies shall not automatically dis

agency or intra-agency transfers of in-
Implies at least that routine use

close record to someone other than the

formation Congressional Record
must be not only compatible with but

individual to whom it pertains simply be
S21816 December 17 1974 and related to the purpose for which the rec-

cause such disclosure Is permitted by
ord Is maintained e.g development of

this subsection Agencies shall continue-H12244 December 18 1974
Additional guidance on the conceptual

sampling frame for an evaluation study
to abide by other constraints on their

basis for routine uses Is found in the
or other statistical purposes

authority to disclose information to

statement of Congressman Moorheadon There are certain routine uses which
third party including where appropriate

the House floor
are applicable to substantial number

the likely effect upon the Individual of

of systems of records but which are only making that disclosure Except as pre
It would be an impossible legislative task permissible If properly established by

scribed In subsection individual
to attempt to set forth all of the appropriate each agency access to records this Act does not re
uses of Federal records about an identifiable Dlosures to law enforcement

quire disclosure of record to anyoneindividual It is not the purpose of the bill

to restrict auch ordinary uses of the infor- agency when criminal misconduct Is Bus-
other than the individual to whom the

mation Rather than attempting to specify pected in connection with the adm.tnls-
record pertains

each proper use of such records the bill tration of program e.g apparently disclosure may be either the transfer

gives each Federal agency the authority to falsified statements on grant applica-
of record or the granting of access to

set forth the routine purposes for which tion or suspected fraud on contract
record

the records are to be used under the ind- Disclosures to an investigative agency- The fact that an individual Is in
ance contained in the committees report

In the process of requesting that back- formed of the purposes for which infor
In this sense routine use does not en

compass merely the common and ordinary
ground or suitability Investigation be mation will be used when information is

uses to which records are put but also in- conducted on Individuals being cleared collected pursuant to subsection

cludes all of the proper and necessary uscs for access to classified Information em- does not constitute consent

even if any such use occurs infreqi1enty
For example individual income tax return ployment on contracts or appointment There are two Instances in which con

sent to disclose record might be ac
records are routinely used for auditing the to position within the agency

tively sought by an agency I.e with-
determination of the amount of tax due and The Act further limits the extent tO

out waiting for the individual to request
for assistance in collection of such tax by

civil proceedings They are less often used
which disclosures can be made as rou- that disclosure be made

however for referral to the Justice Depart- tine uses by requiring an agency to es- Disclosure would properly be roll
meat for possible criminal prosecution in

tablish the routine uses of information tine use but disclosure Is pro-
the event of possible fraud or tax evasion

In each syÆtem of records which it main- posed to be made before the 30 day
though no one would argue that such referral

notice period e.g the agency Is devel
Is improper thus the routine use of such tains by publishing declaration of in-

oping samphag frame for an evaluation
records and subsection might be ap- tent In the FEDERAL REGISTER thereby

study or statistical program directly
propriately construed to permit the Internal

Revenue Service list in its regulations
permitting public review and comment related to the purpose for which the

such referral as routine use -subsection 11 record was establi
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Disclosure is unrelated to the purpose In this case however Agency would routine use as defined above if tiat
for which the record is maintained but remain responsible and liable for the routine use has been established and
the individual may wish to elect to have maintenance of such records In con- described in the public notice about the
his or her record disclosed e.g to have formance with the Act system published pursuant to subsections

information on Federal employment It should be noted that the conditions and 11 below

application referred to State agencies or of disclosure language makes no specific Disclosure to the Bureau 0/the Census
to permit information on such an appli- provision for disclosures expressly re- Subsection To the Bureau of the

cation to be checked agamst other Fed- quired by law other than U.S.C 552 Census for purposes of planning or carry
eral agencys records Such disclosures which are In effect con- mg out census or survey or related ac

In either case however care must be gressionally-mandated routine uses tivity pursuant to the provisions of title

exercised to assure that the language of should still be established as routine 13
the request Is not coercive and that any uses pursuant to subsections 11 Agencies may disclose records to the

consequences of refusing to consent are and This is not to suggest Census Bureau In Individually identifi
made clear It is particularly important that routine use must be specifically able form for use by the Census Bureau
that the impression not be created that prescribed in law pursuant to the provisions of Title 13
consent to disclose is prerequisite to Disclosure to the Public Subsection Title 13 not only limits the uses which
obtaining benefit when It is riot RequIred under sectIon 552 of may be made of these records but also

The consent provision of this subsec- this title Subsection Is Intended makes them Immune from compulsory
tion was not intended to permit blanket to preserve the status quo as Interpreted disclosure

or open-ended consent clause i.e one by the courts regarding the disclosure of Disclosure for Statistical Research and
which would permit the agency to dls- personal Information to the public un- Reporting Subsection To
close record without limit At mini- der the Freedom of Information Act recipient who has provided the agency
mum the consent clause should state the Congressional Record 621817 Decem- with advance adequate written assurance

general purposes for or types of recip- ber 17 1974 and H12244 December 18 tlat the record will be used solely as

lents to which disclosure may be made 1974 It absolves the agency of any ob- statistical research or reporting record
recordin system of records may be ligation to obtain the consent of an in- and the record Is to be transferred In

disclosed without either request from dividual before disclosing record about form that Is not individually Identifi
or the written consent of the individual him or her to member of the public to able
to whom the record pertains only If dis- whom the agency is required to disclose Agencies may disclose records for sta
closure is authorized below such information under the Freedom of tstlcal Purposes under limited condi

Disclosure within the Agency Subsec- Information Act and permits an agency
tions The use of the phrase In form

tion To those officers and em- to withhold record about an individual that is not individually Identifiable

ployees of the agency which maintains from member of the public only to the means not only that the Information

the record who have need for the rec- extent that it Is permitted to do so under disclosed or transferred must be

ord in the performance of their duties closed I.e they are permitted to be stripped of individual Identifiers but

This provision is based on need to 552b Given the use of the term re- also that the identity of the Individual

know concept See also definition of quired agencies may not voluntarily can not reasonably be deduced by any-
agency It is recognized that make public any record which they are one ffom tabulations or other presen
agency personnel require access to rec- not required to release I.e those that tatlons of the Information I.e the

ords to discharge their duties In discus- they are permitted to withhold without identity of the individual can not be de
sing the conditions of disclosure provi- the consent of the individual unless that termined or deduced by combining van
slon generally the House Committee disclosure is permitted under one of the ous statistical records or by reference to

said that It Is not the Committees in- other portions of this subsect4on public records or other available sources

tent to impede the orderly honduct of Records which have traditionally been of Information See also the discussion

government or delay services performed considered to be in the public domain of statistical record above
In the interests of the Individual Under and are required to be disclosed to the Records whether or not statistical

the conditional disclosure provisions of public such as many of the final orders records .s defined In above may
the bill routine transfers will be per- and opinions of quasi-judicial agencies be disclosed for statistical research or
mitted without the necessity of prior press releases etc may be released under reporting purposes only alter the agency
written consent non-routine transfer this provision without walUng for ape-

which maintains the record has received

is generally one in which the personal cific Freedom of Information Act request
and evaluated written statement

information on an individual is used for For example opinions of quasi-judicial which

purpose other than originally in- agencies may be sent to counsel for the States the purpose for requesting the

tended House Report 93-1416 12 parties and to legal reporting services records and

This discussion suggests that some and press releases may be issued by Certifies that they will only be used as

constraints on the transfer of records agencies dealing with public record mat- statistical records

within the agency were Intended Irre- tens uch as suits commenced or agency
Such written statements will be made

spective of the definition of agency Mm- proceedings Initiated Records which the part of the agencys accounting of dls

imally the recipient officer or employee agency would elect to disclose to the closures under subsection

must have an official need to know lic but which are not required to be ctis- Fundamentally agezicles disclosing

The language would also seem to imply closed I.e they are permitted to be records under thIs provision are re
that the use should be generally related withheld under the FOIA may only be quired to assure that Information dis

to the purpose for which the record is released to the public under the routine closed for use as statistical research or

maintained use provision subsection Note reporting record cannot reasonably be

Movement of records between person- however that an agency may not rely on used In any way to make determinations

nel of different agencies may in some in- any provision of the Freedom of Infor- about Individuals One may Infer from

stances be viewed as Intra-agency dis- mation Act as basis for refusing access the legislative history and other portions

closures if that movement is in connec- to record to the Individual to whom It of the Act that an objective of this pro
tlon with an inter-agency support agree- pertains unless such refusal of access vision Is to reduce the possibifity of

ment For example the payroll records is authorized by an exemption within the matching and analysis of statistical rec

compiled by Agency to support Agency Privacy Act See subsections dl and ords with other records to reconstruct

In cross-service arrangement are below individually identifiable records An ac
arguably being maintained by Agency Disclosure for Routine Use Sub- counting of disclosures Is not required
as If It were an employee of Agency section For routine use as de- when agencies publish aggregate data so
While such transfers would meet the fined in subsection of this section

Ion as no individ
criteria both for intra-agency disclosure and described under subsection

In

and routine use they should be treated of this section population covered can be Identified

as intra-agency disclosures for purposes Records may be disclosed without the for example statistics on employee turn

of the accounting requirements prior consent of the Individual for over rates sick leave usage rates
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Vewed from the perspective of the individuals who knowingly and willfully disclosed need not necessarily be the in
ient agencies material thus trans- provide Inaccurate or erroneous informa- dividual whose health or safety Is at

red would not constitute records for tion will be subject to criminal prosecu- peril e.g release of dental records on

irposes tion This usage was explicitly addressed several Individuals in order to identify

Di.cioSure to the National Archives by Congressman Moorhead in explaining an individual who was injured In an

rction To the National Ar- the House bill on the floor of the House accident

of the United States as record Disclosure to the Congress Subsection
It should be noted that the routine use

iIeh has sufficient historical or other
exception is in addition to the exception

To either House of Congress or
to warrant itcontinued preserva- provided for dissemination for law enforce- to the extent of matter within Its juris

Un by the United States Government or ment activity under subsection of the diction any committee or subcommittee

for evaluation by the Administrator of bin Thus requested record may be dissern- thereof any joint committee of Congress

Cenral Services or his designee to de- mated under either the routine use excep- or subcommittee of any such Joint

teimire whether the -record has such
tion the law enforcement exception or committee

vt1 ne both sections depending on the circumstan-
This language does not authorize the

ces of the case Congressional RecoTd No
Ai.encies may disclose records to the

vember 21 1974 1510962
disclosure of record to members of

National Archives of the United St.ates Congress acting in their individual ca
pursuant to Section 2103 of Title 44 of In that same discussion additional pacitles without the consent of the In-

the United States Code which provides guidance was provided on the term head dividual

for the preservation of records of of the agency as that term is used in this Disclosure to the General Accounting

torical or other value This subsection subsection Office Subsection b1O To the

allows not only the transfer of The words head of the agency deserve Comptroller General or any of his au
records for preservation but also the dis- elaboration The committee recognizes that thorized representatives in the course of

closure of records to the Archivist the heads of Government departments can- the performance of the duties of the

permit determination as to whether not be expected to personally request each General Accounting Office

preservation under Title 44 is warranted of the thousands of records which may pro- Disclosure Pursuant to Court Arder

See subsections and for
perly be disseminated under this subsection

Subsection 11 Pursuant to the
If that were required such officials could not

order of court of competent jurisdlcdiscussion of constraints on the main-
perform their other duties and In many

tenance of records by the Archives cases they could not even perform record re-
tion

Records which are transferred to Fed- questing duties alone Such duties may be
SuBsEcTIoN ACCOUNTING OF CERTAIN

eral Records Centers for safekeeping or delegated like other duties to other officials
DISCLOSURES

storage do not fall within this category
when absolutely necessary but never below

Such transfers are not considered to be
section chief and this is what is contem- Subsection Each agency with re
plated by subsection The Attorney spect to each system of record under

disclosures within the terms of this Act General for example will have the power to
Its control shall

since the records remain under the con- delegate the authority to request the thou-
When Accounting Is Required Sub

trol of the transferring agency Federal sands of records which may be required for

Records Center personnel are acting on the operation of the Justice Department un-
section Except for disclosures

behalf of the agency which controls the der this section made under subsections or
of this section keep an accurate

records See subsection below It should be noted that this uruage is
accounting of

Disclosure or Law Enforcement Pur- somewhat at variance with the use of the The date nature and purpose of
poses Subsection To another term agency head in subsections each disclosure of record to any person

agency or to an instrumentality of any
and rules and exemptions where

or to another agency made under sub-

governmental jurisdiction within or un- delegations to this extent are neither section of this sectlon and
der the control of the United States for necessary nor appropriate The flame and address of the

civil or criminal law enforcement activ This subsection permits disclosures for
person or agency to whom the disclosure

Ity If the activity Is authorized by law law enforcement purposes only to gov- is made
and If the head of the agency or lnstru- ernmental agencies within or under the An accounting Is required

mentality has made written request to control of the United States lis- For disclosures outside the agency
the agency which maintains the record closures to to foreign as well as to State even when such disclosure Is at the re
specifying the particular portion desired and local law enforcement agencies quest of the individual with the written

and the law enforcement activity for may when appropriate be established consent or itt the request of the mdlvi-

which the record is sought as routine uses dualS

An agency may upon receipt of writ-
Records in law enforcement systems For disclosures for routine uses see

ten request disclose record to another may also be disclosed for law enforce-

agency or unit of State or local govern-
ment purposes when that disclostrs has For disclosures to the Bureau of the

ment for civil or criminal law enforce- pi-operly been established as routine Census see

ment activity The request must use e.g statutorily authorized re- For disclosures to person or another

The- law enforcement purpose for sponses to properly made queries to the agency for statistical research or report-

which the record Is requested and National Driver Register transfer by Ing purposes see

The pakticular record requested
law enforcement agency of protective For disclosures to the Archives see
intelligence Information to the Secret

Blanket requests for all records per- Service For disclosures for law enforcement
tainlng to an individual are not permit- Disclosure under Emergency Circum- activity consistent with the provisionsted Agencies or other entities seeking stances Subsection To person of subsection see
disclosure may of course seek .a court pursuant to showing of compelling cir- For disclosures upon showing of
order as basis for disclosure See sub-

cuinstances affecting the health or safety compelling circumstances see
section 11

of an Individual if upon such disclosure
record may also be disclosed to ltw notification Is transmitted to the last For disclosures to the Congress or the

enforcement agency at the Initiative of known address of such individual Comptroller General see and
the agency which maintains the record Agencies may disclose records when 10 orwhen violation of law Is suspected for example the time required to obtain For disclosures pursuant to court
provided That such disclosure has been the consent of the Individual to whom order see 11
established In advance as routine use tJie record pertains might result in de- An accounting of disclosures is not
and that misconduct Is related to the lay which could Impair the health or required
purposes for which the records are main- safety of an individual as In the release For disclosures to employees of the
tamed For example certain loan or em- of medical records on patient under- agency maIntAining the record who have
ployment application information may going emergency treatment The Individ- need to have access In the performance
be obtained with the understanding that ual pertaining to whom records are of thlr ocial duties for the agency
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Agnuie are required to establish sale- longer alter the disclosure for which the ing the record shall notify each agency
guards pursuant to subsection 10 accounting Is made or person to which the record has been
to assure that IndividUals Who do not The purposes of the accounting are disclosed of the exact nature of the cor
lave need to know will not have ac- to allow Individuals to learn to whom rection or that notation of dispute has
cess see or records about themselves have been dis- made If the recipient was another

For disclosures to members of the pub- closed subsection to pro- agency that agency Is required In turn
lic which would be required under the vide basis for subsequently advlsmg re- to notify those to whom It disclosed the
Freedom of Information Act see cipients of records of any corrected or record

disputed records subsection This requirement does not apply to

and to provide an audit trail for sub- disclosures to personnel within theNoTE That te accounting requirement
sequent reviews of agency compliance agency with need to know or to theis not one from wbicb an energy may
with subsection conditions of dis- public under the Freedom of Informs-seek an exemption under subsections

closure As discussed above with respect tion Act subsections andand 1k
to maintaining the accounting the ac- or to disclosures made prior to SeptemThe term accounting rather than
counting need not be retained on record ber 27 1975 for which no accounting wasrecord used to Indicate that an
by record basis as long as the procedures made Note that the language In sub

agency need not make notation on
adopted by the agency permit It to satisfy section differs from the corre

single document of every disclosure these objectives While the accounting is sponding language in HIt 16373 so that
of particular record The agency may

required to be maintained for at least the House report discussion of this pro-
use any system It desires for keeping five years nothing in the Act requires vision is no longer applicable
notations of disclosures provided that

the retention of the record ltse1l where Given the definition of record
it can construct from Its system docu-

the record could otherwise lawfully be record may be construed to be part ofment listing of all disclosures House
disposed of sooner

another record and the language ofReport 931416 14 For example if The accounting Is required to be re- subsection below It would appearlist of names and other pertinent data tamed for five years from the date of that the notification of correction or ofnecessary to issue payroll or benefit the disclosure unless the record Is re- the filing of statement of disagreementchecks is transferred to disbursing of- taln longer Record retention sts.nd-
is required only to the extent that thefice outside the agency the agency trans- ards remain as prescribed In applicable correction or disagreement pertains toferring the record need not maintain law and GSA regulations the Information actually Wscloaed i.e

separate record of such transfer In each Making the Accounting of Disclosures
recipients of portion of record otherindividual record provided that It can Availablo to the Individual Subsection the portion which Is subsequentlyconstruct the required accounting Inlor- Except for disclosures made corrected or disputed need not be Inmation when requested by the Individ- under subsection of this section formed Where there Is any doubt as toual subsection or when neces- make the accounting made under pans- whether the corrected Information wassary to inform previous recipients of any graph of this subsection available tO Included In or might be relevant tocorrected or disputed Information sub- the individual named In the record at his previous disclosure agencies shouldsection The accounting should request
notify the recipients In questionalso provide cross-reference to the Upon request of the individual to whom

The language of this subsection exbasis upon which the release was made the record pertains an agency must make
plicitly requires only that prior recipientsincluding any written documentation as available to that individual all Informa-
be notified of corrections made pursuantis required in the case of the release oL tion in Its accounting of disclosures ex-
to request to amend record by anrecords for statistical or law enforcement cept those pertaining to disclosures to
individual and does not address recordspurposes another agency or government instru
corrected for other reasons e.g agencyIn some Instances e.g investigation mentality for law enforcement purposes
staff detects erroneous data or thirdor prosecution of suspected criminal ac- pursuant to subsection unless the
part3 source provides corrected Informa

tivlty disclosure may consist of con- system has been exempted from this pro-
tion Nevertheless agencies are encour

tinuing dialogue between two agencies vision pursuant to subsections or
aged to provide corrected Information toover period of weeks or months In Agencies may wish to maintain the ac-
previous recipients irrespective of thesuch situation it may be appropriate counting of disclosure In such manner
means by which the correction was madeto make general notation that as of that notations of disclosures pursuant to
whenever It Is deemed feasible to do so

specified date such contact was mi- are readily segregable In order to
if information included in previous dis

tiated and will be maintained until the facilitate timely release of the disclosure
closure was changed particularly whenconclusion of the case accounting when requested by the in-
the agency is aware that the correctiondividual Since the accounting will often
is relevant to the recipients uses Irre

While the accounting of disclosures
not be maintained In form which is

spective of the means by which the cor
when maintained apart from the record

readily comprehenslbe to the individual
rection is mademight be considered system of records

the process of making the accountingunder the Act this could lead to the situ-
available may entail some transforma- SUBsEcTIoN AccEss TO RECORDSation of having to maintain flfl account-
tion of the accounting by the agency so

Subsection Each agency that
ing of disclosures from the original ac-

as to make it intelligible to the individual
maintains system of ecord shallcounting and having to maintain that

This may require the agency to compile
Individual Access to Records Subsec

second accounting for five years etc
from the accounting list of those

tion Upon request by an mdi-
Note that subsection gives an in-

whom the record was discloseddividual right of access to the account-
Informing Prior Recipients of Cor-

vidual to gain access to his record or toing which would not have been necessary
rected or Disputed Records Subsection any information pertaining to him whichif the accounting were considered sepa-

Inform any person or other
is contained in the system permit himrate system of record Therefore it would

seem that the intent was to view the agency about any correction or notation
and upon his request person of his own

accounting ofdisclosures as other than of dispute made by the agency in accord- choosing to accompany him to review
the record and have copy made of allsystem of records and to conclude that an ance with subsection of this section

accounting need not be maintained for
of any record that has been disclosed to

or any portion thereof in form corn-

disclosures from the accounting of dis-
the person or agency if an accounting of

prehensible to him except that the

the disclosure was made agency may require the individual toclosures
furnish written statement authorizing

Retaining the Accounting of Dz- When record is corrected at the re-
discussion of that individuals record inclosures Subsection Retain the quest of an Individual acting in accord-
the accompanying persons presenceaccounting made under paragraph ance with subsection or state- An agency must upon request

or the life of the record whichever is subsection 13 the agency maintain- of records contains record or records

of this subsection for at least five years ment of dispute is filed as provided in Inform an individual whether system
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pertaining to him permit an mdi- Agencies shall establish requirements Agency procedures for complying with
vidual to review any record pertaining to verify the Identity of the requester the individual access provisions will nec-

to him which Is contained In system Such requirements shall be kept to essarily vary depending upon the size

of records permIt the Individual to minimum They shall only be established and nature of the system of records
be accompanied for the purpose by when necessary reasonably to assure that Large computer-based systems of rec
person of his choosing and permIt an individual Is not improperly granted ords clearly require different approach
the individual to obtain copy of any access to records pertaining to another than do small regionally dispersed man-
such record in form comprehensible to individual and shall not unduly impede ually maintained systems Nevertheless

him at reasonable cost This provision the Individuals right of access Proce- the basic requirements are constant

it should be noted gives an individual dures for verifying identity will vary de- namely the right of the individual to

the right of access only to records which pending upon the nature of the records have access to record pertaining to

are contained in system of records to which access is sought For example him and to have copy made of all or
See above no verification of identity will be re- any portion of such records in form

This language further suggests that quired of individuals seeking access to which is comprehensible to him Putting

the Congress did not intend to require records which are otherwise available to information Into comprehensible form
that an individual be given access to In- any member of the public under U.S.C suggests converting computer codes to

formation which the agency does not 552 the Freedom of Information Act their literal meaning but not necessarily
retrieve by reference to his or her name However far more stringent measures an extensive tutorial in the agencys pro-
or some other Identifying particular See should be utilized when the records cedures in which the record Is used
subsection If an individual Is sought to be accessed are medical or Neither the requirements to grant ac
named in record about someone else other sensitive records tess nor to provide copies necessarily
or some othertype of entity and the For Individuals who seek accers in per- require that the physical record itself be

agency only retrieves the portion per- son requirements for verification of made available The form in which the

taming to him by reference to the other
identity should l- limited to information record is kept e.g on magnetic tape or

persons name or some organization
or documents which an individual is

the context of the record e.g access to

subject identifier the agency is not re-
likely to have readily available e.g document may disclose records about

quired to grant him access Indeed drivers license employee identification
other individuals which are not relevant

this were not the case It would be nec- card Medicare card However if the in- to the request may require that rec
essary to establish elaborate cross-

dividual can provide nO other suitable ord be extracted or translated In some
references among records thereby inS

documentation the agency should re- manner e.g to expunge the identity

creasing the potential for privacy abuses
quest signed statement from the in- of confidential source Whenever pos

The following examples illustrate some
dividual asserting his or her Identity and sible however the requested record

applications of this standard
stipulating that the individual under-

should be made available In the form in

record on Joan Doe as an employee stands that knowingly or willfully seek- which It is maintained by the agency and
In file of employees from which mate-

tag or obtaining access to records about the extraction or translation process
riai Is accessed by reference to her name another individual under false pretenses may not be used to withhold Information

or some identifying number This
Is punishable uy fine of up to ssooo In record about the Individual who re

the simplest case of record In system Subsecsio quests it unless the denial of access Is

of records and Joan Doe would have specifically provided for under rules Is

right of access
For systems to which access is granted

sued pursuant to one of the exemption
reference to Joan Doe in record

by mail by virtue of their location
proions subsections and

verification of Identity may consist of the
Subsection provIdes that agenabout James Smith in the same file

providing of certain minimum identify- des may establish special procedureIs also record within system but Joan
tag data e.g name date of Lrth or

If deemed necessary for the disclosureDoe would not have to be granted access
system personal Identifier if known tO

to an individual of medical records in-unless the agency had devised and used
the Individual Where the sensitivity of

an indexing capability to gain access
the data warrants it i.e unauthorized

cluding psychological records pertain-

lug to him In addressing this proviher record in James Smiths file
could cause harm or embarrass-

slon the House committee saidrecord about Joan Doe In con-
ment to the Individual signed nota

tract source evaluation ifie about
rized statement may be required or other If In the judgment of the agency the

.nmlRtofl of medical information direct-employer Corporation which Is not
reasonable means of verifying identity

ly to requesting individual could have anaccessed by reference to individuals
which the agency may determine tO be adverse effect upon such individual thenames or other identifying particulars

cesa.try depending on the degree of rules which the agency promulgates should
This Is record which Is not In sYstem

sensitivity of the data involved provide means whereby an Individual who
of records and therefore Joan Doe

would be adversely affected by receipt of

would not have right of access to it NOTE That section of the Act forbids an
such data may be apprised of it in -r

If as In above an indexing capability agency to deny an individual any right in-
which would not cause such adverse effects

were developed and used however such
cludIn access to record for refusing to

An example of rule serving such purpose
disclose Social Security Number unlesa dia-

would be transmission to doctor named bysystem would become system of
closure Is required by Federal statute or by the requesting Individual House Report 93-

ords to which Joan Doe would have othar laws or regulations adopted prior tO
1416 pp ld17

right of access January 1975

Agencies may establish fees for making Thus while the right of individuals to

copies of an individuals record but not
are also permitted to require have access to medical and psychological

that an individual who wishes to be ac-
records pertaining to them Is clear thefor the coat of searching for record or

reviewing It subsection witen
companled by another person when

nature and circumstances of the dlsclo

the agency makes copy of record as
viewing record furnish written state- may warrant special procedures
thent authorizing discussion of his or her

necessary part of its process of making
record In the presence of the accompany-

While the Act provides no specIfic

the record available for review as dls-
mug person This provision may not be

guidance on this subject agencies should
tinguished from responding to request

to require that Individuals who .-
acknowledge requests for access to rec

by an individual for copy of record
quest access and wish to authorIze other

ords within 10 days of receipt of the re
no fee may be charged It should be noted

person to accompany them provide on quest excluding Saturdays Sundays
that this provision differs from the SC

reasons for the access or for the accom-
and legal public holidays Wherever

cess and fees provisions of the Freedom practicable that acknowledgement
of Information Act panying persons presence It Is designed

should indicate whether or not access
The granting of access may not be con-

to avoid disputes over whether the In- can be granted and If so when When
ditioned upon any requirement to state dI%ldUal glSnted permission for discios- access Is to be granted agencies will

reason or otherwise justify the need to ure of information to the accompanying normally provide access to record
gain access person withIn 30 days excluding Saturdays
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Sundays and legal publlc holidays un- Amend Records Subsection review which entails obtaining support-
less for good cause shown they are Un- Not later than 10 days excluding Sat- ing data from retired records or from
able to do so hi whli case the Individ- urdays Sundays and legal public hell- another agency and which ooulct not
ual should be inforined In writing within days after the date receipt of such therefore be completed within the re
30 days as to those reasons and when it request acknowledge In writing such re- quired time might qualify
is anticipated that access will be granted ceipt and In reviewing record in response to

good cause might be the fact that written acknowledgement by the request to amend It the agency should
the record is inactive and stored in agency of the receipt of request to assess the accuracy relevance thneli
records center and therefore not as amend record must be provided to the ness or ompleteness of the record In
readily accessible See subsection individual withIn 10 days excluding terms of the criteria established in sub-
Presumably in uch cases the risk of an Saturdays Sundays and legal public section i.e to assure fairness to
adverse determination being made Ofl holidays The acknowledgement should the individual to whom the record per-
the bases of record to which access is clearly describe the request copy of tains in any determination about that
songht and which the Individual might the request form may be appended to the individual which may be made on the
choose to challenge Is relatively low acknowledgement and advise the mdi- basis of that record

Requests for Amending Records Sub- vidual when he or she may expect to be With respect to requests to delete in-section Permit the individual to advised of action taken on the request formation agencies must heed the cri
request amendment of record pertain- No separate acknowledgement of re- tena established In subsection
Ing to him and

celpt is necessary if the request can be namely that tle information must be
Agencies shall establish procedures to reviewed processed and the individual

relevant and necessary to acgive individuals the opportunity to re- advised of the results of the review complish statutory purpose of thequest that their records be amended The whether complied with or denled agency required to be accomplished byprocedures may permit the individual Within the 10-day Period law or by executive order of the Presi
to present request either in person by For requests presented In person writ- dent This is not to suggest that agentelephone or through the mail but the ten acknowledgement should be provided cies may routinely maintain irrelevant
process should not normally require that at the time the request Is presented or unnecessary information unless It isthe individual present the request in Actions Required on Requests to challenged by an individual but ratherperson If the agency deems it appropri- Amend Records Subsection that receipt of request to delete inforate it may require the requests be made Promptly either mation should cause the agency to rein writing whether presented In person Make any correction of any portion consider the need for such informationor through the mail Instructions for thef which the individual beueves is not Reviews in connection with the develop-the preparation of request and any accurate relevant timely or complete or ment of system the preparation of theforms employed should be as brief and ii Inform the Indtvidaal of its refusal to public notice and the description of theas simple as possible If request is re- amend the record in accordance h4

purposes for which it Is maintained and
ceived on other than prescribed form quest the reason for the refusal the proce-

periodic reviews of the system to assuredures established by the agency for the mdi-
Information which Is neces

the agency should not reject it or reluest
vidual to request review of the refusal byresubmisslon unless additional informa-
the head of the agency or an officer desig- sary for the lawful purposes for which

tion is essential to process the request nated by the head of the agency and the the system of records was established IsIn that case the inquiry to the Individ- nsoe and business address of that official maintained in It will be the primaryual should be limited to obtaining the
vehicles for assuring that only relevantneeded additional information not re-

In reviewing an individuals request to
and necessary information is main-submission of the entire request Incom- amend record agencies should wher-
tamed

plete or inaccurate requests should not
ever practicable complete the review

be rejected categorically The individual
and advise the individual of the results Agency standards for reviewing records
within 10 days of the receipt of the re-

in response to request to amend themshould be asked to clarify the request as
needed Requests presented in person

quest Prompt action is necessary both may at the agencys option be included

to assure tat records are as as part of the rules promulgated pursushould be screened briefly while the mdi-
as possible nd to reduce the ant to subsection Generally itvidual is still present wherever possible
trative effort which would otherwise be woUld sm reasonable to conclude thatto assure that the request Is complete so
involved in issuing separate acknowl- such standards for review need be nothat clarification may be obtained on the
edgement of the receipt of the request more stringent than is reasonably necesspot
and subsequently informing the Indi- sary to meet the general criteria in sub-These provisions for amending records
vidual of the action taken If the nature sections and for accuracyare not intended to permit the alteration
of the request or the system of records relevance timeliness and completenessof evidence presented in the course of ju- precludes completing the review within Judicial review is available for agencydiclal quasi-judicial or quasi-legislatIve
10 days the required acknowledgement determinations to grant an individualproceedlngs.Any changes in such records
subsection above must be access and to amend or not amendshould be made only through the estab-

provided within ten days and the review record pertaining to the Individual Whilelished procedures consistent with the ad-
should be completed as soon as reason- the definite burden of proof for grantingversary process These provisions are not
ably possible normally within 30 days access is upon the agency in such judicialdesigned to permit collateral attack upon from the receipt of the request exclud- review in the judicial review of the rethat which has already been the subject
mug Saturdays Sundays and legal public fusal of an agency to amend recordof judicial or quasi-judicial action For
holidays unless unusual circumstances there is no similar burden upon theexample these provisions are not de
preclude completing action within that agency An analogous standard may besigned to permit an Individual to chal-
time The number of cases on which utilized by the agencies In establishinglenge conviction for criminal offense
the agency was unable to act wIthin 30 standards for review of individual rereceived In another forum or to reopen
days will be Included in the annual re- quests for amendments of records Thethe assessment of tax liability but the
port subsection If the expected burden of going forward could be placedIndividual would be able to challenge the
completion date for the review indicated upon the individual who In most intact that conviction or liability has been
in the acknowledgement cannot be met stances will know better than the agencyinaccurately recorded in his records the individual should be advised of that the reasons why the record should beThe agency should also require vrifi- delay and of revised date when the amended It would be appropriate incation of Identity to assure that the re- review may be expected to be completed agency regulations setting forth thequestors are seeking to amend records Unusual circumstances can be standards they will use upon review ofpertaining to themselves and not mad- viewed as situations In which records such request that the individual be revertently or Intentionally the records of cannot be reviewed through the agencys quired to supply certain in.formatjon Inother Individuals normal process By definition such cases support of his request for amendment ofAcknowjedgemen of Requests to would statistically be the exception the record The request would then be
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ajreçrlate for resoutlon upon deter- An Individual who disagrees with an Of his or her right to file .a concise

mination of Rreponderance of evidence agencys initial retural tO amrwl record statement of the Individuals reasons for
If the agy agrees with the mdi- may file request for further review at disagreeing with the decision of the

viduals request to amewI record the that determination The agency head or agency
agency shall an officer of the agency d.slgnated In Of the prvcedures for flUng state-

Advise the Individual writing by the agency head should under- mont of disagreement
Correct the record icocrdingly and tae an independent review of the lxii- That any such statement will be made
Where an accounting of disclosures has tial determination If someone other available to anyone to whom the record

been made advise all previous recipients than the agency bead is designated to Is subsequently disclosed together with
of the record of the fact that the cor- conduct the review It should be an offi- If the agency deems It appropriate
rection was made and the substance of cer who Is organizationally Independent brief statement by the agency suth
the correction of or senior to the officer or employee who inarizing Its reasons for refming to

If the agency of ter Its Initial review of madi the Initial determination For pur- amend the record
request to amend record disagrees poses of this section an office Is de- That prior recipients of the disputed

with all or any portion thereof the fined to be justice or judge of record will be provided copy of any
agency shall the United States and an Individual who statement of dispute to the extent that

To the extent that the agency agrees ls an accounting of disclosures was main-
with any part of the Individuals request by to

tamed see subsection and
to amend proceed as described above civu or muitsryj .urvice Of his or her right to seek jililirto re
with respect to those portions of the fouowlng acting In an osscial capacity view of the agencys refusal to amend
record which it has amended 1t Ia asd tht whil the language record provided for In subsection

Advise the Individual of Its refusal and not mmY below

the reasons therefor Including the crite-
Omeer Otherwise qusilned as the ViSWIfl5 If the reviewing official deteryninec that

na for determining accuracy which were
omcial would be permitted to serve as the

the record shOuld be amended In accord
eviewing ance with the Individuals request theemployed by the agency In conducting

the review court of the United agency should proceed as prscrlbed In
Inform the Individual that he or she The hed of an Ezacutive agency subsection above namely

may request further review by the The Secretary of military depart- correct the record advise the Individual

agency head or by an officer of the agency nt and Inform previous recipients

designated by the agency head and Ingaed In the performance of Ped- notation of dispute Is required to
erl function under authority of tow

be made only If an Individual Informs theDescribe the procedures for requesting
such review including the name and Subject to the supervialon of an au-

agency of his or her disagreement with

address of the official to whom the re- thorny named by paragraph of this sac-
the agencys determination under sub-

quest should be directed The procedures tion or the Jt1i1 Conference of the section appeals procedure not

should be as simple and brief as possible
United States while engaged in the per-

to amend record

and should tnhIbete where the individual formanctof the duties Of bin ONCe U.S final ncy determination On the

canseekadvlceoraaqlsta.ncelnobtainlng
2104a IndivIduals request for review of an

such review Delegations must be made In writing
agysInitial retusal to amend record

matlon Is an agency nd Is maintaining official should use the criteria of as-
the agency head determines that fair

If the recipient of the corrected lxi or- In conducting the review the reviewing
must be completed wlthth 30 days unless

_____
and equitable review cannot be completedthe Information which was corrected In Curacy relevance and
In that time If additional time Is re

system of records It must correct Its PleteTI dlsC%ed BbOV The reviWIng
quired the Individual should be Informed

records and under subsection up.
Official may at his or her OPtiOn

In writing of the reasons for the delay
prlse any agency or person to which It such additional Information as Is deemed

and of the approximate date on which
had disclosed the record of the necessary to satiety those criteria Le
of the correction Subsequent recipient tO establish that the record contains

the review Is expected to be completed
Such extensions should not be routine

agencies should aInI1nrly correct their only that Information which Is necessary and should not normally exceed an addi
records and advise those to whom they and Is as accurate timely and complete thi Agees wIll be rehad disclosed It Agencies are encouraged as necessary to assure fairness In any de-

quired to report the number of cases In
to establish In their regulations time termination Which may be made about

which review was not completed within
limits by which except under unusual the Individual on the basis of record

30 days as part of the annual report
circumstances iransferees of any Although tirere Is no requirement for

amPnsiTnTlt to record formal hearing pursuant the P1O
Diclosure of dIsputed Information.

Requesting Review ol the Agencys
visions of U.S.C 55$ the agency

Subsection In any disclosure
Ref usai To Amend Record Subsection

eleet generally or on case by CS5 baSIS
containing Information about which the

Permit the IndivIdual who die-
tO use sash or s4iU procedures The Iv1dual has filed stalwt of dis

agrees with the refusal of the agesicy
oeed elexted by bo-

agreement occurring the filing of
amend his record to request review ever should Insure fafrnem to the Indi- tsmeiit under paragraph of
such refusal and not later than 30 days

In the detTmi
this subsection clearly note any portion

excluding Saturdays Sundays and legal
nation ThE procedurm should provide of the record which Is dIsputed and pro-

public ht11bIys from the date on which that as much Of the In enesesl UPOn
vlde copies of the statement and If the

the Individual requests such review cam-
whiCh the determinatIon Is based as poe- agency deems it appropriate copies of

plete such review and make final do-
IS part of the written recOrd Ofl

concise statement of the reasons of the
termination unless for good cause

corning the appeal. The records of the
agency for not m.tking the amendments

shown the head of the agency extends
process should be tamed by

requested to persons or other agencies
such 30-day period and If at tar ye-

agencies only as long as Is ie$5011I7 to whom the disputed record has been
view the reviewing official also refuses necessary for purposes of judicIal review

dlsclosed
amend the record In accordance with the

of the agencys refusal to amend record
When an Individual files statement

request permit the Individual to file with
appeal

disagreeing with the agencys decision
the agency concise statement setting If after conductIng this review

not to amend record the agency should
forth the reasons for his disagreement reviewing officIal also refuses to amend
with the refusal of the agency an4 notify the record In accordance with the mdi- clearly annotate the record so that the

the Individual of the provisIons for judi viduals request tie agency siiall advise fact that the record Is disputed Is ap
clal review of the reviewing ffiin15 d- the Individual parent to anyone who may subsequently
termination under subeectlong Of Its refusal and the reasons there- access use or disclose It The notation

this sect1on for Itself should be Integral to the rer4
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and specific to the portion in dispute Frankly do not think th attorneys key objective of the Act Is to reduce
For automated systems of records the that are coUected in anUclptIon Of 1aw

the amount of personal Information col
notation may consist of special indica- suit should be subject to the appUcation Of

lected by Federal agencies to reduce the
tor on the entire record or the specific

the act in any Instance much less the access
of intentionally or Inadvertently Improvision It Is our concern In the access pro-part of the record Iii d15Püt

vision that it may then suppose tt proper use of personal data In simplestThe statements of dispute need not be covered in the other provisions and do not terms information not collected about
maintained as an Integral part of the think It should be an individual cannot be misused The Act
records to which they pertain They Mr BUTtF.a Mr ChaIrman share the

recognizes however that agencies need
should however be filed In such man- gentlemans concern When this amend-

to maintain Information about mi
ner as to permit them to be retrieved ment was origtnaUy drafted it stated aC

viduals to discharge their responslbii
readily whenever the disputed portion

case to any record and we struck the word
ties effectivelyrecord and inserted information

the record Is to be disclosed
So we made It perfectly clear we were not Agencies can derive authority to col

If there is any question as to whether
elevating an investigation with the word lect information about individuals in one

the dispute pertains to Information being record to the statos of records We did of two ways
disclosed the statement of dispute want to make it clear there was not to be By the Constitution statute or Ex
should be included such aCCeSS because that access would be

ecutive order explicitly authorizing orWhen information which is the subject within the usual rules of civil procedure
directing the maintenance of systemof statement of dispute is subsequently

Mr ERLENBOSN Mr Chairman If the gen-
of records e.g the Constitution and titletieman will yield further It is the gentle-disclosed agencies must note that the in-

mans contention under his Interpretation 13 of the tlnltecl States Code with respectformation Is disputed and provide copy of the act that the other provisions would to the Census
of the individuals statement not apply to the attorneys files as well Is By the Constitution statute or Ex

Agencies may at their discretion in- that correct
ecutive order authorizing or directing thedude brief summary of their reasons Mr Bumrs The gentleman Is correct
agency to perform function the disor not making correction when dis- COngres.iional Record November 21 1974 chaing of which requires the main-

closing disputed information Such state- 0955
tenance of system of recordsments will normally be limited to the While the above passage refers pri- Each agency shall with respect to eachreasons stated to the Individual under manly to the defense of suits by the
system of records which It maintains orsubsection Ii and government it is of course equally ap- proposes to maintain Identify the ape-above Copies of the agencys statement plicable to the assembly of information cific provision In law which authorizesneed not be maintained as an integral In anticipation of government-Initiated
that activity While the Act does not spepart of the record but will be treated as law suits
ciflco.Uy require It where feasible thispart of the Individuals record for pur- The mere fact that records in sys- statutory authority should also be citedposes of granting the individual acCess tern of records are frequently the sub- in the annual public notice about thesubsection However the agencys ject of litigation does not bring those system published pursuant to subsectionstatement will not be subject to subsec-

systems of records within the scope of The authority to maintain systions or amending records this provision The Information must be tern of records does not give the agencyAccess to Jn/or-mjtion Compiled in compiled in reasonable anticipation of the authority to maintain any Informa
AnticipatIon of Civil Action Subsection civil action or proceeding and there- tion which It deems useful Agencies shallNothng in this section shall al- fore the purpose of the compilation gov- review the nature of the informationlow an Individual access to any Informa- ems the applicability of this provision which they malhtain In their systems oftion compiled In reasonable anticipation It would seem that in suit in which records to assure that It Is in fact roleof civil action or proceeding governmental action or Inaction Is thai- vazit and necessary Information may

This provision Is not intended to pre- lenged the provision generally would not not be maintained merely because It is
dude access by an individual to records be available until the Initiation of litiga- relevant it must be both relevant andwhich are available to that Individual tion or until Information began to be necessary While this determination is
under other procedures e.g pre-trlal compiled In reasonable anticipation of in the final analysis judgmental the fol
discovery It is Intended to preclude es- such litigation Where the government is lowing types of questions shall be con
tablishing by this Act basis for access prosecuting or seeking enforcement of its sidered In making such determinations
to material being prepared for use in laws or regulations this provision may be How does the Information relate to the
litigation other than that established applicable at the outset If Information Purpose in law for which the systemunder other processes such as the Free- Is being compied In reasonable antlclps- is maintained
dom of InformatIon Act or the rules of tion of civil action or proceeding The What are the adverse consequences Ifcivil procedure terni civil proceeding was Intended to any of not collecting that Information

Excerpts from the House floor debate cover those quasi-Judicial and prehsni-
Could the need be met through the useon this provision suggest that this provi- nary judicial stes which are the coun- of Information that Is not In Individuallyslon was not Intended to cover access to terpart in the civil sphere of ClIfllIflal

identifiable formsystems of records compiled or used for proceedings as opposed to criminal liti-

Does the Information need to be cci-purposes other than litigation gatlon Although this provision could
have the effect of an exemption it is not

lected on every lndlvldua4 who Is theMr EELIJSBOaN Mr Chairman as under
stand It the purpose of the amendment subJect to the formal ruie_making

subject of record In the system

protect as an example the file of the U.S cedures which govern the exemptions
would sampling procedure suffice

attorney or the oltcitor that Is prepared in set forth in sI1hctioIh nd At what point will the Information
anticipation of the defdnae of suit against Nevertheless agencies should utilize have satisfied the purpose for which Itthe United Sttes fof accident or some such speciüc exemptions set forth in Was collected I.e how long is it necesthing

tions and to the extent that they sary to retain the lnfoinatlen ConMr Buyl.n That is the subject we have In
mind are applicoble before utdlizing slatent with the Federal Records Aet and

Mr ERx.rnoaw appreciate the gentle-
provision related regulations could part of the

record be purgedmans concern think It Is real concern
SECTION Aczncy REQUREMairm What Is the 1lneIal cost of maintain

and that protection ought to be aforded _______
The only problem find with that amend- Section Each agency that main. Ing the record as compared to the rlsks/ment is th It would presupp we in- talus system of records j_ adverse consequences of not maintainingtended the deSning of reoosd system to Restrictions on Collecting Inormagvjn itpreclude that type of record do not think

about Individuals Subsection Is the Information while generally
mae did

Maintain In Its records only such lnfor- relevant and necessary to accesnMiah
If these aorta af reourde are to be con

sidered recosd system under the
mnation about an Individual as Is relevant statutory purpose weclfleally relevast

the agency would have to go through aU the
and necessary to accomplish purpose and necessary only In certain cases Forformal proceenga cc defining the system
of the agency required to be accom- example In establishing financial need asIts routine uses and publishing in the psn pUshed by statute or by executive order part of assessIng eligibility for proSZAL RZcxsra
of the President

grain for which need Is legitimate
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criterion parental Income may be rele- cable The notion of protecting the in- from ten or more individuals as defined

vant only for certain applicants dividual against adverse determinations bythe Privacy Act in response to identi

ditional criteria governing the mainte- agencies for other purposes is also em- requirement that the reporting burden
Subsection below provides ad- based on information supplied to other cal questions the Federal Reports Act

nance of records on the activities of In- bodied in the provisions of subsection upon Individuals be reduced to mini
dividuals in exercising their rights under which constrains the transfer of records mum should not be construed to override

the First Amendmeilt between agencies subsection the later enacted requirement that to

This provision does not authorize which gives individuals the opportunity the greatest practicable extent informa

agencies to destroy records which they to challenge the accuracy of agency rec- tion pertaining to individuals be collected

are required to retain under the Federal ords pertaining to them and subsection directly from them
Records Act which prohibits the keeping of Informing Individuals /rom Whom In-

Agencies shall assess the legality of secret files formation is Requested Subsection

need for and relevance of the informa- Except for certain statistical records Inform each individual whom it

tion contained or proposed to be con- subsection which by definition asks to supply information on the form

tamed in each of its systems of records are not used in whole or in part in mak- which it uses to collect the information

at various times ing determination about an individual or on separate form that can be re
In preparing initial public notices virtually any other record could tamed by the individual

subsection be used in making determination This provision is intended to assure

In connection with the initial design of about an individuals rights benefits or that individuals from whom information

new system of records subsection privileges including employment about themselves is collected are in-

Whenever any change is proposed in The practical effect of this provision is to formed of the reasons for requesting the

system of records subsection require that information collected for In- information how it may be used and

At least annually as part of regular clusion in any system of records other what the consequences are if any of not

program of review of its record-keeping than statistical records should be ob- providing the information.

practices This should be done for each tamed directly from the individual when- Implicit in this subsection is the no-

system prior to relssuance of the public ever practicable tion of informed consent since an mdi-

notice unless comprehensive review of Practical considerations including vidual should be provided with sufficient

the system of records was conducted cost may dictate that third-party information about the request for infor

within the previous year in connection source including systems of records matlon to make an informed decision on
with the Initiation of the system or ha- maintained by another agency be used whether or not to respond Note however

plementatlon of change to the system as source of information In some cases that the act of informing the individual

This provision does not require that In analyzing each situation where it pro- of the purposes for which record may
each agency conduct detailed review of poses to collect personal Information be used does not in and of itself satisfy

the contents of each record in Its posses- from third party source agencies the requirement to obtain consent for

sion Rather agencies shall consider the should consider disclosing the record See subsection

relevance of and necessity for the gen- The nature of the program i.e It may conditions of disclosure

erai categories of Information main- well be that the kind of information The Information called for in para
tamed and incident to using or disclos- needed can only be obtained from third graphs through below should

ing any individual records examine their party such as investigations of possible be included on the information collection

content to assure compliance with this criminal misconduct form on tear-off sheet attached to the
provision The cost of collecting the information form or on separate sheet which the

It should be noted that subsection directly from the individual as compared individual can retain whichever is most
Is not intended to interfere with the pres- with the cost of collecting it from third practical When information is being col

entatlon of evidence by the parties before party lected in an interview the interviewer

quasi-judicial or quasi-legislative The risk that the particular elements should provide the individual with

body For example quasi-judicial board of information proposed to be collected statement that the individual can retain

or commission need not reject otherwise from third parties if Inaccurate could However the interviewer should also

admissible evidence because It is prof- result in an adverse determination orally summarize that information be
fered by part other than the individual The need to insure the accuracy of in- fore the interview begins Agencies may
to whom it relates or because it Is not formation supplied by an individual by at their discretion ask the individuals

necessary to the decision or Is not verifying it with third party or to ob- to acknowledge in writing that they have

complete The normal rules of evidence tam qualitative assessment of his or her been duly informed
would contains to govern in such situa- capabilities e.g in connection with re- While this provision does not explicitly

tions views of applications for grants contracts require it agencies should where feasi

Information is to be Collected Directly or employment and ble inform third-party sources of the

from the Individual Subsection Provisions for verifying whenever pos- purposes for which information which

Collect Information to the greatest sible any such third-party Information they are asked to provide will be used

tent practicable directly from the sub- With the individual before making de- In addition the agency may under cer

ject individual when the information termination based on that information tam circumstances assure source that

may result In adverse determinations It should be noted that determina- his or her Identity will not be revealed

about an Individuals rights benefits and tion by Agency that it Is in its best to the subject of the record see subsec

privileges under Federal programs interest and consistent with this sub- tion and The appro

This provision stems from concern section to obtain information about an priate use of third-party sources is dis

that individuals may be denied benefits individual from Agency Instead of cussedin subsection above

or that other adverse determinations directly from the Individual does not In providing the information required

affecting them may be made by Federal constitute in and of Itself sufficient by subsections .3 through

agencies on the basis of information ob- grounds for Agency to release that below care should be exercised to assure

tamed from third party sources which information to Agency Agency that easily understood language is used

could be erroneous outdated irrelevant is minimally required to meet the re- and that the material is explicit and

or biased This provision establishes the quirements of any statutory constraints Informative without being so lengthy as

requirement that decisions under Federal on the permissibility of making dls- to deter an Individual Irons reading it

programs which affect an Individual closure togency Including the con- Information provided pursuant to this

should be made on the basis of Informs- ditions of disclosure In subsection requirement would not for example be

tion supplied by that individual for the The standards and procedures set forth as extensive as that contained In the sys

purpose of making those determinations in the Federal Reports Act 44 USC 3501 tern notice subsection

but recognises the peteal limitations as they apply to other than IndivIduals It was the intent of this subsection

of this by quallfylnÆ the requirement as defined by this Act remain the same to create right the nonobservance of

with the wec to the extent practi- When Information Is sought however which would preclude the use of the
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xrrrton jr .oi ctn takn on Subsection The routine Publication of the Annual Notice of

he Pi.i of ihar ilifi..or exalti- oea hiCh may be nade 01 the informa- Systems of Records Subsection

pie lailure to compi it this SCItjOfl tion as published pursUant to paragraph Subject to the provisions of paragraph

in collecting crop yield data from of this subsection and 11 of this Subsection publish In the

farmer was not intended 1.0 vitiate Uses can be distinguished from FEDERAL REGISTER at least annually no-

crop import quota based hi part upon pUFPOS5 that describe tice of the existence and character of the

such information However such an the objectives for collecting or maintain- system of records which notice shall

individnal may have grounds for civil lug information whereas uses are the include

acticn under subsectioii tDj if he specific ways or processes in which the The public notice provision is central

can show harm as result of that iiifurmaiofl is employed including the to the achievement of one of the basic

determination perrons or agenries to whom the record objectives of the Act fostering agency

Subsection The authority may be.disclosed For example the pur- accountability through system of public

whether granted by statute or by exec- poses for collecting information may be scrutiny The public notice provision Is

utive order of the Presiient which to evaluate an application for veterans premised on the concept that there

authorizes the solicitation of the infor- benefit and issue checks Uses might in- should be no system of records whose very

mation and whether disclosure of such euit vorification of certain information existence is secret

information is mandatory or voluntary with the Department of Defense and re- The purposes of the notice are to in-

The agency should cite the specific lease of check-issue data to the Treasury form the public of the existence of sys

provision in statute or Executive order Depa rtmuit or disclosure to the Justice tems of records

which authorizes the agency to collect Department that the applicant appar-
The kinds of information maintained

the requested information see subsection ently intentionally provided false or mis- The kinds of individuals on whom in
above the brief title or subject leading inlormation

formation is maintained

of that statute or order and whether or The term routine use is defined In The purposes for which they are used

not the collecting agency is required to subsection to mean the disclosure and

impose penalties for failing to respond or of record for purpose which How individuals can exercise their

is authorized to impose penalties Where is comuc iiae with the purpose for which rints under the Act

the system Is maintained pursuant to it was fle.ted ruutin use is one
All systems of records maintained by

some more general requirement or which i.s relatable and necessary to an agency are subject to the annual pub
authority ltshould be cited The quc- purpose described pursuant to subsection lic notice requirement The general and

tion of whether compliance is mnanaa- and Involves disclosure out-
special exemption sections permit agen

tory or voluntary is different from the side the agency which maintains the
tO olflit portions of the notice for

question of whether there are any con- record Routine uses must be included certain systems They do not exempt any

sequences of not providing information not only in the public notice about the agency from publishing public notice

I.e the law may not require individuals system of records published in accord-
on any system of records

to apply for benefit but clearly for ance with subsection below but
Care must be exercised to assure that

some types of oluntary programs to also established in advance by notice In the tone language level of detail and

apply wlthc s.pplylng certain minimal the FEDERAL REGISTER to permit public length of the public notice are considered

information might preclude an agency comment See subsection 11 below to assure that the notice achieves the

from making an informed judgment and The description of routine uses pro-
objective of Informing the public of the

thereby prevent an individual from vided to the individual at the time 1n
nature and purposes of agency systems

obtaining benefit See subsection formation is collected will frequently be
of records

regarding the requirements tO summary of the material published in
Defining what constitutes system

inforn Individuals of the effects if any the public notice pursuant to subsection
for purpqses of preparing notice will be

of not providing information ID As with other portions of the
left to agency discretion within the gen

In some instances it may be necessary notification to the mdividual care
eral guidelines contained herein See

to include required and optional infor- should be exercised to tailor the length
alSo subsection system can be

matlon on the same data collection form and tone of the notice to the circum-
small group of records or conceivably

This should be avoided to the extent stances i.e the public notice published
the entire complex of records used by an

possible since the likely effect on some pursuant to subsection can be agency for particular program Several

respondents may be coercive I.e they much more detailed than the notice to
fCtOIS bear on the determination by the

may fear that even though portions the individual appended to an Infortna- agency as to what will constitute sys

of an Information request are voluntary tion collection form tom

by falling to respond they may be per- Subsection The effects on If each small grouping of records Is

celved to be uncooperative and their him if any of not providing all or treated as separate system then pub-

opportunities would thereby be preju- part of the requested Information lic notices and procedures will be re
diced See 44 U.S.C 3511 the Federal The intent of this subsection is to allow quired for each The publication of

Reports Act an individual from whom personal In- numerous notices may have the effect

Subsection The principal formation Is requested to know the effects of limiting the Information value to the

purpose or purposes for which the Infor- beneficial and adverse If any of not public

mation Is intended to be providing any part or all of the requested If large complex of records Is

The Individual should be Informed of
Information so that he or she can make treated as single system only one no-

the principal purposes for which the
an informed decision as to whether to tice will be required but that notice and

Information will be used e.g to evalu- provide the Information requested on an the procedures may be considerably

ate suitability to issue benefit payments
information collection form or In an more complex

The description of purposes must in-
interview Agencies can expect to be required to

dude all major purposes for which the
The individual should be informed of respond to individual requests for ac

record will be used by the agency which
the effects if any of not responding cess to records pertaining to them at the

maintains it and particularly those likely
This should be stated in manner which level of detail in their public notices

to entail determinations as to the mdi-
relates to the purposes for which the In-

I.e if an agency treats its records for

viduals rights benefits etc As
formation is collected e.g the Informna-

particular program as single system

other portions of the information col-
tion is needed to evaluate disabled vet-

it may be called upon by an individual

lection process purposes should be stated
erans for special counseling and training to be given access to all Information in

with sufficient specificity to communs-
and if it not provided no additional

records pertaining to that individual In

training will be considered but disability the system
cate to an Individual without being so

annuities payments will continue Par-

lengthy as to discourage reading of the ticular care must be exercised in the
The purposes of system Is the mosi

notice Generally the purposes will be drafting of the wording of the notice
Important criterion In determining

whether system Is to be treated as
directly related to and necessary for assure that the respondent to the Infor-

single system or several systems for the

the purpose authorized by the statute or matlon request is not misled or inadver- purposes of the Act If each of several

executive order cited above tently coerced groupings of agency records is used for
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unique purpose or set of purposes as disclosure of record for that routine The purpose of this requirement is

delineated in subsection use as specified in subsection cli for an individual to determine if infor

above each mas- appropriately be For major changes to existing systems mation on him might be in system

treated as separate system Agescles revised public notice is vuuired before The description of the categories should

should keep In mind that major pur- that change is effective If the change therefore be clearly stated in non-tech-

pose of the Act Is not the restructuring to an existing system involves changes nica.l terms understandable to individ

of existing systems of records but to routine uses they are subject to the uais unfamiliar with data collection

rather the publicizing of what those sys- day advance notice provisions of sub- techniques House Report 931416

tems are and how they are used It does section 11 The nature of the 15 For example the notice might in-

not of course prelude such restructur- changes in system which would require dicate that the records are maintained

ing where otherwise necessary or appro- the issuance of revised public notice on students who applied for loans under

pilate such as to reduce the risk of before the next annual public notice is student loan program not persons who

improper access described for each element of the public filed form or who are eligible under

Geographic decentralization will not notice in the succeeding paragraphs section ABC000

in and of Itself be considered criterion Generally any change in system which Any change which has the effect of

for viewing system of records as sev- has the effect of expanding the cate- adding new categories of individuals on

eral systems An agency may treat gories of records maintained the cate- whom records are maintained will re

decentralized system as single system gories of individuals on whom records qurre publication of revised public

and specify several locations arid are maintained or the potential recipi- notice it in the absence of revised

agency official responsible for the sys-
ents of the Information will require the notice an individual who is the subject

tern at each location See subsections publication of revised public notice of record in the system would not

and While the develop- before the change Is put into effect In recognize that fact revision should be

ment of central indexes for systems addition any modification that alters issued before that change is put Into

which do not presently require such in- the procedures by which individuals ex- effect narrowing of the coverage of the

dexes shotild be avoided wherever possi- ercise their rights under the Act e.g system does not require advance issuance

ble individuals who seek to learn for gaining access will require the pub- of revised notice

whether geographically decentralized lication of revised notice before that Describing Categories of Records in

system of records contains record per- change becomes effective the Public Notice Subsection

taming to them subsection Changes of the type described above The categories of records maintained

should not be required to query each Will typically also require the preparation in the system

location In deciding whether or not to of Report on New Systems under This portion of the notice should

construct an Index agencies must weigh subsection below Any other change briefly describe the types of information

the potential threat of misuse posed by will be incorporated into the next annual contained in the system e.g employ-

making individual records more accessl-
revision of the notice ment history or earnings records As with

ble against the capability to meet the
The General Services Administration the previous item non-technical terms

needs of those Individuals for access to Office of the Federal Register will issue should be used The addition of any new

their records It may however be possi-
more detailed guidance on the formats categories of records not within the cate

ble to guide individuals as to which 10- to be used by agencies In publishing their gories described in the then current

cation may have record pertaining to public notices The formats prescribed public notice will require the issuance of

them e.g. systems segmented by loca- by GSA are to be used to facilitate the revised public notice before that change

tion of birth or by range of identifica-
annual compilation of the notices and tO

is put into effect The addition of new

tion number In any case if system
assure that notices are produced in data element clearly within the scope of

is located In more than one place each
consistent manner to make them more the categories in the notice would not re

location must be listed House Report
useful to the public quire the issuance of revised notice

931416 15 See subsection
Describing the Name and Location of

Describing Routine Uses in the Public

major criterion in determining
the System in the Public Notice Subsec-

Notice Subsection Each
whether grouping of records consti-

tion The name and location
routine use of the records contained in

tutes one system or several for pur-
of the system

the system including the categories of

poses of the Act will be the ability to Agencies will specify each city/town

be responsive to the requests of the in-
and site at which the system of records

users and the purpose of such use

dividual for access to records and gen-
is located For geographically dispersed

In describing the routine uses of the

erally to be Informed system each location should be listed
system in the public notice the notice

Systems however should not be sub- change in the Lst of locations will not
should be sufficiently explicit to corn-

divided or reorganized so that Informa- require publication of revised notice municate to reader unfamiliar with the

tion which would otherwise have been
While the House report language cited

technical aspects of the system or the

subject to the act is no longer subject to
above clearly indicated that the location agencys program

the act For example If an agency main- of each site at which the system is main- For more extensive discussion of

tains series of records not arranged by
tamed is to be listed exceptional situa- routine uses see subsections

name or personal Identifier but uses
tions may dictate not including the list- definitions conditions of dis

separate index file to retrieve records ing in the body of the notice e.g closure te3t notification to the

by name or personal identifier it should
militar3 personnel records which are individual and el 11 notIce of

not treat these files as separate systems kept at several hundred installations or routine uses

public notice is required to be
certain farmer records which are kept Any new use or significant change in

published
at several thousand county extension an existing use of the system which has

For each system in operation on Sep-
agent offices To include the list of loca- the effect of expanding the availability

tember 27 1975 on or prior to that date
tior.s in each applicable notice would of the information in the system will re

and the notice shall be republished in- only serve to inflate the size and thereby quire publication of revised public no

cluding any revisions on or before Au- reduce the readability of the notice In tice Any such change in routine use

gust 30 each year thereafter
these instances it may be appropriate tO must also be described in notice in the

For new systems before the system
publish single list of field stations or FEDERAL REGISTER to permit public corn-

of records becomes operational i.e be-
to refer in the notice for all systems at ment before it is irnplernentei

fore any information about individuals
those sites to list which is generally

Describing Records Management Poli

is collected
available

cies and Practices in the Public Noticc

It should be noted that each routine
Describing Categories of Individuals in

Subsection The policies and

use of system must have been estab-
the Public Notice Subsection practices of the agency regarding stor

Lished in notice published for public The categories of individuals on whom age retrievability access controls re

comment at least 30 days prior to the records are maintained In the system tention and disposal of the records
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This portion of the public notice should Describing Procedures for Determin- revised public notice shall be issued
describe how the records are maintained ing if Syitem Contains Record on an before effecting any change about which
how they are safeguarded what cate- Individual in the Public Notice Subsec- the individual would have to know in
gories of officials within the agency are tion The agency procedures order to exercise his or her rights under
permitted to have access and how long whereby an individual can be notified at the Act Changes of this type in the
records are retained both on the agencys his request if the system of records con- Interim between the annual publications
premises and at secondry storage sites tains record pertaining to him of the compilation of notices should be

In describing record storage the This portion of the notice should spec- avoided if at all possible

agency should indicate the medium in ify as minimum the following This portion of the notice must be
which the records are maintained e.g The address of the agency office to consistent with agency rules promulgated
file folders magnetic tape Retrieva- which inquiries should be addressed or Pursuant to subsections and

bility covers the capabilities In the sys- addresses of the locations at which the Any change in these procedures is subject

tern of records to index and access individual may present request in per- to the requirements of the AdmnlnIstra

record e.g by name combinations of son Wherever practicable this list tive Procedure Act as specified in sub-

personal characteristics identification should be the same as the list of officials section

numbers Access controls describes in responsible for the system in subsection Describing Categories of Information

general terms what measures have been above If this is the case it Sources in the Public Notice Subsection

taken to prevent unauthorized disclosure need not be reported The categories of sources of

of records e.g physical security per- What identifying information is re- records in the system
sonnel screening and what categories of quired to ascertain whether or not the For systems of records which contain

individuals within the agency have ac- system contains record about the information obtained from sources other

cess Retention and disposal cover inquirer than the individual to whom the records

the rules on how long records are main- The agency may require proof of iden- pertain the notice should list the types

tamed if and when they are moved to tity only where it has made determina- of sources used e.g

Federal Records Center or to the Ar- tion that knowledge of the fact that
Previous employers

chives if anI how they are destroyed record about an individual exists would Financial institutions

The description shall not describe se- not be required to be disclosed to mem- Educational institutions attended or

curity safeguards in such detail as to ber of the public under section 552 of
Peer reviewers such as in connection

increase the risk of unauthorized access title of the United States Code the with records of the review of proposals

to the records Freedom of Information Act For exam-
for research projects

Changes In this item will not normally ple an agency may determine that dis-
The notice should indicate if the in-

require Immediate publication of re- closure of record in file pertaining to
dividual to whom the records pertain Is

vised public notice unless they reflect an conflicts of interests would be clearly
source of the information In the record

expansion In the availability of or access unwarranted invasion of personal pri-
Otherwise all the notices will appear to

to the system of records vacy within the meaning of U.S.C 552
be violating the reqiurement that In-

Identifying Officials Responsible for and In this instance the agency
dividuals be the main source of Informa

the System in the Public Notice Subsec- may require proof of identity
tion pertaining to them

tion The title and business revised public notice will be Issued
Specific individuals or Institutions

address of the agency official who is re- before effecting any change which meets
need not be identified Guidance on when

sponsible for the system of records the criteria outlined In subsection
the identity of source may be withheld

This portion of the notice must Include above
is contained In subsection

the title and address of the agency official This portion of the notice must be con-
and

who is responsible for the policies and sistent with agency rules promulgated
Standards of Accuracy Subsection

practices governing the system described pursuant to subsection Any
Maintain all records which are used

in above For geographically change in these procedures is subject to
by the agency In making any determina

dispersed systems where individuals must the requirements of the Administrative
tion about any individual with such ac

deal directly with agency officials at each Procedure Act as specified in subsec-
curacy relevance timeliness and corn-

-location In order to exercise their rights ion pleteness as Is reasonably necessary to

under the Act e.g to gain access the Describing Procedures for Gaining Ac- assure fairness to the individual In the

title and address of the responsible offi- cess in the Public Notice Subsection
determination

cial at each location should be listed in The agency procedures whereby
The objective of this provision is to

addition to the agency official responsible an individual can be notified at his re-
minimize if not eliminate the risk that

for the entire system See discussion of quest how he can gain accessto any rec-
an agency will make an adverse deter-

subsection above for special ord pertaining to him contained in the
mination about an Individual on the basis

treatment of certain multiple location system of records and how he can con-
of inaccurate incomplete Irrelevant or

systems test its content and out-of-date records that It maintains

revised public notice shall be issued
This portion of the public notice must

Since the final determination as to ac
before the implementation of any change

include the mailing addresses and if
curacy is necessarily judgmental It is

In the address to which individuals may possible the telephone numbers of of-
particularly critical that this judgment

present themselves in person to inquire
ficials who can provide assistance and

be made with an understanding of the

whether they are the subject of record the location of offices to which the Indi-
intent of the Act

in the system or to seek access to record
vidual may go to seek information

The Act recognizes the difficulty of es

or in the address to which individuals
This provision does not specifically re-

tablishing absolute standards of data

may mall inquiries unless the agency
quire that the actual procedures for ob-

quality by conditioning the requirement

established Internal procedures to assure taming access or for contesting the ac-
with the language as is reasonably nec-

that mail will be forwarded promptly so
curacy of record be Included in the essary to assure fairness to the Individ

that the agency will be able to respond
public notice It onb requires that in-

ual This places the emphasis on

to inquiries within the time constraints
dividuals be advised of the means by

assuring the quality of the record In

established in subsection Generally
which they can obtain Information

terms of the use of the record In making

changes of this type in the interim be-
those procedures However it should be

decisions affecting the rights benefits

tween the annual publications of the
noted that pursuant to subsection

entitlements or opportunlti including

compilation of notices should be avoided
agencies are required to publish rules employment of the Individual

if at all possible Individuals are more which stipulate the procedures whereby corollary provision subsection

likely to rely upon the annual compila-
the individual can exercise each of these

below requires that agencies apply

tion and are not as likely to be aware of rights and that these rules are required
the same standard to records which are

modifications publicized only by means to be Incorporated Into the annual corn-
disclosed except when they are disclosed
to member of the public under the

of separate notice in the FEDERAL REG- pilatlon of notices and rules published Freedom of Information Act or to an
xsrsn by the Office of the Federal Register other agency An agency would be sub
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Ject.to the Act and theref ore would have closed was aecurate as of specific The record is required by the agency
to apply Its own standards of accuracy date such as the last date on which for an authorized law enforcement func
etc determIn.Uon was made by the ageD- tlmi

Agencies may develop tolerances for cy an the basis of the record or of In the discussions on the floor of the

accuracy and timeliness giving con- other known limits on Its accuracy e.g House regarding the authority to main
sideratlon to the likelihood that errors Its source tam such records for law enforcement
within those tolerances could result in an Records on Religious or Political Ac- purposes It was stated that the objec
erroneous decision with adverse come- tivities Subsection Ce MaIntain tive of the law enforcement quft1lfifatjOfl

quences to the Individual e.g. denial of no record describing how-any individ- on the general prohibition was to make
rights benefits entitlements or employ- ual exercises rights guaranteed by the certain that political and religious ac
ment For example for Its purposes In First Amendment unless expressly au- tivities are not used as cover for illegal

determining entitlements based on in- thorized by statute or by the individual or subversive activities However it was
come It may only be necessary for an about whom the record is maintained agreed that no ifie would be kept of per-

agency to record the fact that income was or unless pertinent to and within the sons who are merely exercising their con-

greater than or less than stipulated scope of an authorized law enforcement stitutional rights and that in ac
level rather than to ascertain and record activity cepting this qualification there was no
the precise amount In questionable In- Whereas subsection Ce generally intention to interfere with First Amend
stances reverificatlon of pertinent infor- enjoins agencies from collecting Infor- ment rights Congressional Record
mation with the Individual to whom it matloei not relevant and necessary to November 20 1974 H10892 and Novem
pertains may be appropriate accomplish purpose of the agency ber 21 1974 H10952

Useful criteria for assuring relevance tiis provisions establishes an even more Notification for Disclosures under Coin-

and completeness may be somewhat rigorous standard governing the main- pulsory Legal Process Subsection

more difficult to develop The pursuit of tenance of records regarding the exer- Make reasonable efforts to serve notice

completeness could result in the col- cise of First Amendment rights These on an individual when any record on
lection of irrelevant information which include but are not limited to religious

such individual is made available to any
If taken Into account in making an and political beliefs freedom of sh person under compulsory legal process

agency determination could prejudice and of the psess and freedom of assem- when such process becomes matter of

the decision Agencies must limit their big and petition public record
records to those elements of Information In determining whether or not tar-

When record Is disclosed under corn-

which clearly bear on the determina- ticular activity constitutes the exer- pulsory legal process e.g pursuant to

-tions for which the records are In- cise of right guaranteed by-the First subsection 11 and the Issuance of

tended to be used and assure that all ele- Amendment agencies will apply the
that order or subpoena is made public by

ments necessary to the determinations broadest reasonable interpretation the court or agency which issued It

are present before the determination Is Records describing the exercise of agencies must make reasonable efforts to

made these rights may be maintained Onl3 if
notify the individual to whom the record

Validating Records Before DIsclo- one of the following conditions is met pertains This may be accomplished by

sure Subsection Prior to dis-
statute specifically authorizes it notifying the individual by mail at his or

seminating any record about an mdi- Specific authorization means that her last known address The most recent

vidual to any person other than an statute explicitly provides that an agency
address in the agencys records will suf-

agency unless the dissemination may maintain records on activities whom flee for this burpose and no separate ad-

made pursuant to subsection of exercise is covered by the First Amend- dress records are required Upon being

this section make reasonable efforts ment not merely that the agency is au-
served with an order to disclose record

assure that such records are accurate
thorized to establish system of records

the agency should endeavor to determine

complete timely and relevant for However the statute need not address it-
whether the issuance of the order is

agency purposes self specifically to the maintenance of
matter of public record and if it Is not

records of First Amendment activities
seek to be advised when it becomes pub-

While the Act recognizes that an
it specifies that such activities are rele-

lie An accounting of the disclosure pur
agency cannot guarantee the absolute

vant to determination concerning the suant to subsection cl is also re
accuracy of Its systems of records any individual For example since the quired to be made at the time the agency
record disclosed to person outside the

migration and Nationality Act makes the complies with the order or subpoena
agency except another agency must

possibility of religious or political perse-
Rules of Conduct for Agency Personnel

be as accurate as appropriate for pur- cution relevant to stay of deportation
Subsection tablish rules of

poses of the agency which maintained
the information on these subjects may be

conduct for persons involved in the de
the record See subsection The

admitted in evidence and therefore sign development operation or main-
only exceptions to this requirement would not be prohibited by this provision

tenance of any system of records or in
for disclosures to another agency or to The individual expressly authorizes it

maintaining any record and Instruct
the public under the Freedom of Infor-

e.g member of the armed forces may each such person with respect to such
mation Act which may not be delayed indicate religious preference so that if

and the requirements of this sec
or impeded

seriously injured or killed while on duty tion Including any other rules and pro-
Recognizing that an agency properly the proper clergyman can be called The cedures adopted pursuant to this section

disclosing information pursuant to sub- individual may also volunteer such in-
and the penalties for noncompliance

section conditions of disclosure Is formation and if he does so the agency Effective compliance with the provi
often not In position to evaluate accept- is not precluded from accepting and re- sions of this Act will require informed
able tolerances of error for the purposes taming It Thus if an applicant for poli- and active support of broad cross see-
of the recipient of the Information the tical appointment should list his political tion of agency personnel It is important
primary objective of this provision is affiliation association memberships and that all personnel who In any way have
nonetheless to assure that reasonable religious activities the agency may re- access to systems records or who ale
efforts are made to assure the quality tam this as part of his application file or engaged In the development of pro
of records disclosed to persons who are include it in an official biography Sirn- cedures or systems for handling records
not subject to the provisions of sub- ilarly if an individual volunteers in- be Informed of the requirements of the
section Ce The agency must there- formation on civic or religious activities Act and be adequately trained in agency
fore make reasonable efforts to assure In order to enhance his chances of re- procedures developed to implement the

-that record It discloses is as accurate ceiving benefit such as executive clem- Act Personnel with particular concerns
relevant timely and complete as would ency the agency may consider informa- Include but are not limited to those en-
be reasonably necessary to assure fair- tion thus volunteered However nothing gaged In personnel management paper
ness in any determination that It might In the request for information should in work management reports forms rec
iflake on the basis of that record It any way suggest that Information on an ords and elated functions computer
may for example be appropriate to ad- individuals First Amendment activities systems evelopment and operations
vise recipients that the information dis- is required communications statistical data collec.
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tion and analysis and program evalua- security safeguards In their system and precluded from making necessary inter
tion The Communications Act of 1934 for assessing risks agency transfers until it has complied
prescribes standards and penalties for Notice fOr New/Revised Routine Uses with this provision
personnel engaged in handling interstate Subsection 11 At least 30 days For an existing system of records
communications and shall also be con- prior to publication of Information un- whenever new routine use Is pro-
suIted where applicable when agency der paragraph of this subsection posed new routine use Is one which
rules of conduct are being developed publish in the FEDERAL REGISTER notice Involves disclosure of records for new

Activities under tills provison will of any new use or intended use of the purpose compatible with the purpose for
Include information In the system and provide which the record Is maintained or to

The incorporation of provisions on an opportunity for 4nterested persons to new recipient or category of recipients

privacy Into agency standards of submit written data views or arguments even if other uses are concurrently cur-
conduct to the agency tailed and

The discussion of Individual employee Agencies are required to publish in the For any new systems of records for
responsibilities under the Act in general FEDERAL RECLSTER notice of their inten- which routine uses are contemplated
personnel orientation programs and tion to establish routine uses for each

SECTION AGENCY RULESThe incorporation of training on the of their systems of records Although
specific procedural requirements of the this provision is designed to supplant the Subsection In order to carry out
Act into both formal and informal on- informal rule-making provisions of the provisions of this section each agency
the-job training programs U.S.C 553 the accOmmodation of the that maintains system of records shall

Concurrently those agencies with public comments in the judicial review promulgate rules in accordance with the
broad policy development and training of the-rule-making exercise was intended requirements including general notice
responsibilities e.g the General Serv- wherever practicable Agencies should of section 553 of this title which shall
ices Administration the Civil Service furnish as complete an explanation of Agencies must promulgate rules to im
Commission will also be revising their the routine uses and any changes made plement the provisions of the Act In ac
programs as appropriate to augment or not made as result of the public cordance with the requirements of see-
agency activities in this area comment as possible so that the public tion 553 of title of the United States

This provlsiQn is also important in en- will be fully informed of the proposed Code including publication of the rules

suring that Individuals who are poten- use This is to give the public an oppor- us the FEDERAL REGISTER so that inter
tially criminally liable or whose actions tunity to comment on the appropriate- ested persons can have an.opportunity to
could expose the agency to civil suit un- ness of those uses before they come into comment rule Is defined as the
der subsections and respectively effect This notice should be published whole or part of an agency statement
are fully Informed of their obligations sufficiently in advance of the proposed of general or particular applicability and
under the Act effective date of the use to permit time future effect designed to Implement in-

Administrative Technical and Physi- for the public to comment and for the terpret or prescribe law or policy or de
cal Safeguards Subsection 10 agency to review those comments but in scribing the organization procedures or
tablish appropriate administrative tech- no case may new routine use be used practice requirements of agency
nilcal and physical safeguards to insure as the basis for disclosure less than 30 U.S.C 5514 Formal hearings are
the security and confidentiality of rec- days after the publication of the routine not required with respect to rules issued
ords and to protect against any antici- use notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER under this section However formal hear
pated threats or hazards to their secur- revised public notice subsection Ings are not precluded by this section
ity or Integrity which could result in must be published before routine use and us particular Instances agencies
substantlal harm embarrassment in- Is put Into effect I.e before record is may elect to use the formal hearing pro-
convenience or unfairness any In- disclosed for such use Ceduie
dlvldual on whom Information is It Is clearly permissible to publish the Two distinct objectives must be satls
maintained entire system notice prescribed by sub- fled by the rules promulgated pursuant

The development of appropriate ad- section as the notice of routine to this subsection

nilnistrative technical and physical use provided that such routine uses They must provide the public with
safeguards will necessarily have to be are not put Into effect until the required sufficient Information to understand how
tailored to the requirements of each sys- 30 day notice period If an entire system an agency Is complying with the law
tern of records and other related require- notice Is not published the notice of and

merits for security and confidentiality routine use Issued pursuant to sub- They must provide sufficient Informs-
The need to assure the integrity of section 11 must as minimum tion for Individuals to exercise their
to prevent unauthorized access to sys-

contain rights under the Act
tems of records will be determined not The name of the system of records for RUles promulgated under this subsec
only by the requirements of this Act but which the routine use Is to be estab- tion differ from notices under subsec
also by other factors like the require- lished tion In several ways
ment for continuity of agency operations Where feasible the authority for the RUles promulgated under this subsec
the need to protect proprietary data ap- system see discussion of subsection tion are subject to requirements of see
plicable access restrictions to protect 19 and the required notice to the im lion 553 of the Administrative Proce
national security and the need for ac- dividual In subsection dure Act governing the publication of
Curacy and reliability of agency Infer- above proposed rules for public comment be
mation The categories of records maintained fore Issuing them as final rules

While the technology of system secu- The proposed routine uses Rules must only be published twice
rity both for computer-based and other And the categories of recipients for as notiCe of rule making and when they
systems of records Is well developed as each proposed routine use are promulgated as final rules-unless
It relates to materials classified for For new routine uses of systems for they are subsequently modified They
son of national defense or foreign policy which public notice under inUon will however be included In an annual
few standards currently exist to guide has already been published refer- compilation published by GSA
the civil agency In this area Until ence should be made to that public no- separate set of rules need not be
such standards are developed and pro- tiii published for each system of records that
mulgated agencies will be required to notice In the FEDERAL REGISTER invit- an agency maintains The development
analyze each system as to the risk of Im- Ing public comment on pop of single set of agency rules Is en-
proper disclosure of records and the cost routine use Is required couraged wherever approprIate
and availability of measures to minin.e For all existing systems of records not AgencIes are required to publish pro-
those risks The Department of Corn- later than August 28 1975 Since 30 Posed rules under this subsection allow
merce National Bureau of Standards days advance notice of wroutlne use Is iflg at least 30 days for public cnmPnt
will be Issuing guidelines and standards required an agency that falls to publish prior to publishing them as final rules
to assist agencies In evaluating various necessary notices for existing systems on For systems which will be In use on
technological approaches to providing or prior to August 28 may find that It Ia September 27 1975 agencIes win have
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to publish rules not later than August 28 Agency procedures should provide for Documents which the agency will re
1975 No further republication of acknowledgement of the Inquiry within quire if any to establish the Identity of

agency rules Is required other then their 10 days excluding Saturdays Sundays the individual specifying as many alter-

Inclusion in the annual compilation pub- and legal public holidays natives as possible

llshed by the office of the Federal Reg- Rules for Handling Requests for Ac- Rules for Granting Access to Records

ister unless change is proposed cess Subsection Define reason- Subsection Establish procedures

The langtage of subsection ex- able times places and requirements for for the disclosure to an individual upon

plicitly requires general notice i.e identifying an Individual who requests his request of his record or information

section 553b of title which permits his record or Information pertaining to pertaining to him Including special pro-

agencies not to publish general notice him before the agency shall make the cedure If deemed necessary for the

if persons subject thereto are named record or information available to the disclosure to an Individual of medical rec

and either personally served or otherwise individual ords including psychological records per-

have actual notice shall not apply The development of procedures for tainmg to him
to rules promulgated under this subsec- individuals to identify themselves for the Individuals may be granted access to

tion Agencies should alsç be aware of purposes of gaining access to their rec- their records either In person or by hay-

the fact that although the presump- ords will necessarily vary depending on Ing copies mailed to them The nature of

ti6n is of the validity of the proposed the nature location and iensitivity of the system and of the individuals on

rule judicial review under the Adnilnis- the records in the system Care must be whom records are maintained will deter

trative Procedure Act will be available exercised to assure that the requirements mine which method is appropriate If an

to assure against arbitrary or capricious for verification of Identity are not agency determines that it can grant ac
actions cumbersome as to prevent individuals cesa to records only by providing copy

Rules for Determining If an Individ- from gaining access to records to which of the record through the mall because it

ual Is the Subject of Record Subsec- they are entitled to have access The cannot provide reasonable means for

tion fi Establish procedures where- requirements pertaining to verification Individuals to have access to their rec

by an individual can be notified in re- of identity contained in subsection ords In person It may not charge fee

spouse to his request if any system of above should also be noted for making the copy
records named by the individual con- Eeasonableness will be measured in The issue of access to medical records

tains record pertaining to him terms of was the subject of extensive discussion

The procedures for individuals to de- The risk of access being granted to an during the development of the Act As

termine if system of records contains individual who is not entitled to access written the Act provides that individ

records pertaining to them should be weighed against the probable harm in- uals have an unqualified right of access

kept as simple as possible The published cluding embarrassment to the individ- to records pertaining to them with ce
procedures should specify ual to whom the record pertains which tam exceptions specified in subsections

To whom the request should be di- would result from unauthorized and below but that the process

rected As discussed above subsection and by which individuals are granted access

for geographically decentralized The standards for verification of iden- to mtdical records may at the discre

systems the individual should not be tity which typical individual about tion of the agency be modified to pre
required to query each location unless whom record is maintained could be ex- vent harm to the individual sub
the Individual can reasonably be cx- pected to meet 5ecti0

pected to be able to discern which loca- When agencies specify that individuals As minimum rules issued pursuant

tion would have record if one existed may or must present themselves in to this subsection shall be consistent with

e.g by place of birth place of employ- person to verify their identity hours and the requirements of subsection

ment While the development of central locations specified should take into and should include
indexes to satisfy the requirements of count the kinds of individuals about Some indication for requests pre
this provisiorr Is discouraged such in- whom records are maintained For en- seated in person as to whether the in
dexes may be necessary in some ample It may be appropriate to ask dividual can expect to be granted im
instances current employee who seeks access to mediate access to the record and for

The information necessary to idea- record to present himself to the agency
written request the expected time lag

tify the record Where the system em- personnel office during normal working
if any between receipt of request for

ploys specialized identification scheme hours No requirements may be estab- access and the granting of that access

the Individual should not be required to lished which would have the effect of mi- see subsection ii for guidance on
provide such number or symbol as an pedingan individual in exercising his maximum response times and

absolute requirement although the in- her right to access The locations at which individuals will

dlvldual might be requested to supply it Agencies which maintain systems of be granted access to their records or

If he or she can reasonably be expected records on widely dispersed of in- the fact that access will be granted by

to know it Instead alternative comblna- dividuals and which have field offices providing copies by mall

tions of personal characteristics may be equipped to do so are encouraged to Notice that an Individual when re
used to Identify individuals who may those offices as sites at which an Individ- VieWing record in person may be ac
have lost forgotten or are unaware of ual can present request for aedess even companied by another individual of his

their identification numbers or symbols though his or her records may not be or her choosing and the agencys re
For example the combination of name maintained at any one of th field quirements if any for written state-

date of birth place of birth and fathers offices The information necessary to meat authorizing that individuals pres
first name may be sufficient to identify identify individuals should be kept to the ence SUch authoylzatlon statements- if

an individual Without the use of sys- absolute minimum and neither this pro-
employed should be as brief as possible

tern Identification number As was sug- vision nor any other provision of the Act RiSks for Amending Records Subsec

gested above the development of new should be used for the pmpose of acquir-
tion Est.blish procedures for

retrieval and indexing Æapabffltlesis not ing and storing additional information reviewing request from an individual

encouraged rather agencies should cx- about an individual concerning the amendment of any record

plolt existing capabilities to serve mdl- The published rules prescribing or Information pertaining to the indi

vidual needs Restrictions on the use of cedures for verification of ideiltity will vidual for making determination on

the Social Security Number as an Idea- include the request for an appeal within the

tifier established by Section 7-of this Act list of the locations and/or mailing agency of an initial adverse agency de-

should also be noted where applicable addresses of locations to wicii termination and for whatever additional

Any requirements for verification of quest may be presented means may be necessary for each mdi
fdentlty These may only be imposed When in-person veriflcatióæ Is re- vidual to be able to exercise fully his

when the fact of the existence of quired or permitted the hours when rights under this section

record would not be required to be dis- those locations are open Including the Agency- procedures for permitting an
closed under the Freedom of Information dates of holidays on which they are individual to request amendment of

Act U.S.C 552 closed and record shall be consistent with subsec
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tions and and shall as The General Services Administration lst.rative procedures followed in pzocàa
wili issue guidance on the format and tug this statule The record should beruet timing for submission of ruJes and no- maintained so that It can be eadily cer

Is to be dirtcved tices to redtice the cost of preparing and tifled as the complete azimbitatrative recThe idexiUfyuu information required publishing the rules and notices to mini- ord of the procedings as- basis for pos
to relate the request to the appropriate mice redundancy wherever possible and sible use in litigation
record otherwise to enhance the utility of these Grounds for Actton Subsection

The offic1u.l to hon requst for publicatuns For example the various Civil Remedies Whenever any
review jnitial adverse determi- provisions of subsection and agency

nation on request to amend may through calling for lists of names The subsection authorizing civil ac
be taken and and addresses need not be treated as tions by Individuals is designed to assure

Offices/officials from whom assistance separate portions of the annual notice for that an Individual was unsuc
can be obtained in preparing request each system cessful In an attempt to have an agencyto amend record or to appeal an mi- amend his or her record was ImSUBSECTION CIVTL REMEDIEStial adverse determination or to learn

properly denied access to his or her rec
further of the provisions for judicial This subsection prescribes the circum- ord or to Information about him or her
review stances under which an Individual may In record was adversely affected

If the agency deems It appropriate to seek court relief In the event that Fed- by an agency action based upon an he-
establish or already has formal re- cmi agency violates any requirement of properly constituted record or was
viewing mechanism for assessing the ac- the Privacy Act or any rule or regulation otherwise Injured by an agency action
curacy of Its records or for reconciling promulgated thereunder the basis for in violation of the Act will have remedy
disputes that mechanism or board should judicial intervention and the remedies in the Federal District courts
be ci ibed in its rules published pursu- which the courts may prescribe It should Refusal to Amend Record Subsection
ant to this subsection This provision be noted that an individual may save Makes determination mi
does not require the establishment of grounds fort.r under other provisions der sulsectlon of this section not
new sepsr review mechanisms where of th hf tirovided to amend an individuals record In ac
such cspabulue3 exist and are or can be in this cIe cordance with his request or falls to
modified to-be in conformance with this An individual may seek judicial review make such review In conformity with
Act under other provisions of the Adxnlnis that subsection

Rules Regarding Fees Subsection trative Procedure Act APA An Individual may Seek Judicial re
Establish fees to be charged if any An Individual may me complaint al- view of an agencys determination net

to any individual for making copies of his leging possible criminal misconduct uis- to amend record pursuant to re
record excluding the cost of any search der section below quest filed under subsectm un
for and review of the record Federal employee may ifie grlev- der either one of two conditions

Fees may be charged to an individual ance under personnel procedures It The individual has exhausted his orunder this section only for the making of should also be noted that an agency/em- her recourse under the procedures estab
copies of records when requested by the ployee responsible for an adverse action llshed by the agency pursuant to subsee
individual As stated above subsection against an indlvtdual may be py tion appeals on the- agencyswhen copies are made by the

subject to civil suit particularly where refusal to amend- and the revlewthg
agency Incident to granting access to the agency/employee acted In manner official has also refused to amend the
record fee may not be charged It that was intentiotial or willful record or
should be noted that the provisions on Judgments costs and attorneys fem The individual contends that the
fees charged to an Individual under this assessed against the United States under agency has not considered the requestAct differ from those governing fS this subsection would appear to be pay- tO review in timely manner or other-
charged to the public See U.S.C 552 able from the public funds rather Umn Wise has not acted In manner con-
as amended the Freedom of Information

agency funds 28 U.S.C 2414 and 31 lstent with the requiremente of sub-
Act for guidance on fees for copies of U.S.C 724a Payment- of Judgments section Such an action couldrecords made available to the public 28 U.S.C 1924 Costs While It is not presumably Involve challenge eIther toAnagency may not charge the hull- the purpose of these guidelines to ciis the agencys procedures published under
vidual for time spent searching for re- the Jurisdiction of the district courtÆ or subsection or to the agency heads
quested records or for time spent In re- tue procedures in such cases It should be decision to extend the period of review
viewing records to determine if they fall

noted that mast cases arising under sub- for good cause shown under subsection
within the disclosure requirements of the section will be handled by the Oeii-Act Rouse Report 93-1416 17.- cml Litigation Section of the Civil Dlvi- An individual may also bring civilWhen an Individual requests copy of

sion of the Department of Justice In action based on allegedly Inaccurate recrecord pursuant to subsection
these cases upon receipt of copy of OIdS If it can be shown that decision

access to records the fee charged may summons and complaint served upon the adverse to the IndivIdual resulted from
not exceed the direct cost of making the

Attorney General and notification of Its thai Inaccuracy See subsection
copy printing typing or photocopying ming by tue unit States AttOr see However no test of Injury Is reand related personnel and equipment

Rule Federal Rules of Civil Procedure quired to bring an action under subsec
costs and may not Include any cost of

tuse General Litigation section will tion
retrieving the InformatIon In estab

quest the agency to furnish litIgatIon The basis for Judicial review and the
ing fee schedules agencies should also

report available remedies In actions broughtconsider the cost of collecting the fee in Some agencies are authorized to
under this subsection are found in sub-

determining when fees are appropriate
duct their own litigation Where Its au-

section
Annual PubUcqtion 0/ Notices and

thority permits the agency may decide
Denial of Acces8 to Record SubsecRules Subsection fflnal paragraph to handle Its own cases under this Act tion Refuses to comply withunnumbered The Office of the Federal

In view of the general litigation respon-
an Individual request under subsection

Register shall annually compIle ld pub-
siblilty which the Department of Justice of this section

lIsh the rules promulgated under thiS has for all other departments and agen-
this subsection Individuals maysection and agency notices PUblished des In the executive branch It Is Iznpor- challenge declslonto deny them accessunder section of this section in

tant that agencies handling their own to records to whic they consider them-form available to the public at low cost
litigation under this Act keep the selves entitled under subsection

The annual compilation of public no- partinent of Justice currently Informed The action giving rise to the suit
tInes subsection and agency of their progress and forward to the may be the agency heads determination
rules subsection through Civil Division copies of significant docu- pursuant to subsection specific cx-
will be produced In form which pro- ments which are filed In such cases emptions to exempt aaystesn of records
motes the exercise of Individual rights Each agency should maintain corn- from the requirements that Individuals
under this Act plete and careful record of the admin- be granted access Since access to file
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Is he key to insuring the citizens right which adequate judicial review Is avail- If the court finds for the Individual

of accuracy completeness and relevancy able For example these provlskrns were against the agency It may
denial of access affords the citizen the not designed to afford an Individual an Direct the agency to amend the rec

right to raise these Issues in court This alternate forum in which he can chal- ord or to take such other steps as it

would be the means by which citizen lenge the basis for criminal conviction deems appropriate

could challenge any exemption from the or an asserted tax deficiency Require the agency to pay court costs

requirements of Act Senate Re- The basis for judicial review and avail- and attorney fees It Is intended that

port 931183 82 It should be noted able remedies are found in subsection such award of fees not be automatic but

that systems of records covered under rather that the courts consider the cri

subsection general exemptions are Other Failures to Comply with the Act teria as delineated in the existing body

permitted to be exempted from this Subsection Fails to comply of law governing the award of fees

provision
with any other provision of this section House Report 931416 17

This provision is also the one by which or any rule promulgated thereunder in Basis for Judicial Review and Rent

Individuals may contest an agencys re- such way as to have an adverse effect edies for Denial of Access Subsection

fusal to grant access as result of its on an individual 3rA In any suit brought under

Interpretation of the definitions in the In addition to the grounds specified in the provision of this section

Act as they apply to Information main- subsections through the court may enjoin the agency from

tamed by an agency and for the exclu- above an individual may bring an ac- withholding the records and order the

sion set forth In subsection tlon for any other alleged failure by an production to the complainant of any

denial of access to records compiled in agency to comply with the requirements agency records Improperly withheld

reasonable anticipation of litigation No of the Act or failure to comply with any from him In such case the court shall

test of injury is required to bring action rule published by the agency to impie- determine the matter de novo and may
under subsection The basis ment the Act subsection provided it examine the contents of any agency rec

for judicial review and available rem- can be shown that ords in camera to determine whether the

edies are found in subsection The action was intentional or wiil- records or any portion thereof may be

Failure to Maintain Record Ac- ful withheld under any of the exemptions

curately Subsection Fails to The agencys action had an adverse set forth in subsection of this section

maintain any record concerning any in- effect upon the individual and and the burden is on the agency to sus
dividual with such accuracy relevance The adverse effect was causally re- tath its action

timeliness and completeness as is neces- lated to the agencys actions The court may assess against the

gary to assure fairness in any determina- The basis for judicial review and avail- United States reasonable attorney fees and

tion relating to the qualifications able remedies provided by this Act are other litigation costs reasonably Incurred in

character rights or opportunities of or found in subsection any case under this paragraph in which the

benefits to the individual that may be Basis for Judicial Review and Reme- complainant has substantially prevailed

made on the basis of such record and dies for Refusal to mend Record Sub- In conducting its review
consequently determination is made section In any suit brought iTihe Court is required to determine such
which Is adverse to the individual or under the provisions of subsection igi matters de novo and the burden of proof is

An individual my bring an action of this section the court may upon the agency to sustain the exemption

under this subsection only if it can be order the agency to amend the individ- House Report 931416 17 In view of the

shown that the deficiency in the record uals record in accordance with his re- sensitivity of some of the records to which

resulted in an adverse determination by quest or in such other way as the court access may be sought the court in exam-

the agency which maintained the record may direct In such case the court shall ining those records may do so in camera

on the basis of the record An action determine the matter de novo person seeking access to file which he

has reason to believe is being maintained on
also lies If the agency makes an adverse The court may assess against the him for the purposes of determining its ac
determination based upon record which United States reasonable attorney fees

curacy and completeness for example or to

Is inaccurate untimely or incomplete
and other litigation costs reasonably in- take advantage of the rights afforded him

However in order to sustain such action curred in any case under this paragraph could raise the question of the pro-

the individual must demonstrate the in which the complainant has substan- priety of the exemption which denies him

causal re1ionship between the adverse tially prevailed access to his files In deciding whether the

determination and the incompleteness When an individual seeks judicial re- citizen has right to see his file or to learn

inaccuracy irrelevance or untimeliness view of the accuracy timeliness corn- whether the agency has file on him the

of the record House Report 931416 pleteness or relevance of record either court would of necessity have to decide the

17 as result of challenge to the agencys legitimacy of the agencys reasons for the

An adverse action is one resulting ii
refusal to amend record or because the

denial of access or refusal of an answer
The Committee intends that any citizen who

the denial of right benefit entitle-
individual alleges that the agencys proc-

is denied right of access under the Act may
ment or employment by an agency

ess for review does not conform to sub- have cause of action without the necessity

which the individual could reasonably
section the court is required tO of having to show that decision has been

have been expected to have been given
review the matter as if it were an initial made on the basis of it and without having

if the record had not been deficient This
determination de novo Such review to show some further injury such as loss of

provision in essence allows an individual
may extend to the agencys criteria estab- job or other benefit that might stern from

to test the agencys compliance with sub-
lished in conformance with subsections the denial of access Senate Report 931183

section el
ii and for accuracy relevance 82

timeliness and completeness as they re- If the court finds for the individual
It should also be noted that under

late to the purposes for which the agency against the agency it bay
this subsection an agency may be liable

maintains the record Direct the agency to grant the mdi--

as consequence of its failure to main-
Unlike the judicial review of denial vidual access as nrovidcd under subsec

tam record accurately only if it
of access to record in review of re- tion Id above

shown that its failure has been intel-
fusal to amend record the burden to Require the agency to pay court costs

tional or willful subsection
justify its action is not expressly placed and attorney fees It is intended thatNo such test is required under the pio- upon the agency by the Privacy Act This such award of fees not be automatic but

visions of subsection above was intended to result in placing the rather that the courts consider the cii-
under which an individual can seek burden of challenging the accuracy of teria as delineated in tile existing both
review of the accuracy of record

the record upon the individual As re- of law governing the award of fee.
Neither this subsection nor subsection suit agencies should not maintain addi- House Report 931416 17

was intended to permit an tional records salely for the purpose of Basis for Judicial Review and Reme
individual collaterally to attack Informa- validating the accuracy timeliness and dies for Adverse Deterninatioi and
tion In records pertaining to him which completeness or relevance of other lec- Other ilures to Comply Subsection
has already been the subject of or for ords they maIntain In any suit brought under the
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prvlslons of subsection or any civil action by reason of any Injury Criminal Penalties for Unauthorizedof thl section In which the court sustalned as the result of disclosure Disclosure 8ubeet l1 Any dffi
determInes that the agency acted In of reord prior to the etrective date car or emplOyee of an agency who bymanner which was Intentional or will UI of this section vIrtue of his employment or oeiai posithe United States shall be liable to the Action may be brought in the district tion has ptelon of or accesIndividual in an amount equal to the court for the jurisdiction In which the agency records which contain indlyijusum of individual resides or has place of busi- ally Identifiable Information the cfiscloActual damages sustained by nes or In which the agency records are sure of which is prohibited by tith sectionthe individual as result of the refusal situated or In the District of Columbia or by rules or regulations tbflsheder failure but In no ease shall person The statute of limitations is two thereunder and who knowing that disentitled to recovery receive less than the years from the date upon which the closure of the specific material issuni of $1000 and cause of action arises except for cases hibited willfully discloses the materialThe costs of the action together In which the agency has materially or In any manner to any person or agencywith reasonable attorney fees as deter- wilifufly misrepresented any information not entitled to receive It shall be guiltymined by the court required to be disclosed and when such of misdemeanor and fined not moreIn any action brought for failure to misrepresentation is material to the ha- than $5000comply with the provisions of the Act bility of the agency In such cases the It Is criminal violation of the pro-other than those covered In subsection statute of limitations Is two years from visions of the Mt If an employee knowand refusal to amend the date of discovery by the individual of Ing that disclosure Is prohibited wiurairyreenrd or d.enlal of access It must be the misrepresentation House Report discloses record without the writtenslw that

93-1416 18 consent of the individual to whom It per-The failure of the agency to Comply suit may not be brought on the basis tains at his or her request or for one ofwas Intentional or willful of Injury which may have occurred as the reasons set forth in subsectionsThere was Injury or harm to the mdi- result of an agencys disclosure of Thrh 11 concfttfon of dlsvidual and record prior to September 27 1975 e.g closureThe injury was causally related to the disclosure without the consent of the in- Criminal Penalties for Failure To Pub-alleged agency failure dividual or an adverse action resulting lish Public Notice SubsectionAs Indicated above these criteria do from disclosure This language Is In- Any officer or employee ol any agencynot apply to suits brought to amend tended to preclude agencies from being who willfully maintains system of recrecord pursuant to subsection held liable under this law for actions ords without meeting the notice require-so that an individual may under certain taken prior to its effective date ments of subsection of this secttoncircumstances properly bring an action
SUBSECTION RiGHTS OF LEGAL shall be guilty of misdemeanor andeither under subsections or

GUARDIANS fined not more than $5000
As was discussed In connection withWhen the court finds that an agency Subsection For the purposes of subsection above basic objechas acted willfully or intentionally In this section the parent of any minor or tive of the Act is to assure that there isviolation of the Act In such manner as the legal guardian of any individual who no system of records whose very existenceto have an adverse effect upon the In- has been declared to be Incompetent due

is kept secret An agency Is required todividual the United States will be re- to physical or mental Incapacity or age publish public notice about each systemquireci to pay by court of competent Jurisdiction may of records which It maintains It IsActual damages or $1000 whichever act on behalf of the individual
criminal violation of the Act willfully tois greater This section is intended to ensure that
maintain system of records and not toCourt costs and attorney fees minors or Individuals who have been
publish the prescribed public notice TheUnlike subsections and declared to be legally incompetent have
exemption provisions subsectionsabove which make the award of court means of exercising their rights under and do not allow an agency head tocosts and attorney fees discretionary in the Act It also has the effect of making exempt any system of records from thesuccessful suits brought under subsec- individuals acting In loco parentis to
requirement to publish public noticetions and such awards ninors parents legal guardians and
of Its existence although that notice mayare required to be made in actions in Custodians the same as the Individual for
be somewhat abbreviated See subsecwhich the indivIdual has prevailed under Purposes of giving consent for disclosure
tions

definitIons andsubsections and See subsection and being informed of
public notice for guidelines on what con-House Report 931416 pp 1718 and the the purposes for which records are main-
stitutes system It should be notedCongressional Record Decemter 18 tamed subsection
that under agency procedures the officer1974 P.R 122445 for further discussion It should be noted that this provision
or employee who maintains the systemof this point is discretionary and that individuals who may not be the one who is responsible forJurisdiction and Time Limits Subsec- are minors are authorized to exercise the
publishing the notice Agency procedurestion An action to enforce any rights given to them by the Privacy Act
should make the responsibilIties of eachliability created under this section may or in the alternative their parents or
clear The officer or employee who main-be brought in the district court of the those acting in loco parentis may exercise
talns the systenr has an obligation to no-United States in the district in which the them in their behalf
thy the one responsible for publishingcomplainant-resides or has his principal
the notice Similarly the officer or em-CRIMINAL PENALTIESplace of business or in which the agency
ployee responsible for publishing therecords are situated or In the District This subsection establishes criminal notice once notified of the existence ofof Columbia without regard to the

sanctions for three possible violations system must make that fact publicamount in controversy within two years Unauthorized disclosure
Criminal Penalties for Obtaining

from the date on which the cause of
Failure to publish public notice or Records under False Pretenses Subsecaction arises except that where an system of records subject to the Act tion Any person who knowinglyagency has materially and willfully mis-
Obtaining access to records under false and willfully requests or obtains any recrepresented any information required pretenses

ord concerning an individual from anunder this section to be disclosed to an
The first two are directed at actions of agency under false pretenses shall beIndividual and the information

officers and employees of Federal agen- guilty of misdemeanor and fined notrepresented Is material to estab1Ihment
des and pursuant to subsection more than $5000of the liability of the agency to the in-
certain contractor personnel Agencies This provision makes it criminal act

dividual under this section the action
should ensure that all personnel are In- knowingly and willfully to request ormay be brought at any time within two
formed of the requiremen of the Act gain access to record about an individears alter discovery by the Individual and pursuant to subsection rules ual under false pretnses It Is likely thatof the misrepresentation Nothing in this of conduct are given periodic training in the pr1ncIl application of this provisection shall be construed to authorize this area sion will be to deter individuals from
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making fraudulent requests under sub- from particular provisions of the Act The name of the system This should

section access to records copy of the request may be forwarded to be the same as that given In the annual

the originating agency for handling of public notice under subsection
SUBSECTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS

Its documents where such procedure and

The drafters of the Act recognized that would result in more rapid response tO The specific provisions of the Act from

the application of all of the requirements the request for access but the agency which the system Is to be exempted and

of the Act to certain categories of records receiving the request remains responsible the reasons theref or separate reason

would have had undesirable and often for assuring prompt response need not be stated for each provision

unacceptable eff ects upon agencies in the Agencies which elect to Invoke exemp- from which the system Is being ex
conduct of necessary public business tions are encouraged to adopt procedures empted where single explanation will

Two categories of exemptions are es- similar to those prescribed by the Act serve to explain the entire exemption

tablished General exemptions subsec- wherever appropriate For example it The agency heads determination is

tion and specific exemptions sub- may be appropriate to seek an exemption considered to be rule under the Ad-

section The principal difference from the access provision for ministrative Procedure Act APA and

between the two categories is that sys- certain prisoner records because they Is subject to the requirements of gen
tems of records exempted under subsec- contain court controlled pre-sentence re- eral notice and public comment of that

tion may be exempted from more pro- ports but more limited access proce- Act U.S.C 553 While general notice

visions of the Act than those exempted dure may be appropriate of proposed rule is not required under

under subsection Exemptions under
SUBSECTION GENERAL EXEMPTIONS the APA when persons subject thereto

subsection may be exempted from
APPLICABILITY AND NOTICE REQUIREMENTS are named and either personally served

the civil remedies provision and in or otherwise have actual notice there-

particular the judicial review under sub- Subsection The head of anY of the use of the phrase In
sections and civil agency may promulgate rules in accord- cluding general notice means that in
remedies ance with the requirements Including dividual notifications will -not suffice

In applying any of the exemption pro-
general notice of sections 553 The systems of records and the num

visions of the Act it is important to
and and of this title tO ber of records i.e individuals In each

recognize the following
exempt any system of records within the which were exempted from any of the

agency from any part of this section ex- provisions of the Act under this subsec
No system of records is automatically

cept subsections and tion will be required to be Included in the
exempt from any provision of the Act

through annual report prepared as required byTo obtain an exemption for system 10 and 11 and if the system subsection It should be emphasized
from any rewilrement of the Act the

of records is that the exemption provisions are per-
head of the agency that maintains the

missive I.e an agency head Is author-
system must make determination that

Ized but not required to exempt system
the system falls within one of the At the time rules are adopted under from all or any portion of selected pro-
categories of systems which are per- this subsection the agency shall include visions of the Act when he or she deems
mitted to be exempted and publish the

In the statement required under section it to be in the best interest of the govern-
determination as rule In accordance 553c of this title the reasons why the ment zid consistent with the Act and
with the requirements Including gen-

system of records Is to be exempted from these guidelines In commenting on this
cml notice of section 553 of the Ad-

provision of this section provision the House Committee noted
ministrative Procedure Act That notice

This section permits agency heads to rn Committee sian to etreemust include the specific provisions from
exempt systems of records which are

this section Ia not intended to require the
which the system is proposed to be ex-

maintained by the Central Intelligence CIA and criminal justice agencies to with
empted and why the agency considers

Agency or for criminal law enforcement hold all their personal records from the mdi
the exemption necessary

purposes as further discussed In subsec- viduals to whom they pertain We urge those

The requirement to publish public tions and below from all agenCieS to keep open whatever files are

notice subsection above applies provisions of the Act except the presently open and to make available in the

to all systems of records maintained by Conditions of disclosure
future whatever flies osn be made available

an agency Certain other provisions such Acrntuig for disclosures and reten-
without clearly inlringing on the ability of

the agencies to fulfill their missions House
as conditions of disclosure account- tion of the accounting and 93-1416 19
Ing for disclosures and and

restrictions on maintaining records on Annual public notice except for pro-
To the extent practicable records per-

First Amendment activities cedures for identifying record
mitted to be exempted from the Act

also apply to all systems of records
tog access to it contesting Its acouracy

should be separated from those which

Agencies-may not exempt any system as and Identifying the sources of records
are not.Further while the language per-

defined insubsection from any of through
mits agency heads to exempt systems of

these requirements Obligation to check the accuracy rel- records agencies should exempt only

In some Instances systems may con- evance timeliness and completeness of
portions of systems wherever It is pos

tain records which are subject to exemp- records before disclosing them to
sible

tion under more than one subsection In son other than another agency or to the
General Exemption for the Central

subsections or In those cases the public under the Freedom of Informa- mnt Agency Subsection

notices claiming exemption should If tlon Act
Maintained by the Central Intelligence

possible specify which types of records Restrictions on maintaining records Agency or

are subject to which exemptIon on First Amendment activities General Exemption for Criminal Law
Agency records which are part of an Enforcement Records Subsection

exempted systeni may be disseminated Establishment of rules of conduct and Maintained by an agency or component
to other agencies and Incorporated Into administrative technical and physical thereof which peirms as its principal

their non-exempt records systems The safeguards and 10 respec- function any activity pertaining to the

public policy which dictates the need for tively enforcement of CrImins1 laws including

exempting records from some of the pro- Publication of routine use notices police efforts to prevent control or re
visions of the Act Is based on the need to 11 and duce crime or to apprehend criminals

protect the contents of the records In the Criminal penalties and the activities of prosecutors courts

systemnot the location of the records When the head of an agency deter- correctional probation pardon parole

Consequently In responding to request mines that systn of records main- authorities and which consists of

for access where documents -of another tamed by the agency should be exempted Information compiled for the purpose of

agency are Involved the agency reedy- from certain provisions of the Act Identifying Individual criminal offenders

lug the request should consult the orlg- notice must be published In the FEDERaL and alege ogenders and consisting only

Inatlng agency to determine If the roe- Raaism which spedfls as mini- idesiti ng data and notations of ar
ords question have been exempted mum rests the nature wId disposition of crini
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5n rncilg coifinenint notice and public comment of that Act visions of subsection bI of the eettOlt ai U.S.C 553 Mle genel notice of dom of Information Act See the Con-.... or .ne pu- proposed rule is not required under the ference Report on HR 12471 House
pose 01 1ri.1 niestlgauon uiclud- APA when persons subject thereto are Report 931380 pp 89
trig report.s of nformants and investiga- named and either personally served oi Useful guidance in the application oftors and associated with an identifiable otherwise have actual notice there- this provision is found in the Senateindividual or iC reports identifiable to of the language including gen- Committee report discussion of similaran individual compiled at any stage of eral notice means that individual notifi provision on classified materialsthe process of enforcement of the crimi- cation will not suffice
nal laws row arrest or indictment In addition the systems of records and

The potential for serious damage to the

through ielese from supervision the number of records in each which
national defense or foreign policy could arise
If the notice describing any information

SUBSECTION ik SPECIFIC EXEMPTIONS were exempted from any of the provi system Included categories or sources of in
sions of the Act under this section will be formation or provided individuals acApplicability and Notice Requirements required to be included in the annual case to files maintained about themSubsection The head of any agency report required by subsection pi The Committee does not by this legislationmay promulgate rules in accordance It should also be noted that the ex- intend to Jeopardize the collection of intel-

with the requirements uncluding gen- emption provisions are permissive i.e ligence Information related to national de
eral notice of sections 553b an agency head is authorized but not

fense or foreign policy or open to inspection
and and of this title to required to exempt system when he or

Information classified pursuant to Executive

exempt any system of records within the she deems it to be in the best interest of
Order 11652 to persons who do not have an

agency from subsections the governmnt and consistent with the
appropriate security clearance or need to
knowiii Hj and and Act and thes guidelines Also as with This section is not intended to provideof this section if the system of rec- section records the Committee urges blanket exemption to all information sysords is

agencies maintaining section records tems or files maintained by an agency which
to open those documents to the individ- deal with national defense and foreign policy
uals named iiern ofar as such Information Many personnel files and other
action woiI ripii- j-proper tune- systems may not be subject to security

At the time rules are adopted under t.ioning of those agencies House Report
classification or may not cause damage to

this subsection the agency shall include 931416 20 the national defense or foreign policy simply
In the statement required under section

In the process of utilizing any of these
by permitting the subjects of such files to

553c of this title the reasons why the exemptions agencies should wherever
Inspect them and seek changes in their con
tents under this Act Senate Report 931183system of records is to be exempted from practicable segregate those portions 74

provision of this section of systems for which an exemption is

This subsection permits agency heads considered necessary so as to hold to the Exemption for Investigatory Material

to exempt systems of records from minimum the amount of material which Compiled for Law Enforcement Purposes
limited number of provisions of the Act is exempted While the language per-

Subsection InvestIgatory mate-
In addition to the provisions from which mits agency heads to exempt entire sys-

rial compiled for law enforcement pur
no system may be exempted under sub-

tems of records the language of certain poses other than material within the
section system which falls under

of the specific provisions below suggests scope of subsection of this section

any one of the seven categories listed in
that it may in some instances be ap- Provided however That if any individual

this subsection may not be exempted propriate to exempt only portions of
Is denied any right privilege or benefit

from the following provisions
tems where it is not possible that he would otherwis- be entitled

Informing prior recipients of cor-
segregate entire systems For example Federal law or for which he would other

rected or disputed records records containing classified material to
wise be eligible as result of the main-

Collecting information to be used in
which access may be denied under

tenance of such material such material

determinations about an individual di-
should be screened to permit access

Shall be provided to such Individual ex
rectly from the Individual to whom to unclassified material and only these cept to the extent that the disclosure of

pertains portions of investigative material which such material would reveal the Identity

Informing Individuals asked to supply
meet all of the criteria in k2 or of source who furnished information

Information of the authority by and should be withheld However In the case
to the Government under an express

purposes for which It Is collected and of records which are permitted to be cx- promise that the Identity of the source
whether or not providing the Informa- ernpted to the extent that their disclosure would be held in confidence or prior to

tion is mandatory would reveal the identity of con-
the effective date of this section under

Maintaining records with such accu-
fidentlal source extreme care should be an Implied promise that the Identity

racy completeness timeliness and rele-
exercised to ensure that the content of of the source would be held In confi

vance as Is reasonable for the agencys any records being segregated does not dence

purposes disclose the identity of the source This provision allowi agency heads to
Notifying the subjects of records Exemption or Ctassifled Material exempt system of records compiled in

disclosed under compulsory process Subsection Subject to the provi-
the course of an Investigation of an al

and sions of section 552b of this title leged or suspected violation of civil laws
Civil remedies This subsection permits agency heads Including violations of the Uniform Code
As with subsection upon deter- to exempt from certain provisions of of Mllital7 Justice and associated regu

mining that system Is to be exempted the Act those systems of records which latlons except to the extent that the
under this section the agency head is re- are specifically authorized under system is more broadly exempt under the
quired to publish that determination as criteria established by an Executive Or- provision covering reCords maintained
rule under the Administrative Procedure der to be kept secret in the interest of by an agency whose principal function
Act subject to public comment That national defense or foreign policy and pertains to the enforcement of criminal
notice must as minimum specify are in fact properly classified pur-

laws subsection This exemp
The name of the system as in the suant to such Executive Order U.S.C tion was draf ted because

annual notice under subsection 552b 9.s amended by Public taw access to certain law enforcement files

and 93502 could Impair investigations particularly
The specific provisions of the Act from The Freedom of Information Act as

those which involve complex and con-
which the system Is to be exempted and amended by P.L 93-502 authorIzes de tinuing patterns of behavior It would
the reason therefor novo judicial review of an agencys dccl-

alert subjects of investigations that their

The agency heads determination is
slon to classify document Including

rities being scrutinized and thus

considered to be rule under the Ad-
In camera examination of the document allow them time to take measures to pre
when the court deems it necessary to re-

vent detection of Illegal action or escape
ministrative Procedure Act APA and is solve dispute as to whether document prosecution House Report 93-11416subject to the requirements of general is properly being withheld under the pro- 19
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II

TRe phrase Investigatory material closing It would reveal the identity of the Exemption for Records Maintci.inca

compiled for law enforcement purposes source Provide Prolectzve Services Subswt
is the same phrase as opened exemption The phrase to the extent that is par- Maintained in connection wit

Act prior to its recent amendment Pub- record oso be disclosed in such way ident of the United States or other mdi
to the Freedom of Information ticularly important As Implied above if providing protective services to the Pr

lic Law 93502 with the exception of as to conceal its source premise of con- viduals pursuant to section 3056 of title

the use of the word material in the fidentiality to the source Is not sucient 18
Privacy Act for the word flies in the grounds for withholding It Obviously This exemption covers records

now amended Freedom of Information- the content of certain records is such are not clearly within the scope Qi law

Act exemption The intent was to have that it reveals the identity of the source enforcement records covered under sub-

the same meaning given to this phrase even if the name of the source or other section but which are necessary

in the Privacy Act as had been given to it identifying particulars are removed e.g to assuring the safety of individuals

in the Freedom of Information Act ex- the record contains Information that protected pursuant to 18 U.S.C 3056

cept that the phra.swould apply to ma- could only have been furnished by one It was noted that access to Secret

t.erial as opposed to entire files The case individual known to the subject Only In Service intelligence files on certain in-

law then which had interpreted in- those cases may the substance of the divicluals would vitiate critical part -.if

vestigatory and compiled and law record be withheld to protect the identity Secret Service work which was speefi

enforcement purposes for the now of source and then only to the extent cally recommended by the Warren Corn-

amended portions of exemption necessary to do so It Is recognized how- mission that investigated the assassins-

of the Freedom of Information Act ever that it may in some instances be tion of President Kennedy and funded

should be utilized in defining those terms very difficult for an agency to know by Congress House Report 93-1416

as they appear in subsection of whether the content of record would 19

the Privacy Act in and of Itself reveal its source There- Exemption for Statistical Records

It was further recognized that due fore it may be appropriate in light of the Subsection RequIred by statute

process In both civil action and crimina4 intent underlying this exemption to to be maintained and used solely as

prosecution will assure that individuals exempt record when any reasonable statistical records

have reasonable opportunity to learn doubt exists as to whether its disclosure statistical record is defined in

of the existence of and to challenge would reveal the Identity of con- subsection as record in sys

investigatory records which are to be fidentlal source tem of records maintained for statis

used in legal proceedingS Additional guidance on the circum-
tical research or reporting purposes

To the extent that such an investi-
stances under which an agency may only and not used in whole or in part

gatory record is used as basis for deny- withhold record on the grounds that
In making any determination about an

ing an individual any right privilege or
Its disclosure would reveal the identity

identifiable individual except as pro-

benefit including employment to which
of source who provided information

vided by section of title 18
the individual would be entitled in the

under pledge of confidentiality Is found
It is the Intent of this provision to

absence of that record the individual
in Senator Ervlns statement on the corn-

permit exemptions for those systems of

must be granted access to that record cx-
promise bill on the floor of the Senate records which by operation of statute

cept to the extent that access would re- cannot be used to make determination

veal the Identity of confidential source
The compromise provision for the niatii about an individual

The language permitting an agency to
tenance of Information received from con-

This provision permits an agency
fidential sources represents an acceptance

withhold records used as basis for
of the House language after receiving an

head to exempt system of records

denying benefit to the extent that the assurance that in no Instance would that which is used only for statistical re-

record would reveal the identity of an language deprive an individual from know- search or program evaluation purposes

individual who furnished information in lag of the existence of any information and which is not used to make decisions

confidence is very narrowly drawn and maintained in record about him whlcfl on the rights benefits or entitlements

must be treated carefully see also sub- received from confidential source The
of individuals except as permitted by

sections It and below For agencies would not be able to claim that
section of Title 13 The use of the

disclosure of even small part of particular
Information collected on or subsequent tO

item would reveal the Identity
language required by statute to be

the effective date of this section Sep- dentlal source The confidential information maintained only suggests that sys

tember 2h 1975 record may only be would have to be characterized in some gen- tome of records which qualify to be cx-

withheld to protect the identity of eral way Tbeface of the items existence empted under thi2 provision are those

source 11
and general characterization of that item composed exclusively of records that by

An express guarantee was made to the
would have to be made known to the ii statute are prohibited from being used

source that his or her Identity would
dividual in every case for any purpose Involving the making of

not be revealed Such guarantees should Furthermore the acceptance of this section
determination about the lndlvldua to

be made- on selective basis I.e mdi-
in no way precludes an Individual train whom they pertain not merely that the
knowing the substance and source of con

viduals from whom information Is solic- fidential information should that Info- agency does not engage In such uses

Ited for law enforcement purposes lion be used to deny him promotion in Disclosure of statistical records Ito the

should be advised that their Identity may government job or access to classified in- indivIdual In most Instances would not

be disclosed to the Individual to whom formation or some other right benefit or provide any benefit to anyone for these

the record pertains unless source cx- privilege for which he was entitled to bring records do not have direct effect on any

pressly requests that his or her identity legal action when the government wished to given individual it would however inter-

not be revealed as condition of furnish-
base any part of its legal case on that fere with legitimate Congressionally-
information sanctioned activity House Report 93

ing the information and
Filially it Is important to note that the 1416 19

The record if stripped of the identity
House provision would require that all fu

of the source would hontheless by Its ture promises of confidentiality to sources Exemption for Investigatori Material

content reveal the Identity to the subject of information be expressed and not ira- Compiled for Determining Suitability for

It was recognized that the type of In- plied promises Under the authority to pre- Federal Employment or Military Service

vestigatory record covered by subsection pare guidelines for the administration of Subsection It Investigatory mate
It currently contains substantial 1n thLs act it is expected that the 015cc of na compiled solely for the purpose of

formation which was obtained with the Management and Budget will work closer
determining suitability eligibility or

tacit understanding that the identity of
With agencies to insure that Federal inves-

qualifications for Federal civilIan em
tigators make sparing use of the ability to

the source would not be revealed For make express promises of confidentiality ployment military service Federal con-

this reason the Act provides that infor- Congressionai Record December 17 1l74 tracts or access to classified Informa
matlon in such records that was coilected 21816

tion but only to the extent that the dls
prior to the effective date of the Act may
be withheld from the Individual to whom The foregoing discussion with respect closure of such material would reveal

It pertains to the extent that it was col- to confidentiality of sources Is also ap- the Identity of source who furnished

leoted under an Implied promise that Its pilcable to the provisions of subsections Information to the Oovernment under an

source would not be revealed and dis- antI below exrress promise that the Identity of the
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source would be held in confidence or tion These regulations and any imple- information to the Government under an
prior to the effective date of this section menting procedures will not provide that exprem promise that the Identity of the
under an implied promise that the Iden- all information collected on Individuals source would be held In confidence ortity of the source would be held In being considered for any particular cate- prior-to the effective date of this sectionconfidence gory of posItions will automatically be under an Implied promise that the Men-

This provision permits an agency to collected under guarantee that the tity of the source would be held In con-exempt material from the individual ac- identity of the source will not be revealed fldepce
cess provision of the Act which would to the subject of the record The discussions of subsection
cause the identity of aconfidential source This provision has been among the and above should be reviewed Into be revealed only if all of the following most misunderstood In the Act It should applying this Provision The same raconditions are met be noted that it grants authority to tionale regarding when and how theThe material is maintaIned only for exempt records only under very limited confidentiality of sources may be pro-purposes of determining an individuals circumstances It will not be the cus. tected applies here
qualifications eligibility or suitability for tomary thing to make these promises of The military departments will publishmilitary service employment In the ci- confidentiality so that most all of the regulations specifying those categoriesyuan service or on Federal contract information Un investigatory records of poaitiom In the Armed Services foror access to classified material BY Im- will be made available Congre8sional which pledges of confidentiality may beplication employment would include ap- Record November 20 1974 10887 made when obtaining Information on anpolntments to Federal advisory commit- The term Federal contracts covers individuals suitability for promotiontees or to membership agencies whether investigatory material on individuals be- These categories will be narrowly drawnor not salaried Ing considered for employment on an cx-

The material is considered relevant Isting Federal contract as well as in- sTJBSECTION ARCHIVAL REcoRDs
and necessary to making judicious de- vestigatory material complied to evaluate This subsection addresses the maintetermination as to qualifications eligibil- the capabilities of firms being consid- nance of those records which are tramity or sultabifity and could only be ered in competitive procurement ferred to the General Services Adminisobtained by providing assurance to the Exemption Jor Testing or Examine- tratlon It should be noted that there Issource that his or her identity would not tion Material Subsection Test- substantial difference betweenbe revealed to the subject of the record ing or examination material used solely which have been placed Ine.g for critical sensitive positions to determine individual qualifications records centers operated by the Aihn1nf.and for appcintment or promotion in the trator of General Services for storageDisclosure of the record with the Federal service the disclosure of which processing and servicing pursuant toidentity of the source removed would would compromise the objectivity or SectIon 3103 of TItle 44 andlikely reveal the Identity of the source fairness of the testing or examination Records which are accepted by thee.g the record contains Information process Administrator of General Services forwhich could only have been furnished by This provision permits an agency to deposit In the National Archives of theone of several individuals known to the exempt-testing or examination material United States t1eyl have suffisubject used to assess the qualifications of an dent historical or other value to warrantSince information collected prior to individual for appointment or promo- their continued preservation by thethe effective date of the Act may have tion in the military or civilian service United States Government pursuant tobeen gathered under an implied promise only if disclosure of the record to the SectIon 2103 of Title 44of confidentiality that pledge may be Individual would reveal information The former those for which thehonored and those records exempted if about the testing process which would General Services Administration Is esthe other criteria are met

potentially give an Individual an unfair sentlally custodian are addressed InSee subsection above for competitive advantage For example the subsection The latter archivalmore extensive discussion of the circum- Civil Service Commission and the mill- records which have been tranfen- tostances under which records may be tary departments give written examina- the Archives and are maintained by thewithheld to protect the Identity of con- tions which cannot be revised in their Archivist are addressed in subsectionsfidential source entirety each time they are offered Ac- and
This language was included to take cess to the examination questions and Records Stored in GSA RecordsInto account the fact that the screening answers could give an individual an un- Centers SubsectIon Each agencyof personnel to assure that only those fair advantage This language also record which Is accepted by the Adminiswho are properly qualified and trust- covers certain of the materials Used In trator of General Services for storageworthy are placed in governmental posl- rating Individual qualifications

processing and servicing in accordancetions will from time to time requIre In- subsection permits the agency to with- with section 3103 of tItle 44 shall for theformation to be collected under pledge hold record only to the extent that Its purposes of this section be considered toof confidentiality Such pledges will be disclosure would reveal test questions or be maintained by the agency which dclImIted only -to the most compelling cir- answers or testing procedures
posited the record and shall be subject tocumstances -I.e It was not the Intent of this subsection the provisions of this section TheWithout the Information thus oh- to permit exemptions of information Administrator of General Services shalltamed unqualified or otherwise unsult- which are required to be made avail- not disclose the record except to theable individuals might be selected or able to employees or members or are In
agency which maintains the record orThe potential source would be unwlll- fact made available to them as mat- under rules established by that agencyIng to provide needed Information with- ter of current practice The presence of which are not Inconsistent with the pro-out guarantee that his or her Identity exemption Is an indication of the visions of this sectionwill not be revealed to the subject or intended narrow coverage of the exemp- Records which are sent to the GeneralTo be of value In the personnel screen- tions set forth In and similarly Services Administration for storage asIng and often highly competitive assess- the exemptions of 1k and
result of determination by the agencyments in which It will be used the infor- Indicate the Intended narrow coverage head that to do so would effect submation must be of such degree of of the exemption set forth In subsection
stantlal economies or Increase operatingfrankness that it can only be obtained 1k
efficIency 44 U.S.C 3103 are deemedunder an express promise that the Iden-

Exemption for Material Used To Evo.l- to be part of the records of the agencytity of Its source will not be revealed uate Potential for PrOmotion in the which sent them arid are subject to theThe Civil Service Commission and the Armed Services Subsection Act to the same extent that they would beDepartment of Defense for military Evaluation material used to determine
if malntalned on the agencys premisespersonnel will Issue regulations estab. potential for promotion In the armed This language In effect constitutes

lishing procedures for determining when services but only to the extent that the clarification of the term maintain
pledge of confidentiality Is to be made disclosure of such material would reveal subsection wIth respect toand otherwise to implement this subsec- the identity of source who furnished records which have been physically
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transferred to GSA for storage While general description be provided which used to make any determination about any

records are stored In records center pertains to meaningful groupings of rec-
individual so amendment of them would not

the agency which sent them to storage ord systems Congressional Record De-
aid anyone Furthermore the Archives has no

remains accountable for them and the comber 18 1974 H12245 way Of knowing the true state of contested

information since it does not administer the

General Services Administration effec- If for any reason record currently program for which the data was collected it

tively functions as an agent of that In the Archives Is disclosed to an agencY cannot make judgments as to whether rec

agency and maintains them pursuant to for use by that agency in making de- ords should be altered Rouse Report 93-

rules established by that agency termination asto the rights benefits or 1416 21
Records stored In records centers often entitlements of an individual it becomes The Archivist is required to establish

constitute the Inactive portion of systems subject to the provisions of the Act to the
rules of conduct for GSA personnel to as-

of records the remainder of which are same extent as any other record main-
sure that records in the Archives are used

kept on agency premises e.g agency tamed by that agency only in manner consistent with 44

payroll and personnel records When- Records Archived On or After Sept em- U.S.C 2103 and that Archives personnel
ever practicable these inactive records ber 27 1975 Subsection Each
should be treated as part of the total sys- agency record pertaining to an identifi-

are properly instructed in the rules gov

tern of records and be subjeØt to the same able individual which is transferred to
errung access to and use of archival

rules and procedures In no case may they the National Archives of the United
records

be subject to rules which are inconsistent States as record which has sucient
However when record which has

with the Privacy Act historical or other value to warrant its
been deposited iii the Archives Is dis

To assure the orderly and effective op- continued preservation by the United
closed to an agency and becomes part of

eratlon of the records center and consist- States Government on or after the ef- any agencys records which could be used

ent with its authority to issue regulations fective date of this section shall for the
in making determination about an in-

governing Federal agency records man- purposes of this section be considered
dividual that record would again be sub

agement policies under title 44 of the to be maintained by the National Ar-
ject to the other applicable provisions of

United States Code the Privacy Act and chives and shall be exempt from the re
the Act

these guidelines the General Services quirements of this section except subsec- SUBSECTION GOVERNMENT

Administration shall Issue general guide- tions through and CowraacroRs

lines to the agencies on preferred meth- of this section

ods for handling systems of records Records transferred to- the Archives
Subsection When an agency pro-

stored In Federal records centers In view pursuant to 44 U.S.C 2103 for preser-
vides by contract for the operation by

of the intent underlying this provision vation on or after September 27 1975
or on behalf of the agency of system

agencies may consider that the records are considered to be maintained by the
of records to accomplish an agency func

stored in Federal records centers are Archives for purposes of the Act but are
tion the agency shall consistent with its

transferred Intra-agency and need not only subject to selected provisions of the authority cause the requirements of this

publish notice of routine uses to enable Act are subject only to those
section to be applied to such system For

these transfers provisions of this Act requiring annual purposes of subsection of iis section

Records Archived Prior to September public notice of the existence and char-
any such contractor and any employee

27 1975 Subsection Each agency acter of the Information systems main- of such contractor If such contract Is

record pertaining to an identifiable In- tamed by the Archives establishment of
agfeed to on or after the effective date of

dividual which was transferred to the appropriate safeguards to insure the se-
this section shall be considered to be an

National Archives of the United States curity and integrity of preserved personal
employee of an agency

Government as record which has suf- information and promulgation and fin- The extent to which the provisions of

ficlent historical or other value to war- plementation of rules to insure the effec- the Act would apply to records other than

rant it continued preservation by the tive enforcement of those safeguards those physically maintained by Federal

United States Government prior to the ngressional Record December 18 agency personnel was one of the princi

effective date of this section shall for 1974 12245 pal areas of difference between the Sen

the purposes of this section be considered The notice required for these records is
ate and House privacy bills 3418 and

to be maintained by the National .Ar- on system by system basis Since the H.R 16373

chives and shall not be subject to the records would already have been orga- The Senate bill would have extended its

provisions of this section except that nized in conformity with the require- provisions outside the Federal government

statement generally describing such rec- ments of this section by the agency only to those contractors grantees or par

ords modeled after the requirements re- transferring them to the Archives main- tlcipants in agreements with the Federal

lating to records subject to subsections taming them In continued conformity
government where the purpose of the con

through of this section wIth this law would not require any spe-
tract grant or agreement was to establish or

shall be published In the FEDERAL RaG- cia effort House Report 93-1416
alter an information system It addressed

concern over the policy governing the shar
ISTEL 20 Ing of Federal criminal history Information

Records transferred to the Archives for The exclusion of archival records from with State and local government law en-

preservation pursuant to 44 U.S.C the provisions of the Act establishing the forcement agencies and for the amount of

2103 prior to September 27 1975 are con- right to have access or to amend record money which has been spent through the Law

sidered to be maintained by the Archives was also discussed in the House Report Enforcement Assistance AdministratŁon for

but are not subject to other provisions of
Records under the control of the Archives

the purchase of State and local government

the Act would not however be subject to the pro
criminal information systems

However the National Archives Is re- visions of this law which permit changes In
The compromise amendment would now

quired to Issue general notices describing documents at the request of the individual
permit Federal law enforcement agencies to

determine to what extent their Information

its current holdings which cover to the named in them basic archival rule holds
systems would covered by the Act and

extent applicable the elements specified
that archivists may not remove or amend In-

to what extent ths wiU extend that cover-

in subsection These should in-
formation in any records placed In their CUS

age to those with whIch they share that in

clude as minimum tody The principle of maintaining the In-
formation or resources

tegrity of records is considered one of the
The categories of Individuals on whom most Important rules of professional conduct

At the samime It is recognized that many

records are maintained it is important because historians quite
Federal agencies contra4t for the operation of

The types of Information In those rec- properly want to learn the true condition of
systems of records on behalf of the agency

ords and past government records when doing re-
In order to accomplish an agency function It

Policies governing access and retrieval
search they frequently find the fact that

was provided therefore that such contracts

record was inaccurate is at least as Important
if agreed to on or after the effective date of

It Is intended that the notice provi- as the fact that record was accurate
this legislation shall provide that those con

ion not be applied separately and specif-
The Committee believes that this rule is

tractors and any employees of those contrac

ically to each of the many thoUSands of
eminently reasonable and should not be

tors shall considered to be employees of an

separate systems of records transferred breeched even in the case of Individually
agency subject to the provisions of the

to the Archieves prior- to the effective identifiable records Once those documents legislation Congressional Record Dec 17

date of this Act but rather that more are given to the Archives they are no longer 1974 S218l8
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It was also agreed that the Privacy ity cause the requirements of this sec- An agency contracts with state

protection Study Commission should be tion to be applied to such system private educational organization to pro-
directed to study the applicability of the The clause consistent with its vide training and the records generated

provisions of the Privacy Act to the pri- authority makes it clear that the on contract students pursuantto their

ate sector and make recommendations subsection does not give an agency any attendance admission forms grade re
to the Congress and the President See new authority additional to what it ports are similar to those maintained

subsection 5b of the Act otherwise Uses The subsection clearly on other students and are commingled

The effect of this provision is
imposes new responsibilities upon an with their records on other students

clarify further the definition of the agency but does not confer any new When system of records Is to be

term maintain as it establishes agency
authority to implement it Although the operated by contractor on behalf of an

accountability for systems of records
method by which agencies cause the re- agency for an agency function the con

See subsection It provides that quirements of the section to be applied tractual instrument must specify to the

systems operated under contract which systems is not set forth the manner extent consistent with the agencys au
are designed to accomplish an agency

of doing so must be consistent with the thority to require it that those records

function are in effect deemed to be agencys existing authority The method be maintained in accordance with the

maintained by t.he agency It was not in- of causing was envisioned to be clause Act Agencies will modify their procure-

tended to cover private sector record
in the contract but as with the Buy ment procedures and practices to ensure

keeping systems but to cover de facto America provision in Government con- that all contracts are reviewed before

well as de jure Federal agency system.s tracts the breach of the clause was not award to determine whether system of

Contract covers any contract writ-
necessarily intended to result in ter- records within the scope of the Act is

ten or oral subject to the Federal pro-
mination of the contract In addition being contracted for and if so to include
several of the requirements of the Privacy appropriate language regarding thecurement Regulations FPRs or Armed
Act are simply not applicable to systems maintenance of any such systemsProcurement Regulations
maintained by contractors and this For systems operated under contractsASPRs but only those which provide

for the operation by or on be-
clause was method of indicating that awarded on or after September 27 1975

.lli of the agency of system of records
an agency was not required to impose contractor employees may be subject to

accomplish an agency function
those new standards Agencies were given the criminal penalties of subsections

are subject to the requirements of the
some discretion in determining the meth and for disclosing records the

subsection While the contract need not
od or methods by which they would cause disclosure of which Is prohibited by the

have as its sole purpose the operation
the otherwise applicable requirements to Act or for failure to publish public

of such system the contract would nor-
be applied to system maintained under notice Although the language is not

mally provide that the contractor oper-
contract This subsection does not merely clear on this point it is arguable that

ate such system formally as specific
require that an agency include provisions such criminal liability only exists to the

requirement of the contract There may consistent with the Privacy Act In its extent that the contractual instrument

be some other instances when this pro-
contracts It requires in addition that has stipulated that the provisions of the

vision will be applicable even though the
the agency cause the requirements of the Act are to be applied to the contractually

contract does not expressly provide for
Act to be applied limited only by its maintained system However an agency

the operation of system e.g where authority to do so Because of this agency which fails within the limits of its au
the contract can be performed only by

accountabilitywhich underlies many of thority to require that systems operated

the operation of system The re-
the provisions of the Privacy Actthere on its behalf under contracts may be

quirement that the contract provide for
should be an incentive for an agency to civilly liable to individuals Injured as

the operation of system was Intended
cause its contractors who are subject to consequence of any subsequent failure

to ease administration of this prOVislm
this subsection to apply the requirements to maintain records in conformance

and to avoid covering contractors sys-
of the section in manner which is en- with the Act The reference to contrac

tern used as result of his management
forceable Otherwise the agencies may tore as employees Is intended only for

discretion For example it was not i- end up performing those functions in purposes of the requirements of the Act

tended that the system of personnel
other to satisfy the activity of the cause and not to suggest that by virtue of this

records maintained by large defense con-
requirement language they are employees for any

tractors be subject to the provisions of
The decision as to whether to contract other purposes

the Act
for the operation of the system or to

SvaszcvloN MAILING LISTSperform the operation in-house was
Not only must the terms of the con-

not intended to be altered by this subsec- Section An Individuals name and
tract provide for the operation as

tion Furthermore this subsection was address may not be sold or rented by an
posed to design of such system but the

not intended to significantly alter GSA agency unless such action is specifically
operation of the system must be to ac- and 0MB authority under the Brooks authorized by law This provision shall
complish an agency function This was

Act P.L 89306 or Executive Order No not be construed to require the withhold-
Intended to limit the scope of the cover-

11717 dated May 1973 concerning the ing of names and addresses àtherwlse
age to those systems actually taking method of ADP procurement The prin- permitted to be made public
the place of Federal system which but

ciples concerning reliance upon the pri- The language In this section Is sus
for the contract would have been per- vats sector in 0MB CIrcular No A-76 ceptible of various Interpretations and
formed by an agency and covered by the

and related provisions were also not must be read In the context of relevant
Privacy Act Information pertaining tO

intended to be changed legislative history It is clear however
Individuals may be maintained by an

The provisions would apply to all sys- that this provision seeks to reach the sale
agency according to subsection

tems of records where for example or rental of lists of names and addresses
only If such information Is relevant and

The determinations on benefits are for commeriilal or other solicitation pur
necessary to purpose of the agency made by Federal agencies poses not related to the purposes for
required to be accomplished by statute or

The records are maintained for admin- which the information was collected
Executive order of the President Al

Istrative functions of the Federal agency
ianguage Included in the legislation wouldthough the statute or Executive order

such as personnel payroll etc or prohibit the sale or rental of mailing listsneed not specifically require the creation
Health records being maintained by an names and addresses by Federal agenciesof system of records from this Inforina-

outside contractor engaged to provide maintaining them The philosophy behind
tion the operation of system of records

health services to agency personnel this amendment Is that the Federal Govern-
required by contract must have direct

nexus to the accomplishment of statu-
The provisions would not apply to sys-

ment is not In the mailing list business and

tems of records where it should not be Federal policy to make
tory or Presidentially directed goal

Records are maintained by the con-
profit from the routine busineas of govern
ment partinulariy when the release of suchIf the contract provides for the opera-

tractor on individuals whom the con- lIs authorized under the Freedomtion of system of records to accomplish
tractor employs in the process of pro- cf Information Act In other words such lists

an agency function then the viding goods and services to Federal can not be withheld by an agency unless it

agency shall consistent w1 its author- government determines that the release would constitute
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ciearly unwarranted inra3iOfl of privacy There is basis for monitoring the to the Director of the Office of Manage-
under section 552b of title UnIted development or expansion of agency rnent and Budget 4Attn Information
8tates Code

record-keeping activity Systems Division and to the Privacy
Thus the language of the bill before us

The Commission established oy sectipn Protection Study Commission

either sale or rental is not involved Con- can review trends in the use of personal The Office of Management and Budget
does not ban the release of such lists where

gressional Record December 18 1974 information and the application of tech- will issue under separate cover more de
th2246 nology tailed guidance on the format timing

This provision resulted from the dis- and content of the reports
While the referene to the FOIA speaks cussions surrounding the need for an in-

SUBsEcTIoN p1 ANNUAL REPoRT
only of clearly unwarranted invasion dependent agency to regulate and oversee
of personal privacy see U.S.C 552

the implementation of the Act Subsection The President shall

agencies may presumably with- submit to the Speaker of the House and

hGld lists of names and addresses from The compromise amendment still woBid the President of the Senate by June 30
require that agencies provide adequate ad-

the public under any of the exemptions to
vance notice t.o the Congres and to the

of each calendar year consolidated re
the FOIA U.S.C 552b when they Office of Management and Budget of any

port separately listing for each Federal

deem it appropriate to do SO proposal to establish or alter system of agency the number of records contained

it is apparent that what is prohibited records in Order to permit an evaluation of in any system of records which were ex
is sale or rental of such lists and the the privacy impact of that proposal In aUdi- empted from the application of this eec

language may be read to prohibit the tion to the privacy impact consideration tion under the provisions of subsections

sale or rental of lists of names and ad-
should be given to the effect the proposal ji and of this section during the
niay have on our Federal system and bn the

preceding calendar year and the reasonsdresses by Federal agencies unless the
separation of powers between the three

sale or rental is specifically authorized by branches of government These concerns are
for the exemptions and such other in-

law added Senate Report expressed in connection with recent pro-
formation as indicates efforts to ad-

931183 p.31 posals by the General Services Administra- mirfister fully this section

The Senate report when read in corn-
tion and Department of Agriculture to estab- This subsection provides that the

bination with the House floor discussion
lish giant data facility for the storing and

President submit to the Congress list of
sharing of information between those and

cited above suggests that agenes may perhaps other departments The language in
systems exempted from the Act under the

not sell or rent mailing lists for commer- the Senate report reflects the concern
terms of sectIon or Also to be

cia or solicitation purposes unless they tached to the inclusion of this language in included in the annual report would be

are authorized specifically by law to sell S.34 18 Senate Report 93-1183 page 6466 the reasons for such exemptions and

or rent such lists it is equally apparent The acceptance of the compromise amend- other information indicating efforts to

that this language in no way creates an ment does not question the motivation or comply with the law it is hoped that all

authority to withhold any reeords other-
need for improving the Federal governments such information would be made public
data gathering and handling capabilities

ii however the nature of any such cx-wise required to be disclosed under the does express concern however that the
Freedom of Information Act U.S.C

office charged with central management and
eruption requires security classification

552 It is problematic whether the lan- oversight of Federal activities and the Con- marking it should be placed In separate

guage may not be sold or rented pre- gress have an opportunity to examine the part of the report so as not to affect the

cludes the changing of fees authorized Impact of new or altered data systems on our remainder of the annual report House
under the Freedom of Information Act citizens the provisions for confidentiality Report 931416 21
It would seem reasonable conclude

and sectirity in those systems and the cx-
Agencies will be required to prepare

tent to which the creation of the system will
that fees permitted to be charged for

alter or change interagency or intergovern-
reports to the Office of Management and

materials required to be disclosed under mental reiatlonships related to information
Budget Attn Information Systems Di-

the Freedom of Information Act are not programs Congressional Record Decem- vision by April 30 of each year begin-
precluded and that lists such as agency ber 17 1974 21818 fling April 30 1976 covering their activi

telephone directories which are cur-
report is required to be submitted

ties under the Act during the preceding

rently sold to the public by the Superin- for each -oposed new system of recoris
calendar year The Office of Management

tendent of Documents can continue tO and for changes to existing systems The and Budget will analyze data contained
besold

criteria for determining what constitutes
in the agency reports and prepare the

Finally this provision appears not to change in an existing system requiring
required Presidential report to the Con-

have been intended to reach the disclo- the preparation of report under this
gress The information required in the

sure of names and addresses to agencies subsection are substantially the same as
Individual agency reports will include not

or other organizations other than for those discussed under subsection
only the minimum information required

commercial or solicitation purposes the public notice namely any change
for inclusion In the report to Congress

Other disclosure e.g. the disclosures of which but also such information as Is needed to

names and addresses for statistical Increases the number or types of In-
evaluate the overall effectiveness of the

study or to issue checks would be sub- dividuals on whom records are main- Privacy Act implementation Identify

ject to the requirements of section tained
areas In which implementing policies or

Expands the type or amount of infor-
procedures should be changed and assess

SECTION REPORT ON NEW SYSTEMS matlon maintained
the impact of Federal data management

Sectlono Each agency shall pro-
Increases the number or categories of

activities

vide adequate advance notice Con- agencies or other persons who may have Agency reports shall Include but not be

access to those records
limited to the following

gress and the Office of Management and
Alters the manner in which the records SummaryA brief management 5um-

Budget of any proposal to establish or are organized so as to change the nature mary of the status of actions taken to
alter any system of records In order to or scope of those records e.g. the corn- comply with theAct the results of these

permit an evaluation of the probable or bining of two or more existing systems efforts any problems encountered and

potential effect of such proposal on the
Modifies the way in which the system recommendations for any changes In leg-

privacy and other personal or property
operates or its locations In such Islation policies or procedures
manner as to alter the process by which AccomplishinentsA summary of ma-rights of individuals or the disclosure of individuals can exercise their rights jor accomplishments I.e Improvements

Information relating to such Individuals under the Act e.g to seek access or re- In agency information practices and
and Its effect on the preservation of the quest amendment of record or safeguards
constitutional principles of federalism Changes the equipment configuration PlansA summary of major plans for
and separation of powers on which the system Is operated so as tO

activities in the upcoming year e.g area
This subsection is intended to assure

create the potential for greater access

e.g adding telecommunications capa-
of emphasis additional securing of fa

that proposals to establish or modify sys- bility cilities planned
tems of records are made known In ad- The reports required under this sec- ExemptionsA list of systems which
vance so that tion are to be submitted to the Congress are exempted during the year from any
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of the operative provisions of this law Operational Experiences.A general SECTION Errxcv or uaa Laws
permitted under the terms of subsections

description of operational experiences Subsection No agency shall relyand whether or not the-exemp-
Including estimates of the number of In- on any exemption cqntalned In section

tion was obtained during the year the
dividuals In relation to the 552 of this title to withhold from an In-

number of records In each system cx
dividual any record which is otherwise

empted from each speciæc provision and ber of records in the system requesting
accessible to such individual under the

reasons for Invoking the exemption Information on the existence of records
provisions of this section

Number of systemsA brief summary pertaining to them refusing to provide This provision makes It explicit that
of changes to the total Inventory of per- information requesting access to theIr an individual may not be denied access
sonal data systems subject to the provi- records appealing Initial refusals to to record pertaliIng to him under sub
slons of the Act including reasons for amend records and seeking redress section access to records because

that record is permitted to be withheldmajor changes eg the extent to which
throh the courts

from members of the public under the
review of the relevance of an necessity
for records has resulted in elimination More extensive data will be requested Freedom of InIoznation Act The only
of all or portions of systems of records on those cases where the agency was un- grounds for denying an Individual access
or any reduction in the number of in able to comply with the requirements of

to record pertaining to him are thedivlduals on whom records are main-
the Act or these quldelines e.g access

exemptions stated in this Act subsectamed Agencies will also be requested to

provide 0MB with detailed listing of
was not granted or request to amend

tions and and subsection

their systems of records the number of could not be acknowledged within pre- archival records In addition considera
records In each and certain other data scribed time limits lion may have to be given to other stats-
to facifitate oversight of the Imple-

More detailed lnstzuctions on the tory provisions which ma govern spementatlon of the Act Detailed report
ing procedures will be Issued under f0t content and timing of these re- cific agency records

separate cover ports will be issued by 0MB IFE Doc.75-47714 Piled 7-8--75 00 pmj
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be disseminated to such agency to notify the agency of the status

PrivacyActNotices ofthecaseormatterorofanydecisionordeterminationthathas
been made or to make such other inquiries and reports as are

necessary during the processing of the case or matter

For The System of Records record relating to person held in custody pending or dur

ing arraignment trial sentence or extradition pmceedingsor after

conviction or after extradition proceedings may be disseminated to

Mai ntaned By The federal state local or foreign prison probation parole or par

don authority or to any other agency or individual concerned with

the maintenance transportation or release of such person

United States Attorneys arecordrelatingtuacaseormattermaybedisseminatedtoa

foreign country pursuant to an international treaty or convention

enteind into and ratified by the United States or to an executive

U.S Department of Justice
record may be disseminated to federal state local

foreign or international law enforcement agency to assist in the

System name Administrative Files

general crime prevention and detection efforts of the recipient

agency or to provide investigative leads to such agency

System location Ninety-four United States Attorneys Offices record may be disseminated to federal agency in response

See attached Appendix to its request in connection with the iiring or retention of an cm-

Categories of Individuals covered by the system Office ployee the issuance of security clearance the reporting of an in-

nd Present and Past Expert professionals whose vestigation of an employee the letting of contract or the is-

used by the office Applicants for office positions Witnesses suance of license grant or other benefit by the requesting agen

in Court proceedings Prisoners-In-Custody Defendants cy to the extend that the information relates to the requesting

Debtors Vendors Citizens making inquiries Members of agencys decision on the matter

loal and state Bar Associations
record may be disseminated to the public news mediatrade

Categories of remr In the system Personnel piles
associations or organized groups when the purpose of the dis

official/unofficial Applicant Files EmplOyee Record Cards
semination is educational or informational such as descriptions of

SF-7B Office Rosters Tickler File System for promotions
crime trends or distinctive or unique modus operandi provided that

Personnel Address and Telephone Number Lists Sign In/Out

the record does not contain any information identifiable to

Sheets Time and Attendance Records OMP 44 Wage
specific individual other than such modus operandi

Earnings Statement DOJ 296 Travel Authorizations and
record may be disseminated to foreign country through

Vouchers OBD and SF 1012 Advice of Obligations In-
the United States Department of State or directly to the representa

curred Dl 60 Telephone Records and Logs FISCal
live of such countr to the extent necessari to assist such country

Vouchers Witness Records LAA Lists of Records at
in apprehending and/or returning fugitive to jurisdiction which

Federal Records Centers In-House Statistical Reports Inter-
Seeks his return

record that contains classified national security information

nsA Meetings Records Equal Employment Opportunity EE0 and material may be disseminated to persons who are engaged in

Records Employees Organizations and Unions Records historical research projects or who have previously occupied pol

Federal Womans Program Records Address and Telephone
icy making provisions to which they were appointed by the Pre

dexes Lists of State and Local Bar Members Lists of
sident in accordance with the provisioons codified in 28 C.F.R

pert Professionals Requests for Expert Witnesses Teletype 17.60

Files Correspondence Files

Authority for maintenance of the system These systems are
Policies and practices for storing retrieving acceasing retaining

established and maintained pursuant to U.S.C 301 and 44 U.S.C
and disposing of records In the sytem

3101
Storage All information except that specified in this paragraph

is recorded on basic paper/cardboard material and stored within

Routine uses of records maintained in the system Including manila file folders within metal file cabinets electric file/card

rim of users and the purposes of such uses record maintained in

this system of records may be disseminated as routine use of
retrievers or safes Some material is recorded and stored on mag

such record as follows
netic tape card or other data processing type storage matter for

reproduction later into conventional formats

in any case in which there is an indicati of violation or

potential violation of law or legal obligation criminal civil or
Retrievability Information is retrieved primarily by name of per

son case number complaint number or court docket number

latory in nature the record in question may be disseminated to the

appropriate federal state local or foreign agency charged with the Safeguards Information in the system is stored in file cabinets in

responsibility for investigating or prosecuting such violation or
the United State Attorney offices Some materials are located in

charged with enforcing or implementing such law or civil remedy Locked file drawers and safes and others in unlocked file drawers

in the course of investigating the potential or actual violation Offices are locked during non-working hours and are secured by

of any law criminal civil or regulatory in nature or during
either Federal Protective Service United States Postal Service or

course of trial or hearing or the preparation for trial or hearing private building guards

for suóh violation record may be disseminated to federal state Retention and disposal Records are maintained and disposed of

local or foreign agency or to an individual or organization if there in accordance with Department of Justice retention plans

is reason to believe that such agency individual or organization System managers and address System manager for the system

possesses information relating to the investigation trial or hearing in each office is the Administrative Officer/Assistant for the U.S

and the dissemination is reasonably necessary to elicit such infor-
Attorney for each district See attached Appendix

mation or to obtain the cooperation of witness or an informant

record relating to case or matter maybe inateci in
Notification procedure Address inquiries to the system manager

anappropriate federal state local or foreign court or
for the judicial district in which the case or matter is pending See

proceeding in accordance with established constitutional suistan-
attached Appendix

live or procedural law or practice
Record access procedures request for access to record from

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to
this system shall be made inwriting with the envelope and the

federal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding or
letter clearly marked Prisacy Access Request Include in the

hearing in accordance with the procedures governing such proceed- request the name of the individual involved his birth date and

log or hearing
place or any other identifying number or information which may

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to
be of assistance in locating the record and the name of the case or

an actual or potential party ci his attorney for the purpose of matter involved if known The requester will also provide return

negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the case address for transmitting the information Access requests will be

or matter plea bargaining or informal discovery proceedings
directed to the system manager See attached Appendix

record relating to case or matter that has been referred by Contesting record procedures Individuals desiring to contest or

an agency for investigation prosecution or enforcement or that amend information maintained in the system should direct their

involves case or matter within the jurisdiction of an agency may request to the System Manager See attached Appendix stating
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clearly and concisely what information is being contested the classified in four categories Those individuals who have been

reasons for contesting it and the proposed amendment to the infor- charged with Federal and D.C Code violations those individuals

mation sought who are currently under investigation for violations of Federal and

Record source categories Sources of information contained in this
D.C Code those individuals about whom complaints have been

system include but are not limited to investigative reports of made on upon whom investigations were conducted but no

federal state and local law enforcement agencies client agencies of prosecution was initiated and complainants

the Department of Justice other non-Department of Justice in- Categories of records in the system file may consist of single

vestigative agencies forensic reports statements of witnesses and sheet of paper describing briefly the nature of complaint and its

parties data memoranda and reports from the Court and agencies disposition or it may consist of more comprehensive file contain-

thereof and the work product of Assistant United States Attor- mg the results of hearing depending on the complexity or sen

neys Department of Justice attorneys and administrative staff of ousness of the complaint If the complaint results in criminal

the divisions offices and bureaus workproduct of secretarial and charges being preferred the contents of the file are transferred to

administrative staff within the U.S Attorneys office and the Ex- the appropriate criminal file system

ecutive Office for U.S Attorneys from general public referral
Authority for maintenance of the system U.S.C 301 25 U.S.C

sources or as provided by members of the public who participate 547 23 D.C Code 101c
assist or observe in pending cases or matters or commercial Routh of IflSIDCI in the system including catego
establishments which provide goods or services publicatioons and fl of iners and the purpenes of such uses record maintained in

reports from the Departments other offices divisions and bureaus
this system of records may be disseminated as routine use of

and internal U.S Attorney work product
such record as follows

Systems exempted from certain provisions of the act None
in any case in which there is an indication of violation or

JUSTICE/USA 002 potential violation of law whether civil criminal or regulatory in

System name A.U.S.A Applicant files nature the record in question may be disseminated to the ap
propriate agency federal state local or foreign charged with the

System location Executive Office for United States Attorneys responsibility of investigating or prosecuting such violation or
U.S Deportment of Justice 10th Constitution Avenue NW

charged with enforcing or implementing such law
Washington D.C 20530

in the course of investigating the potential or actual violation

Categories of individuals covered by the system Applicants tents- of any law whether civil criminal or regulatory in nature or dur
tieIy selected thy nomination of U.S Attorney for the position ing the course of trial or hearing or the preparation for trial or

of Assistant U.S Attorney hearing for such violation record may be disseminated to

Categories of records in the system The system includes the appli- federal state local or foreign agency or to an individual if there

cants name status of Bar membership and dates of receipt status is reason to believe that such agency or individual possesses infor

and final determination on the appointment of the applicant The mation relating to the investigation that or hearing and the dis

system is arranged chronologically by date of receipt of file and ap- semination is reasonably necessary to elicit such infonnation or to

plicants name obtain the cooperation of witness or an informant

Authority for maintenance of the system These records are kept
records or extracts thereof relating to case or matter may he

for administrative convenience pursuant to U.S.C 301 and
disseminated to defendant or his attorney otto the appropriate

U.S.C 3101 federal state local or foreign court or grand jury in accordance
with established constitutional substantive or procedural law or

Routine uses of records maintained in the system including catego-
practice

ties of users and the purposes of such uses All uses are internal
record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

within the Department federal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding or
Policies and practices for storing retrieving accessing retaining hearing in accordance with the procedures governing such proceed-

and disposing of records in the sytem ing or hearing

Storage The material is stored within manila file folders within record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

metal file cabinets an actual or potential party or his attorney for the purpose of

Retrievability The system is indexed by name arranged
negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the case

alphabetically
or matter plea bargaining or informal discovery proceedings

record relating to case or matter that has been referred for

Safeguards The correspondence is maintained in room which is
investigation may be disseminated to the referring agency to notify

occupied office personnel dunng the day and locked at night such agency of the status of the case or matter or of any decision

Retention and disposal Records are maintained and disposed of or determination that has been made
in accordance with Department retention plans record relating to person held pending arraignment trial or

System managers and address Director Executive Office of sentence or after conviction may be disseminated to federal

United States Attorneys U.S Department of Justice 10th Con- state local or foreign prison probation parole bail or pardor

stitution Avenue N.W Washington D.C 20530 authority or to any agency or individual concerned with the cus-

Notification procedure Same as the above tody maintenance transportation or release of such person
record relatingto case or matter may be disseminated to

Record access procedures request for access to record from
foreign country pursuant to an international treaty or convention

this system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the
entered into and ratified by the United States

letter clearly marked Privacy Access Request Include in the record may be disseminated to federal state local or
request the name and address as included in the original letter foreign law enforcement agency to assist in the general crime
together with the current address if different the date of the letter

prevention and detection efforts of the recipient agency or to pro-
and to whom it was addressed Requests should be directed to the jjde investigative leads to such agency and
system manager listed above 10 record may be disseminated to federal agency in

Contesting record procedures Any requests for correction should response to its request in connection with the hiring or retention of

also be directed to the system manager and should indicate the an employee the issuance of security clearance the reporting of

exact correction required an investigation of an employee the
letting of contract or the is-

Record source categories Sources of information in this system suance of license grant or other benefit by the requesting agen
are the actual letter received the response and any transmitted in- cy to the extent that the information relates to the requesting agen
formation and enclosures cys decision on the matter

1ystems exempted from certain provisions of the act None Policies and practices for storing retrieving accessing retaining

and disposing of records in the sytem
JUS11CEIUSA .003

Storage Citizen complaint files are maintained in one of two
System name Citizen Complaint Files

ways either on single sheet which is record of the complaint
System location U.S Attorneys Office 3rd Constitution and disposition thereof or in complaints which result in further

Avenue NW Washington D.C 20001 proceedings file folder would be established

Categories of individuals covered by the system The individuals Retrievability Information is retrieved either by the name of

on whom records are maintained in this system may be broadly complainant the name of person about whom complaint is re
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gistered or by complaint number If further proceedings are con- copies of any enclosures The system is arranged alphabetically by

.rd
with respect to citizens complaint and the complaint the last name of the original correspondent

terializes into criminal action the file folder will become part Autlaidty for maintenance of the system These records are kept

of the criminal files and then is retrievable in the same maimer as for administratiVe convenience pursuant to U.S.C 301 and 44

any criminal file is retrieyed U.S.C 3101

Safeguards Information contained in the system is unclassified Rst of

It is safeguarded and protected by being maintained in files nt the aiai the purposes of sudi sans Inionnation from the

Citizens Complaint Center which is manned at all times when St 15 responses may be provided to the referror of the original cor

open and at other times is locked More sensitive files that mateti- respondence All other uses are internal within the Department

alize into hearings or required for further action by the
Policies and storing retrieving rhig resinhig

Misdemeanor Trial Section of the Superior Court Division are
___

maintained by the Chief of the Misdemeanor Trial Section in his of-
dkioain of records In the s3tem

fice in Building of the Superior Court
StOrage The materiEl is stored within manila file folders within

metal file cabinets

Retention and disposal Files are retained and disposed of mac

cordance with Title U.S Attorneys Manual pages 70-77
Retsievablflty The system is indexed by name arranged

System managers and addrem Chief y4jndener
8lPh5tt11Y

tion U.S Attorneys Office Superior Court Division Building Safeguards The correspondence is maintained in room which is

4th Streets N.W Washington D.C occupied by office personnel during the day and locked at night

Notification procedure Address inquiries to the System Manager Retention and dispomi Records are maintained and disposed of

in accordance with Department retention plans

Record accem procedures The major part of these systems are

exempt fromthis requirement under U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl System managers and addreen Director Executive Office of

and/or kX2 To the extent that this system is not subject to cx- United States Attorneys U.S Department of Justice 10th Con

emption it is subject to access determination as to exemption
stitution Avenue N.W Washington D.C 20530

shall be made at the time request for access is received Notification procedure Same as the above

request for access to record from this system shall be made in Record aemso procedures request for access to record from

writing with the envelope and the letter clearly marked Pnvacy this system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the

Access Request Include in the request the general subject IflIICT letter clearly marked Privacy Access Request Include in the

of the document or its file number The requester will also provide request the name and address as included in the original letter

return address for transmitting the information Access requests together with the current address if different the date of the letter

will be directed to the System Manager listed above and to whom it was addressed Requests should be directed to the

Contesting record procedures The major of these systems are cx- system manager listed above

empt from this requirement under U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl and/or Contesting record procedures Any requests for correction should

1X2 To the extent that this system is not subject to exemption it also be directed to the system manager and should indicate the

is subject to contest determination as to exemption shall be exact correction required

made at the time arequest for contest is received Individuals desir

ing
to contest or amend information maintained in the system

Record amirce categories Sources of information in this system

should direct their request to the System Manager listed above
are the actual letter received the response and any transmitted in

stating clearly and concisely what information be formation and enclosures

the reasons for contesting it and the proposed amendment to the Systems exempted from certain provisions of the act None

information sought
JUS1ICEIUSA 005

Record source categories Sources of information contained in this
system name Civil Case Files

system come primarily from citizens walking into this unit to re

gister complaints Sources also include but are not limited u-
S3stesn location NInebj-four United States Attorneys Offices

vestigative reports of federal state and local law enforcement agen-
See attached Aiiendix

cies forensic reports statements of witnesses and parties as well Categories of individuals covered by the system Individuals

as verbatim transcripts of grand jury proceedings and court being investigated in anticipation of Civil suits Individuals in-

proceedings memoranda and reports from the court and agencies
volved in Civil suits Defense Counsels Information

thereof and the work product of Assistant United States Attorneys
Sources Individuals relevant to the development of Civil suits

and legal assistants working on particular cases Categories of records In the system All Civil Cases Files USA

Systems exempted from certain provisions ci the act The Attorney 34 Decket Cards USA 116 Civil Debtor Cards USA

General has exempted this system from subsections cX3 and ll7b Civil Case Activity Card USA 164 Civil Debtor AC

CXI and eX4XG and eX5 and and tivity Card USA 166 Index Cards Caseload Prin

of the Privacy Act pursuant to U.S.C 552a jX2 and kxl touts General Correspondence re Civil Cases Reading Files

and Rules have been promulgated in accordance with the re Civil Cases Information Source File Attorney Assignment

requirements of U.S.C 553 and and have been sheets Telephone records Miscellaneous Investigative files

published inthe Federal Register.
Lands Condemnation Files Appraisal and Negotiator Reports

Tax Case Resource File Material in Civil File related to

JUSTICE/US 004 Criminal cases arising out of Civil Proceedings Search Warrants

System name Citizen Correspondence Files Files unique to District Civil Miscellaneous Correspondence

System location Executive Office for United States Attorneys File

U.S Department of Justice 10th Constitution Avenue N.W Aldilosky for nhtiiam of the system These systems are

Washington D.C 20530 established and maintained pursuant to U.S.C 301 and 44 U.S.C

Categories of Individuals covered by the systesai
3101

Individuals who write to the Executive Office for United Routine anos of re4rds mined In the system Including catego

States Attorneys its Director or member of his staff xim ci anem and the purposes ci such taos record maintained in

Individuals who write to the Attorney General or the Depart- this system of records may be disseminated as routine use of

ment of Justice and whose letter is referred to the Executive Office such record as follows

of United States Attorneys in any case in which there is an indication of violation or

Individuals whose letter has been referred to the Executive potential violation of law civil or regulatory in nature the record

Office of United States Attorneys for response by the White in question may be disseminated to the appropriate federal state

House Executive Agencies or Members of COflCss local or foreign agency charged with the responsibility for in-

In all of the above categories the individuals include only those vestigating defending or pursuing such violation civil claim or

who express general views or seek information or assistance. remedy or charged with enforcing defending or implementing such

Freedom of Information requests are not indexed in this system law

gods of ivco.ds in the sy The system includes the in the course of investigating the potential oractual violation

original correspondence received as wdl as any response
referral or civil liability of any government action or law civil or regulato

letters or notes concerning the subject of the correspondence and ry in nature or during the course of trial or bearing or the
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preparation for trial or hearing for SUCh civil action record may Systoni mmsagers and address System manager for the sysbe disseminated to federal state local or foreign agency or to in each office is the Administrative Officer/Assistant for the
an individual or organization if there is reason tqfrlieve that such Attorney for each district See attached Appendix
agency individual or organization possesses information relating to

Notification procedure Address inquiries to the system
mana

the investigation or civil action trial or hearing and the diemina-
for the judicial district in which the case or matter is pending Seeboa is reasonably necessary to elicit such information or to obtain
attached Appendixthe cooperation of witness or an agency

recordrelating to case or matter may be disseminated in an
Record aecees procedures The major part of the information

appropriate federal state local or foreign court or grand
maintained in thissystem is exempt from this requirement under

proceeding in accordance with established constitutional
U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl and/or kX2 To the extent that this

tive or procedural law or practice system is not subject to exemption it is subject to access deter
record relating to case or matter may be disseminatedto nunation as to exemption shall be made at the time request for

federal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding or access is received request for access to record from this

heaiing in accordance with the procedures governing such proceed- system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the letter

ing or hearing clearly marked Privacy Access Request include in the request the
record relating to case or mattermay be disseminated to name of the individual involved his birth date and place or any

an actual or potential party or his attorney for the purpose of other identifying.number or information which may be of assistance
negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the case in locating the record and the name of the case or matter involved
or matter or informal discovery proceedings if known The requester will also provide etw-n address for

record relating to case or matter that has been referred by transmitting the information Access requests will be directed to the
an agency for investigations civil action or enforcement or that in- system manager See attached Appendix
volves case or matter withifi the jurisdiction of an agency may

Contesting record procedures The major part of the informationbe disseminated to such agency to notify the agency of the Status
maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement underof the case or matter or of any decision or determination that has U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl and/or kX2 To the extent that thisbeen made or to make such other inquiries and reports as are
system is not subject to exemption it is subject to contest deter-necessary during the processing of the case or matter
mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request forrecord relating toa case or matter may be disseminated to
contest is received individuals desiring to contest or amend inforforeign country pursuant to an international treaty or convention
marion maintaineclin the system should direct their request to theentered into and ratified by the United States or to an executive
System Manager See attached Appendix stating clearly and con-agreement
cisely what information is being contested the reasons for contestrecord may be disseminated to federal state local

foreign or international law enforcement agency to assist in the ing it and the proposed amendment to the information sought
general crime prevention and detection efforts of the recipient Record source categories Sources of information contained in this

agency or to provide investigative leads to such agency or to assist system include but are not limited to investigative eports of
in general civil matters or cases federal state and local law enforcement civil litigation regulatory

record may be disseminated to federal agency in response
and administrative agencies client agencies of the Department of

to its request in connection with the hiring or retention of an em- Justice other non-Department of Justice investigative agencies
ployee the issuance of security clearance as is required the re- forensic reports statements of witnesses and parties vcrbati
porting of an investigation of an employee the letting of contract transcripts of deposition and court proceedings data memoraror the issuance of license grant or other benefit by the and reports from the court and agencies thereof and the
requesting agency to the extent that the information relates to the product of Assistant United States Attorneys Department owrequesting agencys decision on the matter Justice attorneys and staff and legal assistants working on particurecord may be disseminated to the public news media trade tar cases
associations or organized groups when the purpose of the dis-

Systems exempted from certain provisions of the act The Attorneysemination is educational or informational such as descriptions of General has exemmpted this system from subsections c3 andtypes or courses of action or distinctive or unique modus operandi eXi and eX4XG and eX5 and andprovidedthat the record does not contain any information identifia-
of the Privacy Act pursuant to US.C 552a jX2j and kXlble to specific individual other than such modus operandi

and Rules have been promulgated in accordance with therecord may be disseminated to foreign country through
of U.S.C 553 and and have beenthe United States Department of State or directly to the representa-

published in the Federal Registertive of such country to the extent necessary to assist such country
in general crime prevention the pursuit of general civil regulatory JUSTICE/USA 006
or administrative civil actions or to provide investigative leads to System imme Conswner Complaintssuch country or assist in the location and/or returning of witnesses

System location U.S Attorneys Office 3rd Constitutionand other evidence
Avenue N.W Washington D.C 21001record that contains classified national security information

and material may be disseminated to persons who are engaged in Categories of Individuals covered by the system The individuals
historical research projects or who have previously occupied pal- on whom records are maintained in this system may be broadly
icy making provisions to which they were appointed by the Pre- classified in four categories Those individuals who have been
sident in accordance with the provisions codified in 28 C.F.R charged with Federal and D.C Code violations Those in
17.60 dividuals who are currently under investigation for violations of

Policies and ractices tor storing reteieving accng etaining
Federal and D.C Cede Those individuals upon whom investiga

and disposing of records In the sytesn
tions were conducted but no prOsecutiOn was initiated and
Complainants

Storage All information except that specified in this paragraph
is recorded on basic paper/cardboard material ai StOled wirimi Categories of records In the system The system Contained allegamanila file folders within metal file cabinets electric file/card lions of consumer fraud by citizens of the District of Columbia
retrievers or safes Some material is recorded and stored on mag- Metropolitan area It includes names addresses and the substance
netic tape card or other data processing type storage matter for of the complaints
reproduction later into conventional formats

Authority for maintenance of the systesn U.S.C 301 28 U.S.C
Retrievability Information is retrieved primarily by name of 547 23 D.C Code 101c

son case number complaint number or court docket number Routine uses of records maintained In the system Including categoSafeguards Information in the system is both confidential and ries of users and the purptoes of ench uses record maintained innon-confidential and located in file cabinets in the United States this system of records may -be disseminated as routine use of
Attorney offices Some materials are located in locked file drawers such record as follows
and safes and others in unlocked file drawers Offices are locked in any case in which there is an indication of violation orduring non-working hours and are secured by either Federal Protec- potential violation of law whether civil criminal or regulatorytive Service United States Postal Service or private building nature the record in question may be disseminated to theguards

propriate agency federal state local or foreign charged with thRetention and disposal Records are maintained and disposed of responsibility of investigating or prosecuting such violation orin accordance with Department of Justice retention plans charged with enforcing or implementing such law
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any law whether civil criminal or regulatory in nature or chir- System Mniig listed above staling deasly and concisely what inin the course of investigating the potential or actual violation italic- in the system should direct their request to the

the course of trial or hearing or the preparation for trial or formation is being contcsled the reasons for contesting it and the

hearing for such violatipn record may be disseminated to proposed smasniimnt to the infoTnashion sought

federal state local or foreign agency or to an lzvidual if tle sgor tegerinc The sources of information contained in

is reason to believe that such agencY or individual possesses infor- this system are çiTItS referred to the U.S Attorneys Office

mation relating to the investigation trial or hearing and the dis- cii and consumer protection agencies

semination is reasonably necessarY to elicit such or Cited frOIfl ceitaln provaiar ci the act The Attorney

obtain the cooperati.On of witness or an informant General lass exempted this system from subsections cX3 and

records or extracts thereof relating to case or matter maY be eXi and ŁX4XG and eX5 and and

disseminated to defendant orhis attorney or to the appropriate

federal state local or foreign court or grand jury in accorciance
of the Privac Act lursuant to U.S.C 552a iX2 and kXl

with established constitutional substantive or procedural law or
It have been promulgated in accordance with the

requirements of US.C 553 ande and have been

practice published in the Federal Register

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

federal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding or J1jSflCFJIJSA 007

hearing in accordance with the procedures governing such proceed- Crind-al Case Files

ing or hearing System IlttI Ninety-four United States Attorneys Offices

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

an actual or potential party or his attorney for the purpose of
Aitxndix

negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the case .ks ci individuals wvcred by the system Individuals

or matter plea bargaining or informal discovery proceedings
charged with violations Individuals being investigated for viola

record relating to case or matter that has been referred for ticus Defense Counsels Information Sources Individuals

investigation may be disseminated to the referring agency to iXitify
relevant to development of Criminal Cases Individuals in-

such agency of the status of the case or matter or of any decision vestigated but pmseciiti.on declined Individuals referred to in

or determination that has been made potential or actual cases and matters of concern to U.S Attor

record relating to person held pending arraignment trial or icys Office

sentence or after conviction may be disseminated to fedesal ci curiis In the system All case files USA 33

state local or foreign prison probation parole bail or pardon Decket Cards USA 115 Criminal Debtor Cards USA
authority or to any agency or individual concerned with the ens- 117a Criminal Case Activity Card USA 163 Criminal

tody maintenance transportation or release ofsuch person Debtor Activity Card USA 64 Index Cards

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to Caseload Printouts Attorney Assignment Sheets General Cor

foreign country pursuant to an international treaty or convention respondence re Criminal Cases Reading Files ye Criminal

entered into the ratified by the United States CaseS Grand Jury Proceedings Miscellaneous Investigative

record may be disseminated to federal state local or Reports as Information Source Files Parole Recommendations

regn
law enforcement agency to assist in the general crime linnamity Requests Witness Protection Files Wiretap

revention and detection efforts of the recipient agency or to pro- Authorizations Search Warrants Telephone records

de investigative leads to such agency and riminai Complaints Sealed Indictment Records Files unique

10 record may be disseminated to federal agency in to District Criminal Miscellaneous Correspondence File

esponse to its request in connection with the hiring or retention of pct Declined Reports

an employee the issuance of security clearance the reporting of
ADdanIY for of the system These systems are

an investigatioiiof an employee the letting of contract or the is- shed and maintained pursuant to U.S.C 301 and 44 U.S.C

suance of license grant or other benefit by the requesting agan- 3101

cy to the extent that the information relates to the requesting agen

cys decision on the matter
ci r5dS iiiaiutal hi the SyStisfl Including catSgo

_______
rim ci osem aixi the purpiem of such record maintained in

Policies and practiom for storing retrieving acc.ng
this system of records may be disseminated as routine use of

and disposing of records in the sytesn such record as follows

Storage Information maintained in this system 15 Stored ID
in any case in which there is an indication of violation or

Fraud Section of the U.S Attorneys Office
potential violation of law criminal or regulatory in nature the

Retrievability Information is retrieved via cross-index by corn- record in question may be disseminated to the appropriate federal

plainant and potential defendant state local or forejgn agency charged with the responsibility for

Safeguards Information contained in this system is unclassified investigating or prosecuting such violation or charged with enforc

It is protected in accordance with Departmental roles and is ing or implementing such law

safeguarded in the U.S Attorneys Office in the Fraud Section in the course of investigating the potential or actual violation

Retention and disposal The records are stored for period of at of any law criminal or regulatory in nature or during the course

least the statute of limitations for the offense charged
of trial or hearing or the preparation for trial or hearing for

such vittiii reoord may be disseminated to federal state

System managers and nddreas Chief Fraud Division U.S
local or foreign agency or to an individual or organization if there

torneys Office U.S District Court 3rd Constitution Avenue
is reason to believe that such agency individual or organization

N.W Washington D.C 20001
possesses information relating to the investigation trial or hearing

Notification procedure Address inquiries to the System Manager anci the dissemination is reasonably necessary to elicit such infor

Record access procedures
The major part of the information mnation or to obtain the cooperation of witness or an informant

maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement Under record relating to case or matter may be disseminated in

U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl and/or kX2 To the extent that this an appropriate federal state local orforeign court or grand jury

system is not subject to exemption it is subject to access deter- proceeding in accordance with established constitutional substan

mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request for hive or procedural law or practice

access is received request for access to record front this ci recrud relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the letter federal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding or

clearly marked Privacy Access Request Include in the request the hearing in accordance with the procedures governing such proceed-

general subject matter of the document or its file number The ing or hearing

requestor will alsoprovide return address for transmitting the in- record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

formation Access requests will be directed to the System Manager an actual or potential party or his attorney for the purpose of

listed above negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the case

Contesting record procedures The major part of the information or matter plea bargaining or informal discovery proceedings

maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement under record relating to case or matter that has been referred by

U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl and/or kX2 To the extent that this an agency for investigation prosedulion or enforcement or that

system is not subject to exemption it is subject to contest deter- involves case or matter within the jurisdiction of an agency may

mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request for be disseminated to such agency to notify the agency of the status

contest is received Individuals desiring to contest or amend infor- of the case or matter or of any decision or determination that has
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been made or to make such other inquines and as C4big record procedures The major part of the informdion

necessary during the processing of the case or mer maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement under

record relating to person held in custody pending or dur- U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl and/or X2 To the extent that this

jog arraignment trial sentence or extradition proceedings orafter system is not subject to exemption it is subject to contest deter

conviction or after extradition proceedings may be disseminated to mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request for

federal state local or foreign prison probation parole 0T contest is received Individuals desiring to contest oramend infor

don authority or to any bther agency or individual concerned with mation maintained in the system should direct their request to the

the maintenance iranspottation or release of such pern System Manager See attached Appendix stating clearly and con

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to cisely what information is being contested the reasons for contest-

foreign country pursuant to an international treaty or convention ing it and the proposed amendment to the information sought

entered into and ratified by the United States or to an executive
Record source cutegorles Sources of infonnation contained in this

agiemCflt
record may be disseminated to federal state local

system include but are not limited to investigative reports of

foregn or international law enforcement agency to assist in the
fe1emi state and local law enforcement agencies client agencies of

general cnme prevention and detection efforts of the recipient
the Department of Justice other non-Department of Justice in-

agency or to provide investigative leads to such agency
vestigative agencies forensic reports statements of witnesses and

record may be disseminated to federal agency in response
parties verbatim transcripts of Grand Jury and court proceedings

to its request in connection with the hiring or retention of an em- data memoranda and reports from the Court and agencies thereof

ployee the issuance of security clearance the reporting of an in-
and the work product of Assistant United States Attorneys Depart

vestigation of an employee the letting of contract or the is-
ment of Justice attorneys and staff and legal assistants working on

suance of license grant or other benefit by the requesting agen-
prticUlar cases

cy to the extent that the information relates to the requesting ageD- Systema exempted tram certain provisions of the act The Attorney

cys decision on the matter
General has exempted this system from subsections cX3 and

record may be disseminated to the public newsmedia trade eXl and eX4XG and eX5 and and

associations or organized groups when the purpose of the dis- of the Privacy Act pursuant to U.S.C 552a j2 and kXl

semination is educational or informational sucn as descriptions of and Rules have been promulgated in accordance with the

crime trends or distinctive or unique modus operandi provided that
requirements of U.S.C 553 and and have been

the record does not contain any information identifiable to published in the Federal Register

specific individual other than such modus operandi

record may be disseminated to foreign country through
JUSTICE/USA 008

the United States Department of State or directly to the represents- System name Evaluation Reports by Regional Assistant Directors

tive of such country to the extent necessary to assist such country System iocatkm Executive Office for United States Attorneys

in apprehending and/or returning fugitive to jurisdiction which U.S Detartmnent of Justice 10th Constitution Avenue N.W
seeks his return Washington D.C 20530

record that contains classified national security information

and material may be disseminated to persons who are engaged in Categories of Individuals covered by the system Individuals who

historical research projects or who have previously occupied pol-
are employed within United States Attorneys Office

icy making provisions to which they were appointed by the Pre- Categories of records In the system The system includes the

sident in accordance with the\ provisions codified in 28 C.F.R original correspondence and report of the Assistant Director mak

17.60
ing the report as well as any response refusal letters or notes con-

Policies and practices for storing retrieving ssing
cerning the subjects of the report and copies of an enclosure The

and disposing of records in the sytem
system is arranged alphabetically by judicial district

Storage All information except that specified in this paragraph
Authcrity for maintenance of the system These records are kept

is recorded on basic paper/cardboard material and stored within for administrative convenience pursuant to U.S.C 301 and 44

manila file folders within metal file cabinets electric file/card
U.S.C 3101

retrievers or safes Some material is recorded and stored on mag- Routine enes of records maintained In the system Including catego

netic tape card or other data processing type storage matter for iles of users Und the purposes of such uses All uses arc internal

reproduction later into conventional formats within the Department

Retrievability Information is retrieved primarily by name of per- Policies and practices for storing retrieving accessing retaining

son case number complaint number or court docket number and disposing of records In the sytem

Safeguards Information in the system is both confidential and Storage The material is stored within manila file folders within

non-confidential and located in file cabinets in the United States metal file cabinets

Attorney offices Some materials are located in locked file drawers

and safes and others in unlocked file drawers Offices are locked
Retrievability The system is indexed by name arranged

during non-working hours and are secured by either Federal Protec
alphabetically

tive Service United States Postal Service or private building Safeguards The correspondence is maintained in room which is

guards
occupied by office personnel during the clay and locked at night

Retention and dlspheal Records are maintained and disposed of Retention and disposal Records are maintained and disposed of

in accordance with Department of Justice retention plans
in accordance with Department retention plans

System managers and address System manager for the system System managers and addreas Director Executive Office of

in each office is the Administrative Officer/Assistant for the U.S United States Attorneys U.S Department of Justice 10th Con-

Attorney for each district See attached Appendix stitution Avenue N.W Washington D.C 20530

Notification procedure Address inquiries to the System Manager Notification procedure Address inquiries to the System Manager

for the judicial district in which the case or matter is pending See listed above

attached Appendix Record accem procedures request for access to reocrd from

Record access procedures The major part of the information this system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the

maintained in this systemis exempt from this requirement under letter clearly marked Privacy Access Request Include in the

U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl and/or kX2 To the extent that this request the name and address as included in the original Letter

system is not subject to exemption it is subject to access deter- together with the current address if different the date of the letter

mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request for and to whom it was addressed Requests should be directed to the

access is received request for access to record from this system Manager listed above

system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the letter
Contesting record procedures Any requests for correction should

clearly marked Privacy Access Request Include in the request the
also be directed to the System Manager and should indicate the

name of the individual involved his birth date and place or any exect correction required

other identifying number or information which may be of assistance

in locating the record and the name of the case or matter involved
Record source categories Sources of information in this system

if known The requester will also provide return address for are the actual letter received the response and any transmitted

irIstransmitting the information Access requests will be directed to the formation and enclosures

system manager See attached Appendix Systesus exempted tram certain provisions of the act None
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JUSIlCE/USA 009 Aofbudty for ci the system U.S.C 301 28 U.S.C

ygem name Freedom of Information Act Files 54723 D.C Code 101c

System location Executive Office for United States Attorneys
ci raesitsie hi the systesn Including catego

U.S Department of Justice 10th Constitution Avenue N.W des ci iem and the pwp ci such uses record maintained in

Washington D.C 20530
this system of ec0ts may be disseminated as routine of

such record as follows
Categories of Individuils covered by the system

Individuals who write to the Executive Office for united
in any case in which there is an indication of violation or

States Attorneys its Director or member of his staff or U.S potential violation of law whether civil criminal or regulatory in

Attorneys office
nature the record in question may be disseminated to the ap

Individuals who write to the Attorney General or the Depart
propriate scy federal state local or foreign charged with the

ment of Jusice or the FIOA Unit and whose letter is referred
responsibibty of investigating or prosecuting such violation or

the Executive Office of United States Attorneys
CheigCd with enforcing cc implementing such law

Individuals whose letter has been referred to the Excutive
in the course of investigating the potential or actual violation

Office of United States Attorneys for response by the FIOA of any law whether dvii crinilnal or regulatory in nature or dur

tial Office or Appeals Unit lag the course of trial or hearing or the preparation for trial or

hearing for such violation record may be disseminated to

Categories of records In the system The system nichides
fedeml stole local or foreign agency or to an individual if there

original correspondence received as well as any resionse refaral
is reason to believe that such agency or individual possesses inf or-

letters or notes concerning the subject of the request and copies of
ieiating to the investigation trial or hearing and the dis

any enclosures The system is arranged alphabetically by
semination is reasonably necessary to elicit such information or to

name of the original requeStor oain the cooperation of witness or an informant

Authority for mahiti.w of the system IheSC records are kP records or extracts thereof relating to case or matter may be

for administrative convenience pursuant to U.S.C 301 disseminated to defendant orhis attorney or to the appropriate

U.S.C 3101 and the provisions of the Freedom of Information federal state local or foreign coint or grand jury in accordance

Routine uses of records maintained In the system IncludIng catego- with established constitutional substantive or procedural law or

rica of users and the purposes of such uses Information from the practice

responses may be provided to the referrer of the original request cc record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

the requester All other uses are internal within the Department federal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding or

Policies and practices for storing leving accessing res.tnt.ig hearing in accordance with the procedures governing such proceed-

and disposing of records In the sytem
ce hearing

Storage The material is stored within manila file folders within
record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

metal file cabinets
an -actual ci potential party or his attorney for the purpose of

negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the case

Retrievability The system is indexed by name arranged or matter plea bargaining or informal discovery proceedings

alphabetically record relating to case or matter that has been referred for

Safeguards The correspondence is maintained in room which is investigation may be disseminated to the referring agency to notify

.occupied

by office personnel during the day and locked at night such agency of the status of the case or matter ci of any decision

Retention and dioposal Records are maintained and disposed of or deternunatron that has been made

in accordance with Department retention plans
record relating to person held pending arraignment trial or

System managers and address Director Executive office of
sentence or after conviction may be disseminated to federal

United States Attorneys U.S Department of Justice 10th
state local or foreign prison probation parole bail or pardon

stitution Avenue N.W Washington D.C 20530
authority cc to any agency or individual concerned with the cus

tody maintenance transportation cc release ofsuch person
Notification procedure Address inquiries to the System Manager record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

listed above foreign country pursuant to an inteTnational treaty or convention

Record access procedures request -for access to record from entered into and ratified by the United States

this system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the record may be disseminated to federal state local or

letter clearly marked Privacy Access Request Include in the foreign law enforcement agency to assist in the general crime

request the name and address as included in the original letter prevention and detection efforts of the recipient agency or to pro-

together with the current address if different the date of the letter vide investigative leads to such agency and

and to whom it was addressed Requests should be directed to the 10 reawd may be disseminated to federal agency in

system manager listed above response to its request in connection with the hiring or retention of

Contesting record procedures Any requests for correction pj5j an employee the issuance of security clearance the reporting of

also be directed to the system manager and should indicate the an investigation of an employee the letting of contract or the is

exact correction required
manon of license grant or other benefit by the requesting agen

Record source categories Sources of information in this system
cy to the extent thai the infonnation relates to the requesting agen

are the actual letter received the response and any ti-miund cys decision on the matter

formation and enclosures ftlkios raid pradices for dialog retrievIng accessing refaining

Systems exempted from certain provisIons of the act None of iSCSWth In the

Storage Information maintained in the system is stored electroni

JUSTICE/USA 010
cally in the Department of Justice ions System

System name Kline District of Columbia and Marland Stock Rafllty Information is retrieved primarily by referencing

and Land Fraud Interrelationship Filing System who icipated in the business transac

System location U.S Attorneys Office 3rd Constitution tins

Avenue N.W Washingtoü D.C 20001 ccflJ in this system is protected as

Categories of Individuals covered by the syst The individuals though it was classiiied as confidentiaL It is accessible only to hal-

on whom records are maintained in this system may be beOaIIY ders of the entry code the only holders of the code are the U.S
classified in three categories Those individuals who have been iztoys Offices for the District of Columbia and Maryland
charged with Federal and D.C Code violations h1 _____ and dlspranl The records are to be retained for the

dividuals who are currently under investigation for violations of
of usefulness as determined by the U.S Attorneys Office

Federal and D.C Code Those individuals upon whom investiga

tions were conducted but no prosecution was initiated These System nanragere and eddeem Orief Fraud Division U.S At-

chide but are not limited to possible witnesses corporate entities
torneys Office U.S District Court 3rd Constitution Avenue

corporate employees business contacts financial
N.W Washington D.C 20001

governmental contacts 4ati.i prAll inquiries should be addressed to the

Categories of records In the system The system contains an index System Mnagrr

record for individual names and types of transactions with nanrad Red nens dur The major part of the information

individuals maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement under
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U.S.C 552a j2 kXl and/or kX2. To the extent that this record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

system is not subject to exemption it is subject to access deter- federal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding or

mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request for hearing in accordance with the procedures governing such proceed
access is received request for access to record from this ing or hearing

system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the letter record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

clearly marked PrivacyAccess Request Include in the request the an actual or potential party or his attorney for the purpose of

general subject matter of the document or its file number The negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the case

requestor will also provide return address for transmitting the in- or matter plea bargaining or informal discovery proceedings
formation Access requests will be directed to the System Manager record relating to case or matter that has been referred for

listed above
investigation may be disseminated to the referring agency to notify

Contesting record procedures The major part of the infonnation such agency of the status of the case or matter or of any decision

maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement under or determination that has been made
U.S.C 552a j2 kl and/or kX2 To the extent that this record relating to person held pending an-aignment trial or

system is not subject to exemption it is subject to contest deter- sentence or after conviction may be disseminated to federal

mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request for state local or foreign prison probation parole bail or pardon
contesu is received Individuals desiring to contest or amend infor- authority or to any agency or individual concerned with the cus
mation maintained in the system should direct their request to the tody maintenance transportation or release ofsuch person
System Manager listed above stating clearly and concisely what in- record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

formation is being contested the reasons for contesting it and the foreign country pursuant to an international treaty or Convention
proposed amendment to the information sought entered into and ratified by the United States

Record source categories Sources of information contained in this record may be disseminated to federal state local or

system are individuals who have cooperated with the U.S Attor- foreign law enforcement agency to assist in the general crime

neys Office in the investigation of criminal activity prevention and detection efforts of the recipient agency or to pro-

Systems exempted from certain provisions of the act The Attorney
vide investigative leads to such agency and

General has exempted this system from subsections cX3 and 10 record may be disseminated to federal agency in

el and e4G and e5 and and response to tS request in connection with the hiring or retention of

of the Privacy Act pursuant to U.S.C 552a j2 and kXl an employee the issuance of security clearance the reporting of

and2 Rules have been promulgated in accordance with the an investigation of an employee the letting of contract or the is-

requirements of U.S.C 553 and and have been suance of license grant or other benefit by the requesting agen
published in the Federal Register cy to the extent that the information relates to the requesting agen

cys decision on the matter
JUSTICEFUSA Oil

Policies and practices for storing retrieving aeees.sing retaining
System name Major Crimes Division Investigative Files

and disposing of records in the sytem
System location U.S Attorneys Office 3rd Constitution

Storage The information is maintained in memorandum form inAvenue NW Washington D.C 20001
file folders

Categories of individuals covered by the system The individuals

on whom records are maintained in the Major Crimes Division In-
Retrievability Information is retrieved primarily by the name of

vestigative Files may be broadly classified in four categories
person complaint number court docket number FBI number

Those individuals who have been charged with Federal and D.C Metropolitan Police Department identification number and District

Code violations those individuals who are currently under
of Columbia Deartment of Corrections number

vestigation for violations of Federal and D.C Code those in- Safeguards Information contained in the system is both unclas

dividuals upon whom investigations were conducted but no sified and classified and is safeguarded and protected by being

prosecution was initiated and other informants maintained in tumbler locked file safes in the Major Crimes Dlvi-

Categories of records In the system In addition to the standard
sion which is manned during all times that it is open and at other

files maintained in accordance with the U.S Attorneys Manual and times is locked This room is located in the U.S Courthouse which

the Department of Justice Docket and Reporting System there are
is guarded by the Federal Protective Service twenty four hours

also maintained in the Major Crimes Division of this office certain day with roving patrols during non-working hours

investigative and intelligence files The type of information main- Retention and disposal Files are retained and disposed of in ac
tamed is identifying data criminal records intelligence compiled cordance with Title U.S Attorneys Manual pagts 70-77
for the purpose of investigation of criminal offenses criminal in-

Systeai managers and address Chief Major Crimes Division
vestigative reports informant debriefing summaries and informa- U.S Attorneys Office U.S District Court 3rd Constitution
tion provided in confidence during investigative and prosecutive Avenue N.W Room 4400 Washington D.C 20001
states of criminal cases

Notification procedure Address inquiries to the System Manager
Authority for maintenance of the system U.S.C 301 28 U.S.C

Record access procedures The major part of the information547 23 D.C Code 101c
maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement under

Routine uses of records maintained in the system including catego- U.S.C 552a j2 kl and/or kX2 To the extent that this
Flea of users and the purposes of such uses record maintained in

system is not subject to exemption it is subject to access deter-
this system of records may be disseminated as routine use of

mination as toexemption shall be made at the time request for acsuch record as follows
cess is received request for access to record from this system

In any case in which there is an indication of violation or shall be made in writing with the envelope and the letter clearly
potential violation of law whether civil criminal or regulatory in marked Privacy Access Request Include in the request the
nature the record in question may be disseminated to the ap- general subject matter of the document or its file number The
propriate agency federal state local or foreign charged with the

requestor will also provide return address for transmitting the in-
responsibility of investigating or prosecuting such violation or formation Access requests will be directed to the System Manager
charged with enforcing or implementing such law listed above

in the course of investigating the potential or actual violation

of any law whether civil criminal or regulatory in nature or dur-
Contesting record procedures The major part of the information

maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement undering the course of trial or hearing or the preparation for trial or

hearing for such violation record may be disseminated to
U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl and/or kX2 To the extent that this

federal state local or foreign agency or to an individual if there system is not subject to exemption it is subject to contest deter-

is reason to believe that such agency or individual possesses infor-
mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request for

mation relating to the investigation trial or hearing and the dis-
contest is received Individuals desiring to contest or amend infor

semination is reasonably necessary to elicit such information or to
mation maintained in the system should direct their request to the

obtain the cooperation of witness or an informant System Manager listed above stating clearly and concisely what in-

records or extracts thereof relating to case or matter may be formation is being contested the reasons for contesting it and the

disseminated to defendant orhis attorney or to the appropriate proposed amendment to the information sought

federal state local or foreign court or grand jury in accordance Record source categories Sources of information contained in this

with established constitutional substantive or procedural law or system are investigative reports of federal state and local law en-

practice forcement agencies statement of witnesses informants and parties
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aswell as verbatim transcripts of grand jury proceedings and cowl records or extracts thereof relating to case or matter may be

proceedings memoranda and rePorts from the Cowl and agencies disseminated to defendant orhis attorney or to the appropriate

thereof and the work product of Assistant United Slates Attorneys federal state local or foreign court or grand jury in accordance

and legal assistants working on particular cases with established constitutional substantive or procedural law or

Systeais exempted from certain provksm the ad The Attorney Practicd

General has exempted this system from subsections cX3 and record relating too case or matter may be disseminated to

eXl and eX4XG and eX5 and and fedal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding or

of the Privacy Act pursuant to U.S.C 5S2a j2 and kXl heajing in accordance with the procedures governing such proceed-

and Rules have been promulgated in accordance with the mg or hearing

requirements of U.S.C 553 and and have been record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

published in the Federal Register an actual or potential party or his attorney for the purpose of

negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the case
JUSTICEIUSA 012

or mattel plea bargaining or informal discovery proceedings or to

System name Prosecutors Management Information System the Public Defender Service in connection with caseload manage
PROMIS ment or other purposes

System locatloe U.S Attorneys Office 3rd Constitution record relating to case or matter that has been referred for

Avenue N.W Washington D.C 20001 investigation may be disseminated to the referring agency to notify

Categories of Individuals covered by the system The individuals
such agency of the status of the case or matter or of any decision

on whom records are maintained in PROMIS are as follows or determination that has been made or to assist in eliciting addi

Those individuals who have been charged with criminal violations
tional information

those individuals who are currently under investigation for
record relating to person held pending arraignment trial or

criminal violations those individuals upon whom ni--ni sentence or after conviction may be disseminated to federal

vestigations were conducted but no prosecution was
state local or foreign prisonprobation parole bail or pardon

the names and addresses of all witnesses and arresting police of- 0Uthoflty or to any agency or individual concerned with the cus

ficers tody maintenance transportation or release of such person
record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

Categories of records in the system The data in PROMIS fall intO
foreign country pursuant to an international treaty or convention

six major categories entered into and ratified by the United States
Information about the accused or defendant This includes record may be disseminated to federal state local or

name alias sex race date of birth address facts about prior ar- foreign law enforcement agency to assist in the general crime
rests and convictions and employment status If judged ap- prevention and detection efforts of the recipient agency or to pro
propriate additional data could be added such as information vide investigative leads to such agency and
about alcohol or drug abuse Some of this information is used to 10 record may be disseminated to federal agency in

rate the gravity of the case in terms of the defendants criminal his-
response to its request in connection with the hiring or retention of

tory an employee the issuance of security clearance the reportng of

Information about the crime The date time and place of the an investigation of an employee the letting of contract or the is-

crime the number of persons involved in the crime and numeri- suance of license grant or other benefit by the requesting agen
cal rating reflecting the gravity of the crime in terms of the amount cy to the extent that the information relates to the requesting agen
and degree of personal injury property damage or loss and in- cys decision on the matter
timidalion Because PROMIS is an automated information system this of

Information about the arrest The date time and place of the fice utilizes it to track the workload of the criminal court process
arrest the type of arrest and the identity of the arresting officers from three separate vantage points First the workload istracked

Information about criminal charges lbe charges originally from the vvantage point of the ciime or criminal incident This is

placed by the police against the arrestee the charges actually filed
accothplished by including in PROMIS the complaint number which

in court against the defendant the reasons for changes in the the police department assigns to reported crime With this

charges by the prosecutor the penal statute for the charge the FBI number prosecutors can follow the full history of the court actions

Uniform Crime Report Code for the charge and the Project arising from the crime even though those actions may involve miii-

SEARCH Codefor the charge tiple defendants multiple cases and multiple trials and disposi
Information about court events The dates of every court event tions

in ease from arraignment through motion hearing continuance Second PROMIS tracks the court workload from the vantage
hearing final diposition and sentencing the names of the prin- point of the accused or defendant This is achieved by incorporat
cipals involved in each event including the defense and prosecu- ing in PROMIS the fingerprint-based number the police department
tion attorneys and judge the outcomes of the events and th assigns to the individual following his or her arrest.lhis identifica

reasons therefor tion number is used again by the department if the same individual
Information about witnesses The names and addresses of all

is subsequently arrested Through this number prosecuting attor
witnesses the prosecutors assessment of whether the Witnesses

neys accumulate criminal history files on offenders and note in-

are essential to the case and any indications of reluctance to testi- citlents of recidivism
fy by the witnesses Finally PROMIS tracks from the vantage point of the court

Authority or maintenance of the system U.S.C 301 28 U.S.C proceedings This is accomplished by including in PROMIS the

54723 D.C Code 101c docket number the Court assigns to the case pending before it

Routine uses of records maintained in the system hethig cat With this number prosecutors trace the history of any formal

rim of users and the purposes of such mm record maintained in
criminal action from arraignment through final disposition and sen

this system of records may be disseminated as routine use of tencing and account for the separate fate of each count or charge

such record as follows The inclusion of these three nuznbersjs significant The numbers

provide capability to track the criminal incident the defendant or
In any case in which there is an indication of violation or

use court actions and provide the basis for the routine communica
potential violation of law whether civil criminal or regulatory in

tion among the various Federal state local and foreign law en-
nature the record in question may be disseminated to the j- fement agencies
propriate agency federal state local or foreign charged wi

In addition PROMIS generates on recurring basis five catego
responsibility of investigating or prosecuting such violation or

rica of reports misdemeanor calendars felony calendars case
charged with enforcing or implementing such law

status repcirts workload reports and special reports These reportsin the course of investigating the potential or actual violation
from information contained in the data base both byof any law whether civil criminal or regulatory in nature or

persons employed by this office the Justice Department and per
rng the course of trial or hearing or the preparation for trial or

sons waler contract to the Department for this purposehearing for such violation record may be disseminated to

federal state local or foreign agency or to an individual if there POIIdes and Pradices for storing retrieving aixessing retaining

is reason to believe that such agency or individual possesses infor- and diwusing gf records hi the sytem

motion relating to the investigation trial or hearing and the dis- Storage These records are stored on magnetic tapes and discs at

.semination is reasonably necessary to elicit such information os to the District of Columbia Metropolitan Police Department Computer
obtain the cooperation of witness or an informant Center Printouts from the terminals are stored with case jackets
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Status calendars and statistical reports are stored in the files and listed name of proposed grand jury reporter home address date

offices of supervisory attorneys and place of birth and present business affiliation and clearance

Retriesablilty This system has an on-line data retrieval capability or denial of clearance for the proposed reporter from the Depart-
with respect to certain information continued in the data be ment of Justice

These subsets of information are retneved on data display ter- Authority for maintenance of the system U.s.C 301
minals which are located at various work stations throughout the Routine uses of records maintained in the system including catego
office Certain of these terminals have printout capability All in- of users and the purposes of mdi uses All uses of this inforina
formation on these subsets is matter of public record The system tion are internal within the Department of Justice
also has the capability for the production of periodic reports Both

Policies and practices for storing retrieving aecessing retainingthe periodic reports and the on-line displays are utilized in ac-
and disposing of records in the sytemcordance with the above listed routine uses

Storage Security clearance forms are kept alphabetically in file
Safeguards The magnetic tapes and discs are maintained in

cabinets in the Administrative Office
secure vault at the Metropolitan Police Department Computer
Center In addition to the physical security safeguards there is Retrievability Security clearance forms on grand jury reports arc

twenty-four hour patrol The data display terminaals are located in
retnevable from an alphabetical filing system

semi-public areas of the office i.e. administrative work Stations Safeguards Security clearance forms are maintained in the Ad-
through which the public must pass on official business However ministrative Division in the District- Court Building which is manned
only trained operators may retrieve the information which isof at all times during working hours and at other times is locked
public record The terminals are not open to the public after work- Retention and disposal Security clearance forms are maintained
ing hours

for five years at which time they must be renewed Upon receipt
Retention and disposal The files are retained and disposed of in of renewed security clearance old forms arc destroyed

accordance with Title U.S Attorneys Manual pages 70-77
System managers and address Administrative Officer U.S At

System managers and address Administrative Assistant United torneys Office U.S District Court 3rd Constitution Avenue
States Attorney U.S District Court 3rd Constitution Avenue N.W Washington D.C 20001NW Room 3602-A Washington D.c 20001

Notcation procedure Address inquiries to the System Manager
Notification procedure Address inquiries to the System Manager Record access procedures request for access to record from
Record access procedures The major part of the information this system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the

maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement under letter clearly marked Privacy Access Request Include in the
U.S.C S52a j2 kl and/or k2 To the extent that this request the general subject matter of the document The requestor
system is not subject to exemption it is subject to access deter- wili also provide return address for transmitting the information
mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request for Access request will be directed to the System Manager listed

access is received request for access to record from this above

system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the letter
Contesting record procedures Individuals desiring to contest or

clearly marked Privacy Access Request Include in the request the amend information maintained in the system should direct their
general subject matter of the document or its file number The

request to the System Manager listed above stating clearly and
requestor will also provide return address for transmitting the in-

concisely what information is being contcstedthe reasons for con-formation Access requests will be directed to the System Manager testing it and the proposed amendment to the information sought
listed above

Record source categories The source of the information contained
Contesting record procedures The major part of the information

in these files are the reporters request for security clearance per-maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement under sonnel information sheet and the clearance or denial of clarance
U.S.C 552a j2 kXl and/or kX2 To theextent that this system

Systems exempted from certain provisions of the act Noneis not subject to exemption it is subject to contest determina
tion as to exemption shall be made at the time request for contest JUSTICE/USA 014
is received Individuals desiring to contest or amend information

System name U.S Attorney District of Columbia Superior Court
maintained in the system should direct their request to the System Division Criminal Files including but not limited to the fol
Manager listed above stating clearly and concisely what informa-

lowing subsystems Criminal File Folder USA-SItion is being contested the reasons for contesting it and the Criminal File Folder USA-33 Criminal locket Card
proposed amendment to the information sought USA-T7 and Index

Record source categories About 80 percent of the data contained
System location U.S Attorneys Office 3rd Constitution

in PROMIS is obtained at the intake and screening stage as the by- Avenue NW Washington D.C 20001
product of the case documentation process Carbon copies of van-

Categories of individuals covered by the system The individualsous forms completed immediately before or during the case screen-
on whom records are maintained may be broadly classified in threeing stage seive as input documents for PROMIS
categories Those individuals who have been charged withAs case moves through the subsequent proceedings additional
criminal violations those individuals who are currently under in-information about its status is fed to PROMIS lhis is achieved
vestigation for criminal violations and those individuals uponthrough turnaround documents--forms generated by PROMIS in ad- whom crirminal investigations were conducted but no prosecutionVance of court event--on which the results of given proceeding was initiated

e.g preliminary hearing sentencing etc are recorded and then

Categor of records in the system This system of records con-entered in PROMIS
sisting of numbered Criminal File Folders USA-SI and USA-33

Systems exempted from certain provisions of the act The Attorney contains criminal investigative reports about named individuals sub-General has exempted this system from subsettions cX3 and
mitted office by federal state local and foreign law enel and eX4G and e5 and and
forcement agencies involved with the investigation of suspectedhof the Privacy Act pursuant to U.S.C 552a iX2 and kl and
violations as well as by complaints made by private parties ThoseRules have been promulgated in accordance with the require- matters which become cases either by way of indictment or informents of U.S.C 553 and and have been published in
marion in addition to the data contained in the investigative reportsthe Federal Register
also contain copies of indictments informations complaints and

JUSTICE/USA 013 all pleadings submitted to the court in connection with the actual

System name Security Clearance Forms for Grand Jury Reporters prosecution of the case These files also contain communications
between the Court and agencies thereof and the United States AtSstem location U.S Attorneys Office 3rd Constitution
torney and all correspondence relative to the case or matter TheAvenue N.W Washington D.C 20001
files further contain psychiatric chemical and other forensic re

Categories of individuals covered by the system Proposed Grand
ports documentary evidence and the work product and internal

Jury Reporters memoranda of the Assistant United States Attorney in charge of
Categories of records in the system Request for security clearance the investigation compiled in preparation for the prosecution of

of grand jury reporters employed by the reporting firm under con- each case In those cases which have gone through trial and appeal
tract with the Justice Department carbon copy of PERSONNEL the file would further reflect transscripts of the trial all pleadingsINFORMATION SHEET Grand Jury Reporting on which is and correspondence between the attorneys and the Court of Ap
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peal and dlshIg reair In the s1ma
peals and copies of briefs submitted in the prosecution of theap- Poildes and pradices tar staring retrieving aeeendng retaining

synopsis record of matter or case is maintained by means of Stiwage The information in the vajious indexes is maintained on

criminal docket card USA-Ti for all actions through sentenc- index cards log books out cards etc The criminal files them

synopsis record of case on appeal.is maintained on an Ap- selves are maintained in criminal file folders USA-SI and USA
pellate Docket Card USA-9X- 199 Appellate Proceedings All of 33 The synopsis information is maintained on Criminil Docket

these subsystems comprise an internal cross-reference record keep- Card USA-Ti and Appellate Proceedings USA-9X-199

lag system of the criminal business at the office Th1OUl the
Retrievability Information is retrieved primarily by the name of

urn of forms and on-line data input certain of this information
person complaint number court docket number FBI number

conveyed to computer center for inclusion in the Prosecutors
Merovolitan Police Department identification number and District

Management Information System system which will be
reiorted of Co1.irnbia Department of Corrections number

on separately from which status and statistical reports arc issued

and disthbuted back to this office either in the form of computer
Saieguwsie Information c3ntained in the system is both unclas

sified and classified and is safeguarded and protected by being
printouts or on data display terminals which contain much of the

fileroozns which are manned during all times that
same information as the files in different format

Because of the number of diverse functions which must be per
they are open and at other times are locked These rooms are

formed with respect to each case and because of the large volume
located In the Superior Court for the District of Columbia

of cases and because operations are conducted in three separate
Buildings and which are guarded by the federal protective 5cr-

buildings there are number of file folder locator mechanisms and
vice twenty four hours day with roving tmls during non-work-

cross references utilized to constantly track file folder when it
lag hours Files which are not in the filernoms but which are

checked out to attorneys are maintained in locked offices after
not physically located in file control These indexes orlocators are

woiting hours
nraintained in the form of out cards log books index card files

etc They are referenced by name number and other identifiers In Retcntki and dispoaal The files aie retained and disposed of in

themselves they are not separate systems of records but indexes accordance with ritle U.S Attorneys Manual pages 70-77

or references to the primary system Systmn managers and rees Administrative Officer U.S At-

Authority for maintenance ci the systenE record mainUied torneys Office Superior Court Divisro Room l08Building 4th

this system of records may be disseminated as routine use of Smets N.W Washington D.C 20001

such record as follows Notification procedure Address inquiries to the System Manager

In any case in which there is an indication of violation or Recerd accesa procedurss The major part of the information

potential violation of law whether civil criminal or regulatory in maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement under

nature the record in question may be disseminated to the ap- U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl and/or kX2 To the extent that this

propriate agency federal state local or foreign charged with the system is not subject to exemption it is subject to access deter-

responsibility of investigating or prosecuting such violation or mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request for

charged with enforcing or implementing such law access is received request for access to record from this

in the course of investigating the potential or actual violation system shall be made in writing with the envelope and the letter

of any law whether civil criminal or regulatory in nature or dur- clearly marked Privacy Access Request Include in the request the

ing the course of trial or hearing or the preparation for trial or general subject matter of the document or its file number The
hearing for such violation record may be disseminated to requester will also provide return address for transmitting the in-

federal state local or foreign agency or to an individual if there formation Access requests will be directed to the System Manager
is reason to believe that such agency or individual possesses infor- listed above
marion relating to the investigation trial or hearing and the dis-

Contesting record procedures The major part of the information
semination is reasonably necessary to elicit such information or to maintained in this system is exempt from this requirement under
obtain the cooperation of witness or an informant U.S.C 552a jX2 kXl and/or kX2 To the extent that this

records or extracts thereof relating to case or matter may be
system is not subject to exemption it is subject to contest deter-

disseminated to defendant orbis attorney or to the appropriate mination as to exemption shall be made at the time request for

federal state local or foreign court or grand jury in accordance
contest is received Individuals desiring to contest or amendinfor

with established constitutional substantive or procedural law or matron maintained in the system should direct their request to the

practice System Manager listed above stating clearly and concisely what in
record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to formation is being contested the reasons for contesting it and the

federal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding or
proposed amendment to the information sought

hearing in accordance with the procedures governing such oceed
Record sooren categories Sources of information contained in this

ing or hearing

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated system include but are not limited to investigative reports of

an actual or potential party or his attorney for the purpose of
federal state and local law enforcement agencies forensic reports
statements of witnesses and parties as well as verbatim transcripts

negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the case
of g-a jury proceedings and court proceedings memoranda and

or matter plea bargaining or informal discovery proceedings

record relating to case or matter that has been referred for reports from the court and agencies thereof and the work product

investigation may be disseminated to the referring agency to notify
of Assistant United States Attorney and legal assistants working on

such agency of the status of the case or matter or of any deision particular cases

or determination that has been made or to assist in eliciting addi- Systoi exempted frOm Omitala provisions ci the act The Attorney

tional information
General has exempted this system from subsections cX3 and

record relating to person held pending arraignment trial or eXi and eX4XG and eX5 and and

sentence or after conviction may be disseminated to federal of the Privacy Act pursuant to U.S.C 552a jX2 and kxl
state local or foreign prison probation parole bail or pardon and Rules have been promulgated in accordance with the

authority or to any agency or individual concerned withthe custody requirements of U.S.C 553 and and have been

maintenance transportation or release of such perason published in the Federal Register

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

foreign country pursuant to an international treaty or convention

entered into and ratified by the United System name Appendix of United States Attorney Office locations

record may be disseminated to federal state local or Alabama

foreign law enforcement agency to assist in the general crime 200 Federal Building

prevention and detection efforts of the recipient agency or to Iwo- 1800 Fifth Avenue North

vale investigative leads to such agency and Birmingham Alabama 35203

10 record may be disseminated to federal agency in

response to its request in connection with the hiring or retention of Alabama

reporting of an investigation of an employee the letting of con- Montgomery Alabama 36101

employee the employeethe issuance of security clearance the P.O Box 197

uact or the issuance of license grant ox other benefit by the

requesting agency to the extent that the information relates to the Alabama
requesting agencys decision on the matter P.O tawer
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Mobile Alabama 36601

Georgia

Alaska P.O Box 2017

P.O Box 680 Augusta Georgia 30903

Anchorage Alaska 99510

Guam
Arizona P.O Box

P.O Box 1951 Agana Guam 96910

Tucson Arizona 85702

Hawaii

Arkansas P.O Box 654
P.O Box 1229 Honolulu Hawaii 96809
Little Rock Arkansas 72203

Idaho

Arkansas Room 698 Federal Bldg
P.O Box 1524 Box 037 550 Fort St
Fort Smith Arkansas 72901 Boise Idaho 83702

California illinois

450 Golden Gate Avenue Everett McKinley Dirksen Bldg
San Francisco Calif 94102 219 Dearborn St

Room 1500 South

California Chicago Illinois 60604
2058 Fed Bldg Court House

650 Capitol Mall illinois

Sacramento Calif 95814 P.O Box 226

East St Louis III 62202

California

312 Spring St illinois

Los Angeles Calif 90012 P.O Box 375

Springfield Illinois 62705
California

U.S Court House Annex Indiana
325 West Street P.O Box 327
San Diego Calif 92101 Fort Wayne Indiana 46801

Canal Zone Indiana
Box 2090 Room 246 Federal Bldg U.S Court House
Balboa Canal Zone Ohio Meridian Sts

Indianapolis Indiana 46204
Colorado

323 U.S Court House Iowa
P.O Box 3615 P.O Box 1138

1961 Stout Street Sioux City Iowa 51102
Denver Colorado 80202

Iowa
Connecticut 113 U.S Court House

PostOffice Bldg Des Moines Iowa 50309
141 Church St

New Haven Conn 06507 Kansas

P.O Box 2098
Delaware Wichita Kansas 67201

5001 New Federal Bldg
9th King Sts Kentucky
Wilmington Delaware 19801 P.O Box 1490

Lexington Kentucky 40501

D.C
Room 3600-E U.S Court House Kentucky
3rd Constitution Ave N.W U.S.P.O Court Houst Bldg
Washington D.C 20001 Sixth and Broadway

Louisville Kentucky 40202
florida

P.O Box 12313 Louisiana
Pensacola florida 32501 500 St Lows Street

New Orleans La 70130
Florida

P.O Box 600 Louisiana
Jacksonville florida 32201 Federal Bldg U.S Cowl House

Rin 130 707 Florida St
Florida Baton Rouge La 70801

300 Ainsley Bldg
14 N.E 1st Avenue Louisiana
Miami Florida 33132 P.O Box 33

Shreveport L.a 71161

GeorgiaN
P.O.Box9l2 Maine

Atlanta Georgia 30301 Federal Court Hous
lS6FederalSt

Georgia Portland Maine 04112
P.O Box

Macon Georgia 31202 Maryland
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405 U.s Court House New York

Baltimore Maryland 21202 Buffalo N.Y 14202
Fayette Calvert sts 502 U.S Court House

Massachusetts Carolina

1107 John MtCormack P.O Box 26897

P.O Court HOuse Raleigh N.C 27611

Boston Mass 02109
Carolina

Michigan
P.O Box 1858

817 Federal Building Greensboro N.C 27402

231 Lafayette

Detroit Michigan 48226 Carolina
P.O Box 132

Michigan
Asheville N.C 28802

544 Federal Bldg U.S Court House

110 Michigan Ave N.W Dakota

Grand kapids Michigan 49502 P.O Box 2505

Fargo N.D 58102

Minnesota

596 U.S Court House Ohio

110 4th Street Room 400

Minneapolis Minn 55401 U.S Court House

Cleveland Ohio 44114

Mississippi

P.O Drawer 886 Ohio

Oxford Miss 38655 200 Federal Bldg

85 Marconi Blvd

Mississippi
Columbus Ohio 43215

P.O Box 2091

Jackson Miss 39205 Oklahoma
Rm 460 U.S Cowl House

Missouri 333 West Fourth Street

Room 402 Tulsa Okla 74103

1114 Market St

St Louis Missowi 63101 Oklahoma
P.O Box 1009

Missouri Muskogee OkIa 74401

549 U.S Court House

811 Grand Avenue Oklahoma

Kansas City Missouri 64106 Room 4434

U.S Court House Federal Office Bldg

Montana Oklahoma City 0km 73102

P.O Box 1478

Billings Montana 59101 Oregon
P.O Box 71

Nebraska Portland Oregon 97207

P.O Box 1228

Omaha Nebraska 68101 Penn
Room 4042 U.S Court House

Nevada
9th Market Sts

Box 16030 Philadelphia Penn 19107

Las Vegas Nevada 89101

Penn.M
New Hampshire

U.S.P.O Building

Federal Building
Room 426

Concord New Hampshire 03301 Scranton Penn 18501

New Jersey Penn
P.O Box 331 633 U.S.P.O Cowl House

Newark New Jersey 07101 7th Ave Grant St

Pittsburgh Penn 15219

New Mexico

P.O Box 607 Puerto Rico

Albuquerque Mex 87l05 P.O Box 3391

San Juan Puerto Rico 00904

New York
P.O Box 1258 Rhode Island

Federal Bldg P.O Box 1401

Syracuse N.Y 13201 Providence R.I 02901

New York Carolina

U.S Court House Annex 151 U.S Court House

One St Andrews Plaza Columbia S.C 29201

New York N.Y 10007

Dakota

New York 231 Federal Bldg U.S Cowl House

U.S Court House 400 Phillips Avenue

225 Cadman Plaza East Sioux Falls S.D 57102

Brooklyn N.Y 11201

Tennessee
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DEPRTMENT OF JUSTICE 38795w

201 U.S.P.O Court House Bg
Knoxville Tenn 37902

Tennessee

P.O Box 800

Nashville Term 37202

Tennessee

1058 Federal Office Bldg

167 North Main Street

Memphis Tenn 38301

Texas
310 U.S Court House

10th at Lamar

Ft Worth Texas 76102

Texas
P.O Box 61129

Houston Texas 77061

Texas
P.O Box 1049

Tyler Texas 75701

Texas
P.O Box 1701

San Antonio Texas 78296

Utah

200 P.O Court House

350 South Main Street

Salt Lake City Utah 84101

Vermont

P.O Box 10

Rutland Vermont 05701

Virgin Islands

P.O Box 1441

St Thomas V. 00801

VirginiaE
Box 749

Alexandria Va 22313

VirginiaW
P.O Box 1709

Roanoke Va 24008

Washington
Box 1494

Spokane Wash 99210

Washington

P.O Box 1227

Seattle Wash 98111

Virginia

P.O Box 591

Wheeling Va 26003

Virginia

Room 4006 Federal Bldg
500 Quarrier Strcet

Charleston Va 25301

Wisconsin

361 Federal Bldg
517 East Wsiconsin Ave
Milwaukee Wisc 53202

Wisconsin
P.O Box 112

Madison Wisc 53701

Wyoming
P.O Box 668

Cheyenne Wyoming 82001
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PROPOSED RULES 39411

6.81 Exemption of United Slates At- From subsection because In the privacy of third parties will not be

The following systems of
that Information be collected to the not otherwise Impede effective law en

.kney
SystemsLimited access c11rnna1 Investigation the requirement violated and that the disclosure would

xempt from U.S.C 562a
eEtent possible from the subject forcement Whenever possible Inlorma

and and Individual would present serious Im- tion of the above nature will be deleted

and and pediment to law enforcement In that the from the requested documents and the

and iafl
subject of the Investigation would -be balance made available The controlling

citizen Complaint placed on notice of the existence of the principle behind this limited access Is to

TICE/USA-003 investigation and would therefore be able allow disclosures except those Indicated

Civil case Files JUSTICE/USA- to avoid detection apprehension or legal above The decisions to release Informa

005 oblIgations and duties tion from these systems will be niade on

Consumer Complaints JUSTICE From subsection because case-by-case basis

USA006 the requirement that Individuals supply-

CrIminal case Files JUSTICE/ ing information be provided with form

USA-007 stating the requirements of subsection

KlineDIstrict of Columbia and would constitute serious ml

Maryland Stock and Ind Interrelation- pediment to law enforcement In that It

ship Filing System JUSTICE/USA- could compromise the existence of con

010 fidential investigation reveal the iden

Major Crimes Division Investiga- tity of confidential sources of informa

tion Files JUSTICE/USA-Oil tion and endanger the life and physical

Prosecutors Management Infor- safety of confidential informants

matlon System PROMIS JUSTICE/ From subsections and

USA012 because these systems of records are

U.S Attorney District of Columbia exempt from Individual access pursuant

Superior Court Division Criminal Files to subsections and of the Privacy

JUSTICE/ITSA-014 Act of 1974

These exemptions apply to the extent From subsection because

that Information In these systems Is sub-
in the collection of information for law

ject to exemption pursuant to u.s.c enforcement purposes It is Impossible to

552aj andk determine in advance what information Privacy Act Exemption Notices

Exemptions from the particular
is accurate relevant timely and corn-

subsections are justified for the following
plete With the passage of time seem-

reasons
ingly irrelevant or untimely information For The System Of Records

From subsection because may acquire new significance as further

the release of the disclosure accounting
investigation brings new details to light

4isclosures pursuant to the routine
and the accuracy of such Information Ma ta ned By The

published for these systems would can only be determined in court of law

the subject of criminal investi-
The restrictions of subsection

on and/or civil case or matter under
would restrict the ability of trained in-

Uni ted States Attorneys

investigation litigation regulatory or
vestigators and intelligence analysts to

administrative review or action
exercise their judgment in reporting on

Department of Just ce

tam valuable information concerning the
investigations and impede the develop-

nature of that Investigation case or mat- ment of Intelligence necessary for effec

ter and present serious impediment to
tive law enforcement

law enforcement or clvii legal activIties
From subsection because

From subsection since an
the individual notice requirements of

exemption is being claimed for subsec-
subsection could present serious

tion this subsection will not be ap-
impediment to law enforcement as this

plicable
could interfere with the United States

From subsection because access
Attorneys ability to issue subponeas and

could reveal investigative techniques and
to the records contained in these systems procedures
would Inform the subject of criminal 1fl 10 From subsection because these
vestigatlon and/or civil Investigation systems of records have been exempted
matter or case of the existence of that from the access provisions of subsection

Investigation provide the subject of the

Investigation with Information that ii From subsections and be-

might enable him to avoid detection ap- cause these systems of records are com
prehension or legal obligations and PrO- piled for law enforcement purposes and
sent serious impediment to law en- have been exempted from the access pro
forcement and other civil remedies visions of subsections and

From subsection because hi Consistent with the legislative

the course of criminal Investigations purpose of the Privacy Act of 1974 the

and/or civil Investigations cases or mat- Executive Office for United States Attor
ters the United States Attorqeys often neys will grant access to nonexempt ma-
obtain information concerning the viola- terial In records which are maintained
tion of laws or civil obligations other by the United States Attorneys DIs
than those relating to an active case or closure will be governed by the Depart
matter In the interests of effective law ments Privacy Regulations but will be
enforcement and civil litigation It Is limited to the extent that the identity of

necessary that the United States Attor- confidential sources will not be corn
neys retain this information since it can promised subjects of an Investigation of

in establishing patterns of actIvity an actual or potential criminal civil or

provide valuable leads for other regulatory violation will not be alerted
lea and future cases that may be to the Investigation the physical safety
ht within the United States Attor- of witnesses Informants and law enforce-

is offices ment personnel will not be endangered
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U.S ATTORNEYS U.S DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

ACCOUNTING FORM FOR DISCLOSURES U.S.C 552ac

This forni must be completed and retained by all U.S Attorney personnel
on any occasion when they have made an oral or written disclosure whether
in person or by telephone of an item of information about an individual
which is contained in system of records maintained by their U.S Attorneys
Office The accounting is required for disclosures made to any person or

agency except for disclosures made to an employee or office of the Department
of Justice or in response to an inquiry under the Freedom of Information

Act

ACCOUNTING REQUIREMENTS

DATE OF DISCLOSURE

NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON OR AGENCY TO WHOM MADE

D.J OR CASE NUMBER I.F KNOWN

NATURE OF DISCLOSURE Summarize briefly and generally the information

disclosed

PURPOSE OF DISCLOSURE Summarize briefly and generally the reason

for the disclosure

CONTINUING DISCLOSURES In the event of series of continuing disclosures

to the same person or agency as to an investigation case or matter
item may be used Complete items through as necessary

OPENING DATE OF CONTINUING DISCLOSURE

CLOSING DATE OF CONTINUING DISCLOSURE

This accounting must be maintained for minimum of five years It may
be destroyed at the end of that period only if the record to which it

relates has been or is being destroyed To the extent possible maintain

this accounting form with the record to which it relates



Routine Uses Applicable to United States

Attorneyst Offices System of Records 005

Civil Case Files

record maintained in the above system of records may be

disseminated as routine use of such record as follows

in any case in which there is an indication of violation

or potential violation of law civil or regulatory in nature the

record in question may be disseminated to the appropriate federal

state local or foreign agency charged with the responsibility
for investigating defending or pursuing such violation civil

claim or remedy or charged with enforcing defending or

Implementing such law

in the course of investigating the potential or actual violation

or civil liability of any government action or law dvii or

regulatory in nature or during the course of trial or hearing or

the preparation for trial or hearing for such civil action record

may be disseminated to federal state local or foreign agency
or to an individual or organization if there is reason to believe

that such agency individual or organization possesses information

relating to the investigation or civil action trial or hearing and

the dissemination is reasonably necessary to elicit such information

or to obtain the cooperation of witness or an agency

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated in

an appropriate federal state local or foreign court or grand

jury proceeding in accordance with established constitutional

substantive or procedural law or practice

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated

to federal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding

or hearing in accordance with the procedures governing such

proceeding or hearing

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

an actual or potential party or his attorney for the purpose of

negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the case

or matter or informal discovery proceedings

record relating to case or matter that has been referred

by an agency for investigation civil action or enforcement or

that involves case or matter within the jurisdiction of an agency

may be disseminated to such agency to notify the agency of the



status of the case or matter or of any decision or determination

that has been made or to make such other inquiries and reports
as are necessary during the processing of the case or matter

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

foreign country pursuant to an international treaty or convention

entered into and ratified by the United States or to an executive

agreement

record may be disseminated to federal state local foreign
or international law enforcement agency to assist in the general crime

prevention and detection efforts of the recipient agency or to provide

investigative leads to such agency or to assist in general civil matters

or cases

record may be disseminated to federal agency in response to

its request in connection with the hiring or retention of an employee
the issuance of security clearance as is required the reporting of

an investigation of an employee the letting of contract or the issuance

of license grant or other benefit by the requesting agency to the

extent that the information relates to the requesting agencys decision

on the matter

record may be disseminated to the public news media trade

associations or organized groups when the purpose of the dissemina

tion is educational or informational such as descriptions of types or

courses of action or distinctive or unique modus operandi provided
that the record does not contain any information identifiable to

specific individual other than such modus operandi

record may be disseminated to foreign country through the

United States Department of State or directly to the representative of

such country to the extent necessary to assist such country in general

crime prevention the pursuit of general civil regulatory or administrative

civil actions or to provide investigative leads to such country or assist

in the location and/or returning of witnesses and other evidence

record that contains classified national security information and

material may be disseminated to persons who are engaged in historical

research projects or who have previously occupied policy making

positions to which they were appointed by the President in

accordance with the provisions codified in 28 C.F.R 17.60



Routine Uses Applicable to United States Attorneys Offices

System of Records 007 Criminal Case Files

record maintained in the above system of records may be disseminated

as routine use of such record as follows

in any case in which there is an indication of violation

or potential violation of laws criminal or regulatory in nature

the record in question may be disseminated to the appropriate

federal state local or foreign agency charged with the

responsibility for investigating or prosecuting such violation

or charged with enforcing or implementing such law

in the course of investigating the potential or actual

violation of any law criminal or regulatory in nature or

during the course of trial or hearing or the preparation

for trial or hearing for such violation record may be

disseminated to federal state local or foreign agency or

to an individual or organization if there is reason to believe

that such agency individual or organization possesses

information relating to the investigation trial or hearing and

the dissemination is reasonably necessary to elicit such Infor

mation or to obtain the cooperation of witness or an informant

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated

in an appropriate federal state local or foreign court or grand

jury proceeding in accordance with established constitutional

substantive or procedural law or practice

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated

to federal state or local administrative or regulatory proceeding

or hearing in accordance with the procedures governing such

proceeding or hearing

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated

to an actual or potential party or his attorney for the purpose of

negotiation or discussion on such matters as settlement of the

case or matter plea bargaining or informal discovery proceedings

record relating to case or matter that has been referred by

an agency for investigation prosecution or enforcement or that

involves case or matter within the jurisdiction of an agency may
be disseminated to such agency to notify the agency of the tus of



the case or matter or of any decision or determination that has been

made or to make such other Inquiries and reports as are necessary

during the processing of the case or matter

record relating to person held in custody pending or

during arraignment trial sentence or extradition proceedings

or after conviction or after extradition proceedings may be

disseminated to federal state local or foreign prison probation

parole or pardon authority or to any other agency or individual

concerned with the maintenance transportation or release of

such person

record relating to case or matter may be disseminated to

foreign country pursuant to an international treaty or convention

entered into and ratified by the United States or to an executive

agreement

record may be disseminated to federal state local foreign

or international law enforcement agency to assist in the general

crime prevention and detection efforts of the recipient agency or

to provide investigative leads to such agency

record may be disseminated to federal agency in response

to its request in connection with the hiring or retention of an

employee the issurance of security clearance the reporting of

an investigation of an employee the letting of contract or the

issuance of license grant or other benefit by the requesting

agency to the extent that the information relates to the requesting

agencys decision on the matter

record may be disseminated to the public news media trade

associations or organized groups when the purpose of the

dissemination is educational or informational such as descriptions

of crime trends or distinctive or unique modus operandi provided

that the record does not contain any information identifiable to

specific individual other than such modus operandi

record may be disseminated to foreign country through

the United States Department of State or directly to the representative

of such country to the extent necessary to assist such country in

apprehending and/or returning fugitive to jurisdiction which

seeks his return

record that contains classified national security Information and

material may be disseminated to persons who are engaged in historical

research projects or who have previously occupied policy making

positions to which they were appointed by the President in accordance

with the provisions codified in 28 .F .R 17.60
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